
ABSTRACT 

A Fruitless Crown: The Logic and Limits of Foreign Policy in Revolutionist 
Dictatorships  

Eric A. Fleury, Ph.D. 

Mentor: W. David Clinton, Ph.D. 

This dissertation examines the process of foreign policymaking in dictatorial 

regimes, using historical examples to illustrate contemporary implications for American 

foreign policy. I introduce a sub-category of regimes called “revolutionist dictatorships”

that highlights the relationship between the regime and its continual need for public 

affirmation of its legitimacy. Lacking the institutional structures that routinize the role of 

public opinion within the state, the regime is forced to directly mobilize public support 

for its ambitions through an ideological program over which the regime must maintain 

exclusive rights of interpretation and implementation. Maintaining the image of 

ideological purity, on which its legitimacy ultimately relies, confines the revolutionist 

dictatorship to a series of short-term calculations that gradually constrict the pursuit of 

long-term strategic ends, and deprives the leadership of a clear separation between the 

objective conditions of security and the preferences of ideology. The need to preserve the 

illusion of ideological purity renders the unalloyed pursuit of interests impossible.  



I will first review and critique the literature on this subject, which tends to 

separate ideology and interest into discrete categories in which one or the other 

predominates based on the preferences of the leadership. I will then examine dictatorial 

power in light of its relationship to public opinion and develop the connection with three 

cases studies: Joseph Stalin, Sukarno, and Saddam Hussein. The similar incentives and 

pressures that arise between these ostensibly unlike cases will demonstrate the 

ramifications of using ideology to effect a direct connection between leader and people. 

Understanding this dilemma will provide a more sophisticated template for interpretation 

dictatorial behavior than dismissing them as inveterate “rogue states” or admiring them 

as sophisticated practitioners of realpolitik. The implications of this study may also be 

used to clarify the interplay of ideology and interest in both democratic and non-

democratic states, and examine patterns of relations between and among them. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

National Interest, Ideology, and Dictatorship 

 Central Question, Thesis, and Project Outline 

There are two leading interpretations of foreign policymaking in dictatorial states, 

each with a set of implications for the appropriate response from democratic states, 

especially the United States. First, foreign policy is often assumed to be the direct product 

of the leader’s will, whether framed in terms of psychological pressures, ideological 

preferences, or national culture.  Second, dictators are held to be no less rational than 1

democrats in pursuit of their national interest, and may in fact have an advantage in 

pursuing that interest by enjoying control of the diplomatic-strategic apparatus without 

the restraints imposed by an uninformed public.  Both of these explanations are limited 2

by their reliance on idiosyncrasies to prove the motivations behind political behavior. 

Whether one attributes dictatorial actions to an aberrant personality or the pressures of 

the international system, both explanations are plausible and vague enough to stake an 

equal claim on any set of historical data.  

The purpose of this project is to establish a more sophisticated alternative to these 

prevailing explanations. It will establish the common inducements and pressures that 

 Margaret Hermann, “Explaining Foreign Policy Behavior Using the Personal Characteristics of 1

Political Leaders,” International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 24, No. 1 (March 1980) 7-46. 

 Robert Kaufman, “To Balance or to Bandwagon? Alignment Decisions in 1930s Europe,”2

Security Studies, Vol. 1, No. 3 (Spring 1992) 417-447. 
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condition decision-making under conditions of dictatorial rule and demonstrate the 

consistency of these factors cross various cases. It will do so by introducing a sub-

category of states called “revolutionist dictatorships,” and developing generalizations 

about the foreign policy process within states of that description, based on an a 

theoretical overview and analysis of significant historical cases. This type of regime is 

defined as a dictatorial power structure that claims direct authority from an ideological 

program through which all political activity is legitimated, and over which the leadership 

claims exclusive powers of implementation and interpretation.  

 The examination of revolutionist dictatorships is intended to provide an example 

of a new method of classifying dictatorships based on the relationship between the 

regime and public opinion. It is widely assumed that public opinion in a dictatorship is 

reduced to being either the opponent or the instrument of the leader’s designs.   This 3

project suggests a much more complicated relationship between a dictatorship and the 

public’s tendency to opposition, support, or toleration of its policies. This project will 

interpret foreign policy decisions in light of that relationship, guided by three questions in 

particular.  First, what kind of claim does the regime make on popular support? Second, 

how does the regime maintain the requisite popular enthusiasm to stay in power and 

achieve its vital goals? Third, how does the regime reconcile its domestic narrative with 

the character of the international system, especially when the latter challenges the 

premise of the former?  

 William J. Dobson, The Dictator’s Learning Curve: Inside the Global Battle for Democracy 3

(New York: Random House, 2012) 9-10. 
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Revolutionist dictatorships represent a discrete class of regimes based upon their 

answer to the first question. By predicating their claim to power on the presumption of 

ideological perfection, the regime is compelled to demonstrate public support and 

transnational appeal.This tends to combine lofty idealism with brutal displays of power 

politics, replacing the give-and-take of international politics with a doctrine of 

infallibility that must be validated with every move,. With minimal margin for error, the 

revolutionist dictatorship confines itself to a series of short term calculations that restrict 

the pursuit of long term strategic ends. The more that the state pretends that international 

politics is the extension of a sacred mission to be advanced by any and all means 

necessary, the more that the statesman takes on the simultaneous and exclusive roles of 

missionary and outlaw. Consequently, the options of foreign policy are ultimately 

reduced to working miracles and covering up crimes. 

The project will elaborate this understanding in seven chapters. This chapter will 

examine the relationship between ideology and interest, based on two tripartite sets 

prevalent in international relations theory and foreign policy analysis. First is Martin 

Wight’s classification of preeminent Western thinking into the “three traditions” of 

realism, rationalism, and revolutionism. The central concepts within each tradition 

highlight recurring themes of international politics in the philosophic canon, such as the 

best means of achieving security, the qualities of the ideal diplomat, and the nature of 

international society.  I will review the work of major thinkers on the interplay of 4

 Martin Wight, International Theory: The Three Traditions, (Leicester: Leicester University 4

Press, 1996) 7.
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ideology and national interest, and point out the insights and limitations in their analysis 

that lay the foundation for the approach undertaken in this study.  

 The second set is the images of analysis (also known as levels) that offer distinct 

lenses through which to identify the causes of international behavior, especially Kenneth 

Waltz’s tripartite division between the individual, the state, and the international system.  5

This approach has been tremendously influential on international relations theory, 

historical research, and policymaking, but it also has major weaknesses that I will address 

before putting forward my own method.  This chapter will conclude by arguing for the 

significance of this project, particularly its attempt to correct the errors in American 

foreign policy that result from the two dominant perceptions of dictatorial regimes.  

 The second chapter will introduce a new understanding of dictatorial power by 

developing the concept of revolutionist dictatorship. In chapters three through six, the 

conditions of revolutionist dictatorship will then be elaborated through four case studies. 

Despite immense differences in circumstances, institutions, ideology, and relative power, 

these cases meet the definition of revolutionist dictatorship and vividly illustrate the 

factors within such a regime that condition foreign policy decision-making. Each of these 

cases will focus on critical decision points in the foreign policy of that regime.  

 The first two cases will examine the Soviet Union under Joseph Stalin: first, his 

decision to sign the non-aggression pact with Nazi Germany in August 1939, and second, 

his decision to confront the United States following their cooperation in the defeat of 

 Kenneth N. Waltz, Man, the State and War: A Theoretical Analysis (New York: Columbia 5

University Press, 2001) 12. 
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Germany. Stalin’s immense historical importance, as well as the radically different 

geopolitical fortunes of the Soviet Union prior to and following the Second World War, 

requires that two chapters be dedicated to this case in order to analyze it thoroughly.  

The next case will analyze Indonesia in the early years of independence under its 

first president, Sukarno. It will focus on his decision to bring Indonesia into the Non-

Aligned Movement and  his challenge of the British Federation of Malaya’s transition to 

the independent state of Malaysia, which lasted from 1963 until his overthrow in October 

1965. 

The final case will review Iraq under the rule of Saddam Hussein. It will focus on 

his decision to invade Iran in September 1980 and to invade Kuwait in August 1990, in 

both cases accepting the escalation of a crisis at the cost of a devastating war. Following 

the case studies, the seventh chapter will conclude the project with findings and 

implications, particularly for American foreign policy. 

Traditions of Thought on Ideology and Interest 

Realism 

The central premises of realism tend toward a materialistic understanding of 

foreign policy. Since states are the only proper judges of their interest as well as the 

means required for attaining and defending those interests, their independence and 

consequent jealousies place them “in the state and posture of gladiators” toward one 

another. International politics is an arena that reproduces the essential characteristics of 

!5



the “war of every man against every man.”  Due to the high stakes of competition and the 6

impossibility of escaping its dangers, political action hinges on “the principle of success,” 

in which “moral tensions [are] replaced by considerations of technical accomplishment: 

politics for politics’ sake.”  In this zero-sum game, material resources alone enable a state 7

to sustain its own strength and deprive adversaries of potential advantages, and so they 

constitute both the instruments of policy and its ultimate objective. Thrust into a 

“perpetual and restless desire of power after power that ceaseth only in death,”  statesmen 8

find that acquisition is the only guarantor of security.  

 There are all kinds of moral and religious systems designed to make this brutish 

condition more bearable, but such beliefs rest on a combination of ignorance and clever 

manipulation by elites. Human beings have an immense capacity for self-deception, but 

no one will be tricked out of a natural desire for self-preservation for long. Religions and 

other belief systems may succeed for a time in glossing over the unseemly realities of 

political life, but the prayers of the faithful are only an unconsciously imposed veil over 

their own self-interest. Consequently, the spectacle will endure only as long as a steady 

stream of apparent miracles keeps the people in awe.  9

 Neorealism has strengthened this tendency with a positivistic approach that 

“naturalizes a reified view of the social world” by drawing law-like assumptions from 

 Thomas Hobbes, ed. C.B. Macpherson, Leviathan (New York: Penguin Books, 1968) 187-8.6

 Wight, 251.7

 Hobbes, 161.8

 Ibid, 177-181.9
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observed behavior that give theoretical predominance to material factors.  By contrast, 10

traditional realism has stressed the importance of the perceived legitimacy of political 

action in a way that questions an obvious hierarchy between state goals and the ideas that 

authorize or rationalize the pursuit of those goals. Even Machiavelli, the godfather of 

power politics, insisted that a prince “appear merciful, humane, honest, and religious, and 

to be so” as circumstances permit.  While there is an obvious utility in the prince’s guise 11

of Christian virtue, the appearance of goodness is not necessarily subordinate to, or 

separate from, the reality of calculation. Machiavelli’s concern with maintaining 

appearances indicates that public opinion may be irrational and erratic, but that makes it 

all the more imperative to take it seriously. Failure to pass the acid test of mass approval 

will doom the prince even more decisively than defeat in battle or conspiracy.    12

As an academic tradition, realism defined itself in opposition to “idealists”

committed to “using human reason and organizational ingenuity to replace the old order 

of national interests with a new order of common interests.”  In order to assert the realist 13

alternative within the emerging discipline of international relations, standard bearers such 

 Jonathan Joseph, “Philosophy in International Relations: A Scientific Realist Approach,”10

Journal of International Studies, Vol. 35, No. 2, (2007) 348.

 Niccolo Machiavelli trans. Harvey C. Mansfield, The Prince (Chicago: University of Chicago 11

Press, 1998) 70. 

 “For a prince should have two fears: one within, on account of his subjects; the other outside, 12

on account of external powers. From the latter one is defended with good arms and good friends...but, as to 
subjects, when things outside are not moving, one has to fear that they may be conspiring secretly. From 
this the prince may secure himself sufficiently if he avoids being hated or despised and keeps the people 
satisfied with him.” Ibid, 72.

 Jack Donnelly, Realism and International Relations (New York: Cambridge University Press, 13

2000) 26.
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as Edward Hallett Carr wrote with “the deliberate intent of counteracting the glaring and 

dangerous...neglect of the factor of power” which dominated thinking within interwar 

academic and policy circles.  As a result, realist argumentation provides additional 14

evidence of its own premise, as the scholar’s analysis of international politics is 

invariably colored by his or her own interest in scholarly recognition. Realist principles 

are interwoven with their own political task of “bring[ing] down the whole cardboard 

structure of utopian thought by exposing the hollowness of the material out of which it is 

built.”  15

  This demonstrates the consistency of its premise, but it also ruptures the assumed 

dichotomy between concrete interests and the ideas that justify their pursuit. The crusade 

to displace the hegemony of utopianism is a battle composed primarily of ideas, and is 

predicated upon the significance of those ideas in shaping policy outcomes. If the realist 

struggle to establish itself as a “hegemonic discourse”  mirrors the battle for supremacy 16

among political entities, then ideas carry their own value apart from their ability to 

rationalize material interests. (If realists were fully dedicated to their materialist premise, 

it is unlikely that they would have become academics.)  

 Ibid, 27.14

 Edward Hallett Carr, The Twenty Years’ Crisis, 1919-1939 (New York: Harper-Collins 2001) 15

75.

 John J. Mearsheimer, “E.H. Carr vs. Idealism: The Battle Rages On,” E.H. Carr Memorial 16

Lecture. Aberystwyth, Wales, Oct. 14 2002. 
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Carr appears to give ideas an independent role when he identifies power over 

opinion as “not less essential for political purposes than military and economic power,”  17

especially in light of modern propaganda tactics in which the Soviet Union was 

particularly effective. The slogans of proletarian revolution, however, “had no meaning or 

substance apart from the national policies of the countries by which they were used.”  18

Power over opinion is an asset of military and economic power, and its impact will wax 

and wane in accordance with the material power of the state that it serves. This 

instrumental role for ideology exemplifies Carr’s theory that “theories of social morality 

are always the product of a dominant group which identifies with the community as a 

whole,” in order to rationalize that group’s pursuit of its own narrow interest.   19

 Carr acknowledges “the impossibility of being a consistent and thorough-going 

realist”  which would preclude the moral judgment that, despite its insincere 20

foundations, invariably colors all human behavior. Self-interest fosters subjective 

preference for one’s own beliefs, preventing an even-handed assessment of the “whole 

historical process” in which all sides are morally equivalent. Carr creatively asserts the 21

consistency of realist principles by the very inconsistency of their application, but even 

this sophisticated defense of realism is unraveled in the prescriptions that follow from his 

 Carr, The Twenty Years’ Crisis, 132.17

 Ibid, 141.18

 Ibid, 79. 19

 Ibid, 89.20

 Ibid, 91.21
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analysis. Clearer awareness of self-interestedness and hypocrisy is a precondition for a 

revived “criterion of justice” that would grant the “have-not powers” such as Germany 

and Japan their proper seat at the table.  Along with assuming the moral superiority of 22

the underdog, Carr assumes “that the problem has been solved once the ruling class has 

recognized that its ideology is conditioned by its interests.”  This presumes that publicly 23

exposing hypocrisy will sap it of its power like a fairy tale character that loses his 

magical powers upon being named. 

 This turns Carr’s relativism into a form of moralism. Self-awareness of one’s own 

moral limits, and the impossibility of making a genuine moral claim through a national or 

ideological medium, will induce a commitment to reason properly understood over such 

hollow political interests. By establishing the material interest of the individual as the 

only true moral standard,  history will slowly but inexorably move toward an ideal of 24

world unity and social justice subject to central planning and enlightened 

administration.  It is not morality that masks interest, but rather false morality; the true 25

interest of human beings lies in an absolute identification of principles and interests. 

Once that revelation is made sufficiently public, people will eventually realize and accept 

 Ibid, 221-3.22

 Whittle Johnson, “The Relevance of E.H. Carr’s Realism in the Post-Cold War World,” in W. 23

David Clinton, ed., The Realist Tradition and Contemporary International Relations (Baton Rouge: 
Louisiana State University Press, 2007) 168.

 Edward Hallett Carr, Nationalism and After, (London: Macmillan & Co., 1945) 44.24

 Ibid, 70.25
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their destiny for what it is. Carr is at least as utopian as those whom he criticizes, and his 

realism, while compelling in its call to modesty, is a preface to his own teleology.  

This move toward an anti-utopian utopianism led Hans Morgenthau to comment 

that “Mr. Carr sets out to discover a new morality in the political world with only the 

vaguest notion of what morality is.” Without a “transcendent point of view from which to 

survey the political scene and to appraise the phenomenon of power,” Carr is a 

“Machiavelli without virtu”  who begins by separating power from morality and ends by 26

equating morality with power. Morgenthau attempts to avoid this trap by stating that “the 

political sphere (like all others) is never pure, and that all spheres interpenetrate”  so that 27

calculations of power cannot be divorced from ethical or philosophic inquiry. While 

Morgenthau has greater sensitivity for ideational influences on politics, he excludes 

ideology by classifying it as a separate phenomenon that, unlike morality or philosophy, 

is merely a byproduct of interstate competition. 

 Morgenthau states that the true motives of policy are “concealed by ideological 

justifications and rationalizations” which do nothing other than “render involvement in 

that contest for power psychologically and morally acceptable to the actors and their 

audience.”  Here Morgenthau is attempting to strike a difficult balance. Like Carr, he 28

 Hans J. Morgenthau, “The Political Science of E.H. Carr,” World Politics, Vol. 1, No. 1 (Oct. 26

1948) 134.

 Michael C. Williams, “Why Ideas Matter in International Relations: Hans Morgenthau, 27

Classical Realism, and the Moral Construction of Power Politics,” International Organization, Vol. 58, No. 
4 (Autumn 2004) 653.

 Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace (Boston: Mc28 -
Graw-Hill, 2006 [1948]) 98-9.
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wants to disabuse the “science of peace” of its moral pretensions by insisting that all 

ideologies, liberal as well as totalitarian, bear the trace of their political origins.  At the 29

same time, he seeks to avoid the determinism that led Carr to equate morality with 

success, and thus find the salvation of a decadent Europe first in Nazism, and then in 

Soviet communism.  To make this argument work, he dismisses a role for ideology apart 30

from interests, but his use of the term does not implicate all ideas, only ideas that inhibit 

the qualities of proper statesmanship.  

 Morgenthau disaggregates “political concepts,” ideas with an “immediately 

recognizable relationship to concrete political aims, ”from “abstract generalities” that 

attempt comprehensive political explanations without reference to particular 

circumstances.  In doing so, he aims to “blunt the edge of international controversies” by 31

teaching statesmen to “confine the aspirations for power of individual nations within 

relatively narrow limits.”  This necessitates a rejection of universalist ideologies that 32

convert the nation into a “starting point for a universal mission whose ultimate goal 

reaches to the confines of the political world.”  Due to the threat of nuclear annihilation, 33

a marriage of traditional diplomacy and institutional functionalism promises to 

reconstruct international politics on a foundation that is both cosmopolitan and pragmatic, 

 Hans Morgenthau, Scientific Man versus Power Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 29

1967) 55.

 Morgenthau, “The Political Science of E.H. Carr,” 131.30

 Morgenthau, Scientific Man versus Power Politics,  72.31

 Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations, 252. 32

 Ibid, 339.33
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offering the most plausible path toward the necessary end of a world state.  Morgenthau 34

revises Carr’s historicism, but he shares the expectation that a superior set of ideas will 

reveal “true or universally valid and concrete moral principles,” in this case “national 

survival and international peace.”   35

Carr and Morgenthau alike begin from the premise of national interest, and end up 

defining political power chiefly in terms of a universally valid form of legitimacy. 

Materialism is not the whole truth, but the lens through which to understand the moral 

environment in which power politics does and should operate. For realists no less than 

their idealist opponents, interests take their true form only in a proper ideational context. 

Their dispute is over the proper content of those ideas.  

Rationalism 

 Insofar as the rationalist tradition has argued for a set of principles that will, by 

their own persuasive efforts, bypass the medium of national self-help and establish a 

perfect marriage of reason and ethics in political practice, history has favored the realist 

critique. The liberal optimism that followed the world wars and the Cold War each 

receded into bouts of interstate and ideological competition, diminishing if not altogether 

eliminating faith in “Western liberal democracy as the final form of human 

government.”  Democratization, rather than accelerating the movement toward pacific 36

 James P. Speer, “Hans Morgenthau and the World State,” World Politics, Vol. 20, No. 2 (Jan. 34

1968) 207-227. 

 Thomas Pangle and Peter Ahrensdorf, Justice Among Nations: On the Moral Basis of Power 35

and Peace (Lawrence: University of Kansas Press, 1999) 228.

 Francis Fukayama, “The End of History?” The National Interest, No. 16 (Summer, 1989) 4.36
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and commercial liberalism, has often made states “more aggressive and war-prone”  37

than they had been when under a stable dictatorship. The dream of collective security that 

would “make of armies and navies a power for order merely”  has instead taken the form 38

of the Security Council’s system of stewardship by five permanently ensconced great 

powers, each legally entitled to thwart the the cooperative efforts of the others on behalf 

of its own interests.  

 Just as realism adjusted its drift toward determinism by distinguishing between 

good and bad ideas, rationalism has modified its utopian heritage by shifting emphasis 

from natural law to norms. Norms not only influence the calculation of interest, but even 

define the context in which interests are operationalized. If “normative claims were 

merely window-dressing...such claims would have no practical effect because everybody 

would recognize what was being attempted, everybody would see through them, and 

making them would be a pointless and indeed useless thing to do.”   39

 One may even assume that statesmen conceal the true motives of policy beneath 

the veneer of norms in order to persuade a target audience, but that very act has no less 

influence upon the content of the policy than the original intent. If policy requires a 

normative justification in order to take effect, the original motive is little more than an 

abstraction, and the full reality of international politics must incorporate irrational as well 

 Edward D. Mansfield and Jack Snyder, “Democratization and War,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 74, 37

No. 3 (May/June 1995) 79.

Woodrow Wilson, “Address of the President of the United States to the U.S. Senate, January 38

22nd, 1917, Congressional Record: Senate, Vol. 54, 64th Congress, 2nd Session. 

 Robert Jackson, The Global Covenant: Human Conduct in a World of States (New York: 39

Oxford University Press, 2000) 69.
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as rational influences.  Ideas and norms determine the actual shape that interests take, in 40

addition to the mode in which they are expressed: 

“the term ‘interest of state’ in itself provides us with no specific guidance either in 
interpreting the behavior of states or in prescribing how they should behave unless 
we are told what concrete ends or objectives states do or should pursue: security,  
prosperity, ideological objectives or whatever.”   41

The fact of sovereign autonomy backed by force requires a “constitutive normative 

principle”  by which interests can be articulated and negotiated, lest it devolve into an 42

anarchic struggle that replaces interest with mere survival.  

Furthermore, observance of international norms manifests itself with much greater 

regularity than conflict,  and one need not assume that observance of these norms stems 43

from a conscious and sincere willingness to uphold them. Just as homo economicus 

contributes to the public good because of, not in spite of, his or her self-interested 

motivations, the strength of normative influences is confirmed not by their ability to 

trump interests but by “the fact that [states] so often judge it in their interests” to obey 

them.  The persistence of the actors in international politics and their iterated 44

 “It would be impossible to make much sense of...president-day international society or any 40

other political world, past or present, without grasping the basic norms that the people of the day use to 
justify or vindicate their political conduct.” Ibid, 79.

 Hedley Bull, The Anarchical Society: A Study of Order in World Politics (New York: Columbia 41

University Press, 2002/1977) 63.

 Ibid, 65.42

 “Almost all nations observe almost all principles of international law and almost all of their 43

obligations almost all of the time.” Louis Henkin, How Nations Behave: Law and Foreign Policy (New  
York: Columbia University Press, 1979) 47. 

 Bull, 134.44
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interactions links the ability to pursue what one wants and the willingness of others to 

accede to those wishes. The conventions and institutions that emerge are likely “to 

engender widespread feelings of legitimacy or propriety” over time, so that the arena of 

international competition doubles as a”social convention.”  45

  Joseph Nye has recently popularized this idea with his distinction between “hard 

power” and “soft power,” both enhancing one’s “capacity to do things” and “influence 

the behavior of others to get the outcomes one wants.”  Persuasion as a form of power is 46

not new, but what has changed is that “if the current economic and social trends of the 

information revolution continue, soft power will become more important in the mix.”  47

The ease of communication and the relaxation of national borders is turning democratic 

ideology into cosmopolitan reality, and so states must redefine the nature of power as 

more and more political action escapes their direct control. The fungibility of traditional 

power assets will diminish as traditional state-based realpolitik gives way to cooperative 

efforts against terrorism, cybercrime, and other sources of transnational instability. 

Consequently, the national interest will become progressively defined in terms of the will 

of peoples.  

 Oran R. Young, “Regime Dynamics: The Rise and Fall of International Regimes,” International 45

Organization, Vol. 36, No. 2 (Spring 1982) 278-9. 

 Joseph Nye, Soft Power: The Means to Success in World Politics (Cambridge: Perseus Books, 46

2004) 1-2.

 Ibid, 30.47
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The wide appeal of Nye’s typology among American policymakers  testifies to 48

its contemporary relevance and basic sensibility. Soft power demonstrates what Wight 

identifies as one of the great strengths of the rationalist tradition. Rather than choose 

between morality and political interest, “moral standards can be upheld without the 

heavens falling,” and that upholding them will “tend to strengthen the fabric of political 

life.”  The popularity of American values is an immense boon to American power, but 49

the power of those ideas, especially given their individualist and anti-political cast, is not 

fixed to their state of origin. Ideas are not merely tools of state power; once they 

proliferate, they set the standards that then become proof of authenticity in the common 

culture that sustains international society.  

Nye’s framework is also an example of the rationalist assumption that “shared 

ideas are associated with cooperation,” so that they pull states away from a Hobbesian 

condition toward a community based on shared knowledge.  Guiding norms such as 50

pluralism, openness, nonintervention, and fidelity to international law, though they 

operate “less as a strictly legal order and more as an ethical order,”  are put forth as the 51

defining principles of moral state behavior. Rationalism has moved away from the natural 

law language of its Grotian origins, but “are they not, in their own pragmatic, undramatic 

 Joseph Nye, “The U.S. Can Reclaim ‘Smart Power,’” The Los Angeles Times, Op-Ed, January 48

21st, 2009. 

 Martin Wight, “Western Values in International Relations,” in eds. Hedley Bull, Herbert 49

Butterfield and Martin Wight, Diplomatic Investigations (London: Allen & Unwin, 1966) 130-1.

 Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of International Politics (New York: Cambridge University 50

Press, 1999) 253.

 Jackson, 121.51
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way, seeking the assimilation of international to domestic politics; the establishment of 

the civitas maxima, albeit [this time] constitutionally?”   52

 Norms are not a mask for the exercise of power, but any particular set of norms 

will invariably favor the power of some states over others. Nye insists that soft power is 

power principally insofar as it affects the interest of the nation state, which may 

paradoxically make use of sources of persuasion and attraction over which it can have at 

best an indirect relationship. As with Machiavelli or Carr, the “hard” elements of 

coercion and payments and the “soft” dimension of attractiveness and persuasion are 

interrelated. Impressive hard power assets may increase one’s ideational appeal, and a 

lofty image may make the periodic use of force more tolerable.  Whether power is 53

measured in terms of armored divisions sweeping past enemy defenses or a burgeoning 

film industry capable of saturating foreign markets with appealing images, power remains 

the means by which an autonomous political unit achieves privately defined ambitions, 

measured in terms of the capacity to gather and make effective use of relevant materials.  

 Since all political action takes place within a realm where force is the ultimo 

ratio, even the most benign policies are too intertwined with the coercive nature of 

political action to earn an unsullied claim on morality. Soft power is not so much an 

alternative to hard power as the moral context that makes political action possible and 

legitimate. Furthermore, the universal reach of rationalist norms instantly puts their 

premises to the test by identifying noncompliant states as outliers. The state that 

 Wight, International Theory, 131.52

 Nye, Soft Power, 7.53
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associates its own interest with the maintenance of international order may find itself in 

the position of Britain confronting the French Revolution. Prudence may favor the 

position of Pitt, whose concern was limited to French external aggression, or that of Fox, 

who saw it as an improvement upon Britain’s own liberal character.   54

Alternately, it may favor the position of Burke. Viewing the norms that guide the 

conduct of international society as operating “by a constant, steady, uniform, insensible 

operation, like that of the air which we breathe in” means that the repudiation of those 

norms by another state is not only unfavorable, but unnatural. The alternative system of 

manners will seem “the most licentious, prostitute, and abandoned, that has ever been 

known,” and as such will reflect directly on the character and intentions of its 

practitioners. Unlike international morality’s operation through “natural affections,” for 

the revolutionary state “all has been the result of design; all has been matter of 

institution.”  The defeat and overthrow of such states is not only a matter of national 55

policy, but the restoration of natural order. Rationalism will meet its greatest challenge in 

a state that takes pride in its repudiation of all that is common, popular, and appealing 

under current political conditions. The question of power, whether hard of soft, 

undertakes significantly different dimensions for a state that refuses to be just another 

jewel in the pluralist crown. 

 Jennifer Mori, William Pitt and the French Revolution, 1785-1795 (Edinburgh: Keele 54

University Press, 1997) 121. 

 Edmund Burke, “Letter on the Overtures of Peace,” in Letters on a Regicide Peace 55

(Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, 1999) 126-7.
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Revolutionism 

 This study focuses on dictatorial states that profess ideologies which Wight 

classifies within the revolutionist tradition. Wight defines the revolutionists as:  

 “those who believe so passionately in the moral unity of the society of states or  
 international society, that they identify themselves with it, and therefore they both  
 claim to speak in the name of this unity, and experience an overriding obligation  
 to give effect to it as the first aim of their international policies.   56

Many statesmen draw upon ideology, but the revolutionist directly links his or her own 

political power to the sovereignty of a guiding principle, whether that be God, the general 

will, or the dialectics of history. For example, the American Constitution reflects liberal 

principles, but it is a rationalist document in that the law is supreme, not the principles 

which it embodies, and direct appeals to principle must be addressed through the medium 

of legal reform. By contrast, the successive versions of the Soviet constitution served 

mainly to publicize the specific tasks by which the Communist party, the “vanguard of all 

the people,” would transform the state into a “classless communist society.”  This 57

granted the Party unlimited powers of revising and abrogating the law on behalf of the 

supreme objectives for which they were directly responsible.  

 Wight specifically identifies both Stalin and Sukarno as revolutionist statesmen 

who illustrate the difficulties of ruling on behalf of an ideology while adjusting to the 

shifting circumstances and pressures of international relations. The case studies are 

 Wight, 8.56

 Christopher Osakwe, “The Theories and Realities of Modern Soviet Constitutional Law: An 57

Analysis of the 1977 USSR Constitution,” University of Pennsylvania Law Review, Vol. 127, No. 5 (May, 
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principally concerned with developing that question, but it is useful to summarize briefly 

Wight’s understanding of revolutionism and the problems that it poses for statesmanship. 

A revolutionist tradition is nearly a contradiction in terms, as “it might be asked 

whether there is anything resembling a school of thought, an acknowledged continuity, 

through Rousseau to Hitler and Stalin.”  Unfolding in waves rather than linear revisions, 58

each new iteration tends to reject the legitimacy of its forebears, making it “parricidal”  59

within its own tradition as well as hostile to the other two. Revolutionists from Dante and 

Calvin through Tolstoy and Mao constitute a tradition mainly by their common 

repudiation of the prevailing norms and practices of international society on behalf of a 

universally valid ideal.  

Postulating the moral unity of humanity while rejecting the practices of 

international society produces a series of contradictory tendencies within revolutionism. 

It may inform the crusading imperialism of the French Revolution, the strict doctrinal 

uniformity of the Holy Alliance, or the stridently anti-political ethos of Gandhi. In every 

instance, there is a struggle between the desire to convert the unbaptized and the urge to 

foreswear the company of heretics; it may lead to either extreme or produce an uneasy 

compromise between them, but neither can be discounted.  

This tension is made even more complex when the role of the prophet is merged 

with that of the statesman. Given the impossibility of perfect isolation and the extreme 

unlikelihood of imminent worldwide conversion, the revolutionist in power is required to 

 Wight, 10.58

 Ibid, 12. 59
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compromise, in one way or another, with the institutions and procedures of international 

society to which he or she would otherwise grant little or no legitimacy. Embracing the 

formal aspects of statehood necessitates some degree of compatibility with the 

established norms and practices of the state system. 

 This is a source of consolation to both rationalists and realists who are otherwise 

puzzled by this fusion of idealism and brutality. For rationalists, routinized participation 

with other states should “blunt the edge” of ideological fervor as a global political culture 

emerges which “contains institutions and mechanisms for the resolution of disputes and 

the enforcement of certain common standards of law and human rights.”  This will 60

generate a process of “political learning” in which an increase in backlash against 

repressive measures leads dictators to“reappraise the past errors,” while a burgeoning 

civil society develops the necessary skills to exploit the cracks in the authoritarian 

foundation.  Such a process of integration is necessarily incomplete so long as the state 61

is autonomous, but even a grudging acceptance of one’s role within the system draws 

states toward the “broad middle road”  of enlightened self-interest that avoids the 62

extremes of utopianism and cynicism. 

 Stephen Chan and Andrew Williams, eds., Renegade States: The Evolution of Revolutionary 60

Foreign Policy (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1994) 29. 

 Nancy Bermeo, “Democracy and the Lessons of Dictatorship,” Comparative Politics, Vol. 24, 61

No. 3 (Apr. 1992) 284. 
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For realists, the supreme goal of “dissolving [international] society into a 

cosmopolitan world-state”  may authorize the same tactics that are identified with 63

traditional power politics. States may pursue ideological objectives “as long as the 

requisite behavior does not interfere with balance-of-power logic, ” but in the likely event 

of their coming into conflict, “states usually act according to the dictates of realism.”  64

The revolutionist state may not learn this lesson right away, but once it accepts that 

ideology will not overcome the enduring pressures of international anarchy, it is quite 

unlikely to choose a principled extinction over the compromises necessary for 

socialization. When the Bolsheviks’ clarion call to revolution fell on deaf ears, and they 

found themselves surrounded by internal and external enemies, their distaste for 

professional armies was promptly dropped, and the Russian Imperial Army was 

rechristened as the Red Workers’ and Peasants’ Army.  Like many children who swear 65

that they will cast off the shackles of their parents’ influence upon entering adulthood, 

they begin with abjuration and end with imitation. 

Wight notes the common impression that “revolutionists resemble rationalists in 

their principles and realists in their practice,”  but as the prior sections indicate, neither 66

of the other two traditions can be reduced to either national interest or transnational 

idealism. Each may emphasize one or the other, but both recognize the need for political 

 Ibid, 48. 63

 John J. Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (New York: W.W. Norton, 2001) 47. 64

 John Erickson, The Soviet High Command: A Military-Political History, 1918-1941 (New York: 65

Routledge, 2001) 55. 
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power to have a sovereign base and a legitimate appeal. The uniqueness of the 

revolutionist state is that it claims the two to be identical, holding itself to be the 

exclusive sovereign base of the legitimizing principle. Whatever hypocrisies they commit 

in the uneasy reconciliation of theory and practice, revolutionists can never admit to the 

fundamental tension at the heart of their condition. Every mistake, deception, and crime 

can and must be dismissed as nothing more than a detour on the road to transcendence. 

     
 Images of Analysis   

 For over a half-century, the images of analysis have supplied the dominant 

framework for the study of foreign policy, and have even become a staple in 

undergraduate textbooks. Despite numerous revisions and additions, the principal model 

remains that of Kenneth Waltz, in which the first image is human beings, either as 

individuals or collectively represented as human nature. The second image is the state, 

represented as an institutional framework or cultural setting. The third image is the 

international system, the aggregate input of unit behavior and the resultant incentives and 

pressures that condition such behavior.   67

 The most important revision came from Waltz himself, as he moved from the 

tripartite model to a binary distinction between “systemic” theories of international 

politics and “reductionist” theories of foreign policy limited to the structures and 

processes of individual states.  Other major innovations include the study of discrete 68

  Waltz, Man, the State and War, 12.67

 Kenneth N. Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Reading: Addison-Wellesley, 1979) 67-71.68
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influences within the state,  the integration of multiple images into single cases,  and 69 70

dyads between particular states which constitute a layer between the state and the 

international system as a whole.  The subfield of foreign policy analysis has greatly 71

expanded the number of images and rendered them into “actor-specific” focal points 

within and between states in order to generate additional avenues of research.  72

Within the common framework of the images of analysis is a familiar debate 

between historical richness and theoretic parsimony.  As Waltz argues in Man, the State 73

and War, an image is not just a different perspective to be used for mining empirical data 

from a variety of angles. Each image reflects an understanding of the fundamental causes 

of individual and state behavior, developing postulates and assumptions that have 

tremendous consequences on the behavior of political actors.  Unit-level approaches, 74

those which draw on the first or second of Waltz’s images, trace policy to features such as 

the personality of the leader, the tenets of an ideology, a bureaucratic ethos, or national 

character.  

 Peter Katzenstein, “International Relations and Domestic Structures: Foreign Economic Policies 69

of Advanced Industrial States,” International Organization, Vol. 30, No. 1 (Winter, 1976) 1-45. 

 James L. Ray, “Integrating Levels of Analysis in World Politics,” Journal of Theoretical 70

Politics, Vol. 13, No. 4 (Oct., 2001) 355-388.
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(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 194-5

 Valerie Hudson, “Foreign Policy Analysis: Actor-Specific Theory and the Ground of 72
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 The alternative is a structural realism that rests on system-wide variables such as 

international anarchy and imperfect knowledge, which establish “general relationships 

apart from the specific role occupants.”  The first accepts historical richness at the cost 75

of theoretical precision, since generalizations are not easily drawn from epiphenomenal 

factors derived from specific cases. The second minimizes, or even denies, a meaningful 

difference between regimes, given the common systemic pressures facing all states. If 

unit-level analysis proves too little by providing insufficient context for individual and 

state action, structural analysis proves too much by reducing the multiplicities of 

decision-making into a single rubric of either balancing or maximizing power. 

Unit-Level Analysis 

 First image interpretations generally focus on individual leaders, typically relying 

on the findings of behavioral psychology.  The universal features of high politics, such 76

as the tight control of information and need for rapid decision-making, highlight the 

importance of individual cognition in both democratic and autocratic systems.  As a 77

result, there is a likely correlation between the capabilities of individual leaders and the 

 Morton Kaplan, Systems and Process in International Politics (Colchester: European 75
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quality of the resultant policy.  With the leader’s personality at the forefront of decision-78

making, “the goals, abilities, and foibles of individuals are crucial to the intentions, 

capabilities, and strategies of a state.”  This places primary importance on character 79

attributes as a criterion of good leadership. Even a constitutional system of separated 

powers and frequent rotation in office may leave ample room for the personalities of its 

central figures to have a decisive and potentially deleterious effect.   80

Second-image explanations are based on the institutional features of the state or 

environmental characteristics of the nation. Ideology may provide a blueprint by which to 

recreate the guiding assumptions of the leadership and predict their most likely course of 

action. As a “set of lenses through which information concerning the physical and social 

environment is received,” belief systems perform the “function of the establishment of 

goals and the ordering of preferences.”  Also, national interest is shaped by forces within 81

the state itself, namely “domestic groups [which] pursue their interests by pressing the 

government to adopt favorable policies, and politicians seek[ing] power by constructing 

coalitions among those groups.”  Whether measured in terms of constitutional limits, 82

 Vamik Volkan, Blind Trust: Large Groups and Their Followers in Times of Crisis and 78

Terror (Charlottesville: Pitchstone, 2004) 172. 
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bureaucratic processes, or powerful interest groups, the theoretical unity of the state is 

held together by an aggregation of diverse and often conflicting interests that compete for 

influence and produce outcomes through bargaining.  

 In addition to its theoretical appeal, ascribing unit-level motivations to state actors 

provides a valuable function for the policymaker and bureaucrat. Positing and then 

confirming an existing schema of assumptions provides rich “cognitive payoffs” in the 

statesman’s decision-making environment, “where feedback about his analogical 

inferences, and actions based on those inferences, is costly to obtain and...difficult to 

interpret.”  A successful outcome will then lead the statesman to “assume that the most 83

salient aspects of the results were caused by the most salient aspects of the preceding 

situation.”  84

 For statesmen, there is a particular utility in analogies that attribute the actions of 

adversaries to an implacable motivational source, such as a leader’s psychosis or the 

nonnegotiable dictates of a totalitarian ideology. Policymakers tend to “infer that the 

actions of their own state were compelled by circumstances, even even while they 

attribute the behavior of other states to the fundamental ‘character’ of the nation or its 

leaders.” The persistence of these attributions is then aided by the observer’s tendency to 

 Yuen Foong Khong, Analogies at War: Korea, Munich, Dien Bien Phu, and the Vietnam 83

Decisions of 1965 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992) 45.

 Robert Jervis, Perception and Misperception in International Politics (Princeton: Princeton 84

University Press, 1976) 228. 
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highlight confirming evidence and ignore nonoccurrence, especially given the tendency 

of statesman to value intuition over introspection.   85

Bureaucratic organizations reproduce this tendency by seeking consensus through 

consistent guidelines and standard operating procedures rather than the tiresome effort of 

constantly reissuing new directives in light of new facts. Over time, “the symbolic aspect 

of foreign policy begins to overshadow the substantive component. It becomes difficult to 

consider a dispute ‘on the merits’” when empirical analysis becomes entangled “with a 

set of values expressed in domestic arrangements.”   86

This is especially pressing in situations where “ideology is central, not incidental, 

to policymaking” and “the central ideas of foreign policy are closely intertwined with 

domestic political values and arrangements, which continue to sustain them.”  It is 87

common to interpret this tendency as a particular fault of an American moralism that 

sidesteps the “real substance of international affairs.”  While its effects may indeed be 88

pernicious, viewing one’s enemy through the lens of one’s own values is not a character 

flaw, but the expression of an ideational atmosphere that  infuses policymaking with 

purpose and offers a consistent framework for evaluating specific events as they unfold.

 Deborah Welch Larson, Origins of Containment: A Psychological Explanation (Princeton: 85

Princeton University Press, 1985) 37-41.

 Henry Kissinger, “Domestic Structure and Foreign Policy,” Daedalus, Vol. 95, No. 2 (Spring 86
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Structural Analysis 

 Unit-level characteristics illustrate various components of a state’s foreign policy, 

but the insights generated by a proliferation of additional images will be even more 

resistant to theoretical summation. Unit-level analysis has moved beyond Waltz’s 

dismissal of “reductionist”  explanations to develop fruitful methods of studying actors 89

within a single regime, but it is extremely difficult to develop a theoretical understanding 

that extends beyond individual case studies. Using a historical factor to directly 

operationalize an abstract causal mechanism creates a selection bias in which any 

variable can be touted as the decisive one. Since the impact of character traits or 

ideological tenets can only be determined retroactively, analysis is at the mercy of events.  

 Since idiosyncratic factors cannot by definition apply to other cases, associations 

tend to be drawn from emotional salience rather than consistency of variables, which 

explains why practically every aggressor or perpetrator of state violence is invariably 

compared to Hitler. There is no definitive means of correlating such factors with 

outcomes. Leaders of every imaginable personality type have engaged in war, and there 

have been numerous examples of belligerent democracies and pacific dictatorships. 

Behavior is thus more likely to reflect the pressures of specific circumstances rather than 

a direct association between internal traits and international consequences. 

 Without necessarily ignoring unit-level considerations, structuralists emphasize 

that “the distribution of power, geographical location, demography, and economic 

conditions...go far in defining [a state’s] interests and...the outcome of the rational 

 Waltz, Theory of International Politics, 60-67.89
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calculus of interest by which statesmen may generally be assumed to be guided.”  The 90

causes of state behavior lie not in their internal characteristics but in their shared fear that 

“in the absence of an external authority, a state cannot be sure that today’s friend will not 

be tomorrow's enemy.”  91

 In support of this conclusion, structural theorists often put aside their social 

science bona fides and turn to Thucydides. In a rare example of interrupting the narrative 

to offer his own opinion, the author states that the Spartans declared war for the most 

basic of reasons, “because they feared the growth of the power of the Athenians.”  This 92

appraisal indicates that the appeal from Corinth, which emphasized differences in 

character between the cities, was rhetorically pleasing but unpersuasive compared to the 

stark reality of the balance of power. This episode proves the endurance of anarchic 

competition and the consequently harsh choices that compel states to behave contrary to 

their domestic preferences.   93

The Rational Essence of Foreign Policy 

Structural realism is compelling in what it aims to demonstrate, but the basic 

plausibility of its thesis is the beginning rather than the end of analysis. One must be 
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careful not to confuse the “rational essence of foreign policy”  with an assumption of 94

rationality in all the elements of decision-making. Stalin, Sukarno, and Saddam were not 

madmen, and developed a set of objectives based on a calculation of interests, but this 

does not mean that all states rank and pursue interests in a basically equivalent manner. 

Within a continuous systemic arrangement, the broad strategic options of a state remain 

constant: expand territory or reinforce defenses, seek out alliances or refuse excessive 

commitments, emphasize sea or land power. These familiar choices have also generated 

common attitudes on statesmanship that endure regardless of the relative homogeneity or 

heterogeneity of the system.  

 One may then reasonably assume the preeminence of security as a national 

objective and the likelihood of exercising power in its pursuit. However, “security, power, 

glory, idea are essentially heterogenous objectives which can be reduced to a single term 

only by distorting the human meaning of diplomatic-strategic action.”  As soon as the 95

subtleties of legitimacy are added to the fact of sovereignty, the scholar is forced into the 

murky waters of unit-level analysis, whether or not he or she acknowledges it as such. 

The error of assuming that all statesmen conceive of interest and security in identical 

ways mirrors the assumption that ideologically loaded terms such as freedom and 

democracy transcend all political and cultural barriers.  
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As with ideology, using realpolitik as a universal guide to explaining political 

behavior obscures the limited perspective and preferences of the scholar, which 

invariably color historical judgment. In order to make any positive claims, rationality 

defined as “behavior that is appropriate to specified goals”  requires certain unit-level 96

characteristics, such as fear of worst-case scenarios or imitation as socialized learning, to 

be taken as an analytic assumption. Even the qualities that structuralists use to define the 

international system, such as the functional equivalence and sovereign autonomy of 

states, are historical contingencies rather than ironclad realities.  Assuming a “black-97

box”  model of objective analysis replaces rational action as understood by the 98

practitioner for that which is understood by the author.  

All three images of analysis assume that the goals of foreign policy derive from 

specific motivations, whether they stem from the actor himself, the structure of the state, 

or external pressures. The nature of those objectives and the means of pursuing them will 

likely reflect their origins, so that a madman will recklessly seek dominion for its own 

sake, and a tactician will shrewdly aim for whatever security is attainable in an anarchic 

environment.  

The three case studies in particular illustrate the difficulty with this assumption. 

Any set of historical events are liable to prompt competing explanations from various 

 Herbert Simon, “Human Nature and Politics,” American Political Science Review, Vol. 79, No. 96

2 (June 1985) 293-304.  

 Paul Schroeder, “Historical Reality vs. Neo-Realist Theory,” International Security, Vol. 19, 97

No. 1 (Summer 1994) 108-148. 

 Christopher Achen and Duncan Snidal, “Rational Deterrence Theory and Comparative Case 98

Study,” World Politics, Vol. 41, No. 2 (Jan. 1989) 143-169. 
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images due to the impossibility of conclusively identifying the core motives of state 

behavior. A dictatorial regime renders these difficulties even more severe. The secretive 

nature of the regime, and limited access to documentary evidence, prohibits a complete 

assessment of his motives from primary sources.  

 The images of analysis fill in the gaps with a singular motive that is presumed to 

guide the calculus of the state and render its otherwise obscure and irrational practices 

comprehensible to the observer. A theoretically unitary power source and a record of 

aggressive behavior provide a tempting target for demonstrating the fullest expression of 

one’s chosen image. The unit-level analyst will find compelling evidence of individual 

agency or ideological salience, whereas the structuralist will discover the rational-actor 

behind the facade of an outsized personality. The nature of the debate between the images 

proves the impossibility of proving one claim over another, as they both rely on a 

plausible but unprovable assertion of motives. A dictator’s actions may be attributed to 

criminality or calculation with equal plausibility, and so the use of one image over 

another is more likely to reflect the preferences of the observer rather than the true intent 

of the subject. 

     Significance 

 The implications of this study are not limited to the class of regimes under review. 

The relative weight of ideas and material interests in the development of foreign policy is 

a question at the heart of international relations theory. Since revolutionist states claim 

their ideology to be the immediate source of political power and the final objective of 
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political action, these regimes offer an ideal type for gauging the actual influence of such 

a program on the substance of policy.  

Foreign policy in particular puts ideology to the most severe possible test, since 

the anarchic condition of international life and the high stakes of competition between 

states engender systemic pressures that often constrain and countervail domestic 

preferences.  This has implications for examining the role of ideology in all regimes, 99

dictatorial and otherwise. By directly comparing the influence of ideational and material 

factors within a leadership charged with a messianic mission and able to impose it 

unilaterally, this study will further our understanding of how these critical elements of 

policy accommodate their respective claims.  

Examining revolutionist dictatorships also permits the study of a critical issue in 

American foreign policy from the perspective of the hostile state. As Morgenthau argued, 

this question is “not of mere academic interest, but determines the kind of foreign policy 

the United States ought to pursue vis-a-vis” the state in question.  Assumptions of a 100

state’s character lead to perceptions of its ultimate goals, its susceptibility to persuasion 

or coercion, and the likelihood of conflict being resolved short of force.  

Morgenthau’s concern that U.S. policymakers were content to base their decisions 

on the assumed evil of communism and the equally assumed good of anti-communism is 

no less relevant now. The liberal, universalist underpinnings of American supremacy 

 Barry R. Posen, The Sources of Military Doctrine (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1984) 34-5.99

 Hans J. Morgenthau, “The Pathology of American Power,” International Security, Vol. 1, No. 100

3 (Winter, 1977) 9.
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foster the impression that resistance to American power springs from atavistic opposition 

to the professed goods of a liberal world order, namely cooperation and prosperity as the 

guiding aims of state behavior. In this view, failure to actively contain hostile ideologies 

is tantamount to sanctioning their latent ambitions, and thus opposition tends to take on 

the dimensions of order versus instability, freedom versus tyranny, and containment 

versus appeasement. This makes diplomacy extremely difficult, as it tends to conflate 

interests with ideological categories neatly separated between good and evil.   101

 Frustration with this perennial tendency of American foreign policy has prompted 

many commentators to argue that “even states led by tyrannical dictators, and with bad 

domestic systems, often pursue realpolitik foreign policies.” Rather than assume the 

irrationality of our adversaries, “relations with such states can be managed by the 

traditional techniques of great power diplomacy.”  This position applies a necessary 102

brake on the “crusading spirit”  that often arises from the need to generate domestic 103

support through broad, emotional appeals to action. But while it assumes the centrality of 

national interests and their frequent incompatibility, there is an implicit suggestion that 

tout comprende, c’est tout pardonner, that a frank acknowledgment of spheres of 

influence is sufficient to reduce the scope of conflict to its material and territorial 

dimensions.  

 Henry Kissinger, Does America Need a Foreign Policy? Toward a Diplomacy for the 21st 101

Century (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2001) 27. 

 Christopher Layne, The Peace of Illusions: American Grand Strategy from 1940 to the Present 102

(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2006) 53. 

 Jack Levy, “Domestic Politics and War,” Journal of Interdisciplinary History, Vol. 18, No. 4 103

(Spring 1988) 653-673.
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Such tactics of compensation and indemnity were well-suited to the Age of 

Absolutism, but given the predominance of a democratic standard of legitimacy, albeit 

one that may take a variety of liberal, illiberal, or even totalitarian forms, most states 

require some kind of claim on democratic authenticity in order to gain domestic support 

and international sanction for their foreign policy. By understanding what particular 

variants of this vast ideological umbrella entail, rather than wishing them away in search 

of a perfectly rational foreign policy, we may gain a better appreciation of how states 

pursue and define vital interests. This may do something to ease the cycle of 

misperceptions that create an unbridgeable gap between democratic and dictatorial states, 

and may prompt a renewed understanding of what constitutes a rational foreign policy 

based on both geopolitical interests of the state and the ideational requirements of regime 

survival.  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CHAPTER TWO 

  Revolutionist Dictatorship 

 The purpose of this chapter is to introduce a new method of understanding 

dictatorial foreign policy. The literature on this subject has interpreted dictatorial power 

as the ability to pursue one’s private interest without restraint. This sets up an ideal 

standard of total control against which the actual influence of individuals and institutions 

may be measured. The prevailing assumption is that the struggle for power within a 

dictatorship is a “zero-sum game,”  and though no actor is capable of ruling unilaterally, 1

the entity with the largest share of power will shape domestic and foreign policy toward 

its own benefit as much as possible.  

 Revolutionist dictatorships highlight the limits of this understanding, as the 

ostensible fusion between state and ideology creates an unbridgeable gap between the 

theoretical premise of absolute power and the actual power of its political executors. By 

directly identifying its governing structures with its ideational raison d’être, the regime is 

compelled to follow its actions with an ideological rationale that reaffirms its claim to 

power. This leads to perpetual instability within the regime, as the immanence of the 

guiding principle offers wide latitude for personal power without the legal and customary 

limits necessary for establishing rules of competition among elites.  With respect to other 2

 Juan Linz, Totalitarian and Authoritarian Regimes (Boulder: Lynne Rienner, 2000) 72. 1

 Hans Buchheim, Totalitarian Rule: Its Nature and Characteristics (Middletown: Wesleyan 2

University Press, 1968) 55. 
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states, the ease with which the dictatorial state can justify its actions is offset by the 

irreconcilability between the language necessary for domestic legitimation and the basic 

requirements of diplomacy.  

A revolutionist dictatorship is trapped by its constant and immediate dependence 

on an ideational source of legitimacy that leaders can freely interpret, but struggle to 

manage so that doctrine aligns with political circumstance. The type of power that the 

regime is capable of generating varies based upon the content of the program, the extent 

of its appeal, and the degree of persuasion and coercion necessary to maintain it. Within 

these variations, there is a fixed condition that is the direct consequence of a regime 

bidding for a type of legitimacy that transcends political limits. This chapter will 

elaborate on this condition and its impact on foreign policy, which the case studies will 

then cover in detail.  

This chapter will proceed in three parts. First, I will review the innenpolitik 

interpretation of dictatorship as the rule of a dominant interest within the state, and 

demonstrate how revolutionist dictatorship challenges this understanding by offering a 

revised understanding of dictatorial power. Second, I will address the aussenpolitik view 

of dictatorships as recalcitrant states that are gradually socialized into the international 

system, explain how diplomacy in all regimes prohibits a clear separation between norms 

and interests, and introduce the role of the revolutionist dictatorship in international 

society. Third, I will introduce the specific cases and explain why those cases in 

particular are best for drawing general conclusions on the regime type that they represent. 
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Ideas of Despotism  

 On one hand, dictatorship stipulates the most basic system of governmental 

arrangements, “a condition of lawlessness, in which a particular will…counts as law, or 

rather instead of law.”  Montesquieu summarizes “the idea of despotism” in a single 3

sentence: “when the savages of Louisiana want fruit, they cut down the tree and gather 

the fruit.”  On the other hand, the primitive nature of dictatorial power is rendered more 4

complex by the variety of agents capable of seizing it, and the diversity of rationales by 

which they may justify its exercise. Modern dictatorships have been defined as 

sultanistic, military, single-party, patrimonial, or a “hybrid”  mixture of democratic 5

institutions with authoritarian practices. Since these labels are not mutually exclusive, 

and specific regimes often take on the characteristics of two or more types,  there appears 6

to be little that the practitioners of dictatorial power have in common other than their 

shared status atop the hierarchy.  

 These theoretical difficulties, along with the generally secretive nature of the 

regimes themselves, make it difficult to identify the true locus of power. The dictator may 

be Arthur Koestler’s No. 1, who orchestrates the entire state apparatus from the shadows, 

 Georg W.F. Hegel, Philosophy of Right (London: George Bell & Sons, 1896) 285. 3

 Montesquieu, trans. Anne M. Cohler, Basia C. Miller & Harold S. Stone, The Spirit of the 4

Laws (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004) 59. 

  Larry Diamond, “Thinking About Hybrid Regimes,” Journal of Democracy, Vol. 13, No. 2 5

(2002) 21-35, Richard Snyder, “Authoritarianism: The Spectrum of Non-Democratic Regimes,” from 
Electoral Authoritarianism: The Dynamics of Unfree Competition (Boulder: Lynne Rienner Publishers, 
2006) 219. 

  Juan Linz and Houchang Chehabi, eds., Sultanistic Regimes (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins 6

University Press, 1998) 8-10.
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or George Orwell’s Big Brother, an ornamental representation of an authority that is 

actually vested in a massive bureaucracy. This debate has made dictatorship a frequent 

subject for the images of analysis, especially since Waltz intended that the images be used 

to develop more sophisticated interpretations of Soviet motives.  With respect to first and 7

second image analysis, the idea of absolute power is thought to achieve concrete form, 

whether it is fully consolidated by a monolithic leadership or divided between numerous 

players vying for a larger slice of the whole.  

This approach revives Aristotle’s definition of despotism as “rule with the 

advantage to that of the master primarily, and that of the slave accidentally.”  For 8

example, Barbara Geddes identifies the “personalistic regime” as one in which “the 

leader himself maintains a near monopoly over policy and personnel decisions.”  9

Whether he is a “vicious psychopath” or “benevolent populist,” he will rule in his 

personal interest, since he is ultimately “in it for himself, for the power and adulation, 

[having] only an indirect or instrumental relationship with their cause or ideology.”  10

Since the individual has succeeded in achieving a monopoly on power, it follows that 

institutions and policies will reflect his unique traits, and so the best means of predicting 

 Waltz, Man, the State, and War, 230-2. 7

 Aristotle, trans. Carnes Lord, The Politics (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984) 95. 8

 Barbara Geddes, Paradigms and Sand Castles: Theory Building and Research Design in 9

Comparative Politics (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2003) 53.

 Genevieve Hohnen, Explaining North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program: How Regime 10

Type and Leaders’ Psychology Determined the Decision to Proliferate, PhD. dissertation, Murdoch 
University (2013) 174-5.
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state action within and abroad would be through a psychological profile.  If there is any 11

commonality among these regimes, it would most likely be attained through a composite 

sketch of “the authoritarian personality”  or a diagnosis of malignant narcissism.  12 13

 To the contrary, Helen Milner likens the inner workings of a dictatorship to “a 

giant struggle under the carpet” in which “domestic groups with varying preferences 

compete for influence over policy.”  If the results of policy are ineffective or irrational, it 14

is not due to the leader’s faulty reasoning or erratic personality, but the effects of 

“coalition logrolling,” in which discrete entities within the state “advance their parochial 

interests in the guise of the general interests of the whole society.”   15

 In this interpretation, the de jure fact of despotic unanimity conceals a struggle 

between factions, and the leader’s formal power of command belies his actual reliance on 

the willing cooperation of subordinate agents that share in his power. Generalizations on 

foreign policy in a dictatorship will be developed by studying the “action channels” 

which “distribute formal powers, information, access, and bargaining advantages to 

 Jerrold Post, Leaders and Followers in a Dangerous World: The Psychology of Political 11

Behavior (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004) 210-238. 

 T.W. Adorno, et al., The Authoritarian Personality (New York: W.W. Norton, 1983) 1-10. 12

 Betty Glad, “Why Tyrants Go Too Far: Malignant Narcissism and Absolute Power,” 13

Political Psychology, Vol. 23, No. 1 (March 2002) 1-37.

 Helen Milner, Interests, Institutions and Information (Princeton, Princeton University 14

Press, 1997)  12-13.

 Jack Snyder, Myths of Empire: Domestic Politics and International Ambition (Ithaca: 15

Cornell Press, 1991) 31.
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players with predictable predispositions in regularized policymaking processes.”  All 16

regimes exhibit this understanding of power as informal and personal influence, whether 

in the form of the president promoting an advisor to a Cabinet post, or the commander of 

the Strategic Rocket Forces taking a prominent seat at the May Day parade.  

Both of these interpretations assume that in dictatorships, domestic and foreign 

policy alike will bear the stamp of the dominant interest within the state. The difference 

between specific regimes depends upon the character of the ruling entity, the scope of its 

interest, and the capacity of other agents to restrain it. The literature has generated three 

primary variables by which these regimes may be compared: the ideology of the state, the 

institutions that manage crucial policy sectors, and a rational choice model of individual 

calculation.  

Ideology 

Academic interest in the question of dictatorial power and interest has been fueled 

by its policy relevance. The experience of the Second World War and its immediate 

reversion to Cold War made it evident that modern dictatorship was a different breed 

from traditional monarchy or the Roman Republican version of dictatorship.  Carl 17

Friedrich and Zbigniew Brzezinski put forward a definition of “totalitarian dictatorship”

as a “new species of autocracy” made unique by an official state ideology, single-party 

rule, the politicization of the police and armed forces, a monopoly over the means of 

 Graham Allison and Philip Zelikow, Essence of Decision: Explaining the Cuban Missile 16

Crisis (New York: Longman, 1999) xx. 

 Clinton Rossiter, Constitutional Dictatorship (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1948) 17

15-16. 
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communication, and a command economy.  In addition to a vastly expanding the extent 18

of state control over society, totalitarian states reverse the autocracy’s typical preference 

for suppressing popular political activity, and instead innovate the use of terror as a 

means of achieving permanent mass mobilization.  19

 The emergence of totalitarianism as a distinct regime type prompted a debate on 

the causes of such a radical departure from the standard modes and practices of autocratic 

rule. The capacity of Hitler and Stalin to transform their societies into armed camps 

suggested that modern ideologies provided dictators with an unprecedented set of 

ambitions and means of achieving them. The result is the dictatorial form of “ideocracy,” 

rule based on a “monistic” ideology that posits “an integrated set of assertions, theories, 

and aims that constitute a general program for the organization of social life…rejecting 

any separation between different realms of human behavior.”  Strict fidelity to the ruling 20

orthodoxy demands that the body politic “subjugate all aspects of their behavior to the 

superior ideocratic goal,”  which typically requires the authoritative guidance of a 21

supreme leader. 

 The case for ideology as the guiding force of totalitarianism was strengthened by 

prominent theorists who attributed its excesses to a crisis in Western political philosophy, 

 Carl Friedrich and Zbigniew Brzezinski, Totalitarian Dictatorship and Autocracy 18

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1965) 21.

 Jerry G. Gliksman, “Social Prophylaxis as a Form of Soviet Terror” from Carl Friedrich, 19

ed., Totalitarianism (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, 1964) 60-74.

 Jaroslaw Piekalkiewicz, The Politics of Ideocracy (Albany: State University of New York Press, 20

1995) 25-6.

 Ibid, 42. 21
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especially the leveling effect of liberalism on traditional sources of ethics and restraint. 

Leo Strauss identified National Socialism as a kind of “moral protest” against the  supra-

cultural uniformity of Western civilization, acting on “the conviction that the root of all 

moral life is essentially and therefore eternally the closed society.”   22

Hannah Arendt diagnosed totalitarianism as a perversion of the bourgeois 

mindset, which achieved political success through “the looting of foreign territories and 

the permanent degradation of alien peoples.”  The habits of dominion led to a “tribal 23

nationalism” that gradually turned the state from a guardian of fundamental laws into an 

expression of the community’s primal will.  The symmetry of popular passion and state 24

power allows the state to claim the “unrestricted, unconditional” loyalty of its members, 

leaving the individual atomized and helpless before the aggregate power of society.  25

The end of fascism, along with de-Stalinization in the Soviet Union under 

Khrushchev, suggested that totalitarianism was a descriptive term for the unique 

circumstances of rule under Hitler and Stalin rather than a distinct regime type.  This 26

view then suffered a major setback with the publication of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s 

Gulag Archipelago in 1973. The victims whom Solzhenitsyn so vividly portrays are not 

 Leo Strauss, “German Nihilism,” Interpretation, Vol. 26, No. 3 (Spring, 1999 [1941]) 352-22

78. 

 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism (Orlando: Houghton Mifflin, 1994) 154. 23

 Ibid, 230. 24

 Ibid, 323. 25

 Ian Kershaw, “‘Working Towards the Fuhrer,’ Reflections on the Nature of the Hitler 26

Dictatorship,” in Ian Kershaw and Moshe Lewin, eds., Stalinism and Nazism: Dictatorships in 
Comparison (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1997) 88-9. 
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simply at the mercy of Stalin and his hangmen, but of ideology itself. Power has always 

given men leeway to do evil, but ideology “helps to make his acts seem good instead of 

bad in his own and others’ eyes, so that he won’t hear reproaches and curses but will 

receive praise and honors.”  Replacing morality with politics encourages government 27

officials to justify the most heinous crimes as the necessary cost of social purification, 

while rendering the very idea of individual virtue into something treasonous and vile. 

Similarly, Eric Voegelin’s examination of “political religions” that turned the state into an 

“original sacral substance”  argued that modern ideologies distorted basic truths about 28

the human condition behind a veil of orthodoxy, thereby depriving political life of its 

moral potential. 

Institutions   

 The study of totalitarianism as an ideological phenomenon was problematized in 

part by the vagueness of its central concept. Playing such a widely different role in 

various social and political contexts, a general definition such as “the signifying practices 

which…constitute human beings as social subjects”  cannot sufficiently describe any of 29

its particular manifestations. Furthermore, the same cognitive error of ideological bias 

that affects the statesman may just as easily affect the analyst, whose own ideological 

method may entail the “use of notions to govern the collation of facts rather than deriving 

 Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn, The Gulag Archipelago, Vol I: 1918-1956 (New York: 27

Harper & Row, 1973) 174. 

 Eric Voegelin, “The Political Religions,” in The Collected Works of Eric Voegelin, Vol. 5: 28

Modernity Without Restraint (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2000) 59.

 Terry Eagleton, Ideology: An Introduction (New York: Verso, 1991) 18. 29
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notions of them.”  There are political as well as scholarly difficulties with a 30

predominantly ideological view of dictatorship. Insisting that the Soviet Union remained 

totalitarian on account of its Marxist-Leninist ideology, when its increasing detente with 

the West plainly indicated that it was “no longer a world apart,”  was misleading and 31

threatened to exacerbate Cold War tensions.  

The apparent capacity of a dictatorship to moderate its ideological character led 

many scholars to drop all-consuming labels such as “totalitarianism” in favor of theories 

which explained dictatorship in terms of social and institutional development. Theda 

Skocpol described the transition to Bolshevik rule as the empowerment of an 

intelligentsia that enacted the “strengthening and rationalizing of the central state 

powers”  after the feudal landowners failed to prepare Russia for modern statehood. 32

Their success was understood to be the result of their readiness to bring about the 

“creation and institutionalization of a new political order”  necessary to survive and 33

compete on the world stage.  

Modern dictatorships undertook radical measures to achieve the expectations 

common to all states, namely that the regime “promote economic growth…uphold 

national pride and traditions…[and] realize the nationalist ambitions of dominant 

        Emile Durkheim, Rules of Sociological Method (New York: Free Press, 1982) 86. 30

 Claude Lefort, “Totalitarianism Without Stalin,” in The Political Forms of Modern Society 31

(Cambridge: MIT Press, 1986) 52-3. 

 Theda Skocpol, “France, Russia, China: A Structural Analysis of Social Revolutions,”32

Comparative Studies in Society and History, Vol. 18, No. 2 (Apr. 1976) 205-6. 

 Samuel P. Huntington, Political Order in Changing Societies (New Haven: Yale University 33

Press, 1968) 266. 
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groups.”  In this interpretation, dictatorships are revolutionary insofar as they challenge 34

entrenched interests and status quo powers, but this reflects the “necessary ingredient of a 

dynamic regime”  jettisoning the dead weight of past structures.  35

 This view holds that elites in dictatorships and democracies conceive of politics in 

fundamentally similar terms: all leaders wish “first to come to power, then to stay in 

power, and to control as much national revenue as possible all along the way.”  The 36

various means employed reflect only the diversity of conditions under which those shared 

goals are best achieved. Bombastic language and revolutionary slogans may foster the 

appearance of fanaticism, but this is seen as merely “the boast of a dictator,’  necessary 37

when the enthusiasm of the masses is the only available form of legitimation.  

 A regime may retain the formal trappings of ideology through periods of reform, 

but an institutional view holds that “ideas have been altered or interpretations changed 

where necessary to take account of political, social, and economic developments.”  38

Policy is understood to reflect the concrete interests of the bureaucracy that actually runs 

the day to day affairs of state, as it does in all developed states. The difference between 

 Jack A. Goldstone, “Toward a Fourth Generation of Revolutionary Theory,” Annual Review 34

of Political Science, Vol. 4 (2001) 146. 

 Barrington Moore, Jr., Terror and Progress: USSR (New York: Harper & Row, 1966) 177. 35

 Bruce Bueno de Mesquita and Alastair Smith, The Dictator’s Handbook (New York: 36

PublicAffairs, 2012) xxiv. 

 William S. Allen, “Totalitarianism: The Concept and the Reality,” in Ernest Menze, ed., 37

Totalitarianism Reconsidered (New York: National University Publications, 1981) 106. 

 Michael Curtis, “Retreat From Totalitarianism,” in Totalitarianism in Perspective: Three 38

Views (New York: Praeger, 1969) 68-9.
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the authoritarian and democratic variants of this condition may be significant in its 

effects, but it is a difference of degree and not of kind.  39

The collapse of the Soviet Union shifted the dialogue on dictatorships from one of 

progressive adaptation to that of dogged endurance. Whereas modernization in terms of 

bureaucratic centralism and heavy industry appeared to thrust totalitarianism into the 

vanguard of history, modernization as the development of “the objective capabilities that 

enable people to base their lives on autonomous choices” has tended to strengthen 

democratic institutions and undermine dictatorial ones.   40

Furthermore, the remaining dictatorships, ranging from military juntas and single-

party states to theocratic clergy, “differ[ed] from each other as much as they differ from 

democracy,”  generating scholarly interest mostly in terms of their capacity to resist 41

democratization. What they share, especially during a system-wide trend toward 

democratization, is vulnerability. No amount of personal control can overcome the 

leader’s isolation, so regime survival depends upon the ability of the dictator’s allies to 

“credibly threaten rebellion that would replace the dictator should he violate the power-

sharing agreement”  on which the regime is based.  42

 Ibid, 114.39

 Ronald Inglehart and Christian Welzel, Modernization, Cultural Change, and Democracy 40

(New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005) 3.  

 Barbara Geddes, “What Do We Know About Democratization After Twenty Years?”41
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 In this understanding, the controlling interest does not proceed from the top down, 

as in the guiding principles of ideology, nor does it trickle from the bottom up, as in the 

bureaucracy’s stranglehold on organizational minutiae. Instead, in an ironic turn of 

events, the true locus of power derives from the dictator’s critical weakness, as the formal 

power to command the state is contingent upon the informal power to persuade his inner 

circle. Like the vizier who attends to Montesquieu’s despot while actually managing 

him,  the dominant entity in a dictatorship gains real power by protecting the dictator 43

from challengers, which effectively turns the de jure leader into a hostage of his 

supporters. 

Rational Choice 

 Rational choice theory simplifies the problem of identifying the key interest in 

dictatorship by narrowing the theoretical lens to one of utility-maximizing individuals. At 

the heart of this model is the “dictator’s dilemma,” the menu of options which derive 

from the leader’s inability to know whether the loyalty of followers and citizens is willing 

or coerced. The dictator may employ certain tactics to further his own security, such as 

increasing repression or limiting personal access to the most loyal among his 

subordinates, but this only heightens the “signaling problem” between rulers and ruled 

which prompts the dilemma in the first place.  The more that the dictator seeks personal 44

 Montesquieu, 30. 43

 Ronald Wintrobe, The Political Economy of Dictatorship (New York: Cambridge          44

University Press, 1998) 39. 
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security, the less he is able to gauge accurately the preferences of those on whom his 

power ultimately depends.  

According to the dictator’s dilemma, his calculus depends upon his ability to 

coordinate his own preferences with those of key actors within the regime and among 

civil society. For example, by offering a stable order in exchange for a promise of 

dynastic succession, the autocrat becomes a “stationary bandit.” Unlike the “roving 

bandit” who seizes whatever he can as quickly as possible, the stationary bandit has an 

“incentive to provide public goods at the same time that he extracts the largest possible 

net surplus for himself.”  This also depends upon the public’s capacity to overcome the 45

collective action problem of organized opposition, which finds most citizens unwilling to 

take the risks of protest since they can still free-ride and reap the benefits of a successful 

challenge.  The volume of protest, and the leadership’s ability suppress or co-opt it, will 46

in turn shape the decision that elites make between supporting the regime or the 

opposition, and the subsequent bargains that the leadership offers to maintain their 

loyalty.   47

 Mancur Olson, “Dictatorship, Democracy, and Development,” American Political Science 45

Review, Vol. 87, No. 3, (Sept. 1993) 567-576.
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 This model is equally applicable to foreign policy, in the form of “audience 

costs.”  According to this theory, it may be in the leader’s interest to engage in coercive 48

diplomacy, but his decision should be based upon the credibility with which he can 

threaten to escalate if his demands are not met. This credibility depends upon the 

perceived likelihood that domestic actors will punish the leader for “engaging the 

national honor and subsequently backing down,” forcing him to choose between 

escalation and severe domestic repercussions and thus increasing his acceptance of risk 

on the international stage.   49

 The dictator’s dilemma would indicate that autocrats are less able than democrats 

to credibly cite audience costs during a crisis, since they have the ability to coerce or 

manipulate public opinion. However, since the dictator is vulnerable to the machinations 

of his inner circle, his credibility among rival statesmen hinges on the threat that his 

supporters will punish him in case of retreat or unfavorable compromise.  The rational 50

choice approach concludes that international politics is just another setting in which the 

dictator seeks to maximize power, motivated mainly by his perennial fear of replacement 

or revolution. 

 Alexandra Guisinger and Alastair Smith, “Honest Threats: The Interaction of Reputation 48

and Political Institutions in International Crises,” Journal of Conflict Resolution, Vol. 46, No. 2 (April, 
2002) 175-200. 

 James D. Fearon, “Domestic Political Audiences and the Escalation of International      49

Politics,” The American Political Science Review, Vol. 88, No. 3. (Sept. 1994) 577-592. 
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Revolutionist Dictatorship and Political Power 

All of the methods summarized above assume that dictatorial power is a more 

consolidated version of the same “supreme and absolute power ”  that all sovereign 51

states possess. This power is divided among major actors, and checked from the outside 

by a “non-state”  composed of social forces beyond the regime’s immediate control. In 52

this understanding, the content of ideology makes little difference. Whether the regime’s 

ideology is held to be a firm conviction or a convenient instrument, the nature of political 

power is viewed in similar terms. In either case, ideology is primarily useful for 

rationalizing the power of elites in terms of a broad conceptual framework that citizens 

can understand and accept.  53

At first glance, revolutionist dictatorships appear to confirm these assumptions. 

No ideology can be directly operative, no matter how aggressively it advances such a 

claim. The image of an all-powerful leader or party is likely to reveal struggles for 

influence within the ruling elite. Nonetheless, these interpretations miss an essential 

quality of dictatorial power, particularly evident in revolutionist dictatorships, that 

prompts a reevaluation of the ways in which ideology conditions the exercise of power. 

Absolute power is not a fixed measure that is gained or lost to varying degrees. It 

functions on a different plane from the power enjoyed by political actors, which is 

 Jean Bodin, On Sovereignty (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1992) 1. 51

 Norberto Bobbio, Democracy and Dictatorship: The Nature and Limits of State Power 52

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1989) 120. 

 Melvin Hinich and Michael Munger, Ideology and the Theory of Political Choice (Ann 53

Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1996) 11-14. 
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inherently subject to circumstantial and cognitive limits. The only absolute form of power 

is what Tocqueville calls the “one social power superior to all the others.”  This is 54

absolute not in terms of exercising total control, but rather its fixation in the public 

consciousness, so that it provides the necessary, albeit flexible, frame of reference for 

devising, implementing, and justifying policy. The difference between regimes lies in the 

relationship between the source of power and the actors charged with carrying out its 

mission. In Tocqueville’s example, the principle of equality of conditions does not 

preordain any particular outcome, but it does the condition the mode in which Americans 

cultivate mores, enact laws, and respond to circumstances. If the social principle is 

“vested with a right so sacred...to allow it to dominate without obstacles...whether it is 

exercised in a monarchy or a republic, I say: there is the seed of tyranny.”   55

 In a revolutionist dictatorship, where the political content of a principle such as 

Marxism-Leninism or juche  is at the leadership’s discretion, tyranny springs from the 56

direct identification between the regime and its legitimizing source. By claiming that 

political and ideational power are one and the same, revolutionist dictatorships are forced 

to reconcile the tension between two completely different kinds of power: the quotidian 

operation of rules and institutions, and the philosopher’s stone of absolute power that 

transcends the limits and compromises of political practice.  

 Alexis de Tocqueville, trans. Harvey Mansfield and Delba Winthrop, Democracy in     54

America (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000) 

 Tocqueville, 241.55

 The doctrine of ‘self-reliance’ credited to Kim Il-Sung.56
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This entraps the tyrant himself as much as his subjects. The dictatorship retains 

the convenience of reinterpreting doctrine at will, whether to resolve internal disputes or 

adjust to external circumstances. This apparent advantage is offset by the burden of  

having to accommodate a diverse and often competing set of interests within an 

idealogical program that retains legitimacy by virtue of its claim to be comprehensive, 

unitary, and total.  

The dictator may shape the ruling ideology however he wishes from one day to 

the next, but this unbridled freedom comes at the cost of requiring every word and deed 

to sustain a claim of perfection, lest the failure of charisma and co-optation require that 

rule be upheld through coercion alone. This makes it impossible for even the most 

powerful individual to rule simply in his own interest. He may enjoy the perquisites of 

office, but the conditions of maintaining power are too dynamic and unstable for anything 

beyond the most short-term calculation of interest to take hold. Control over the internal 

narrative of justification grants the illusion of control, but this illusion can only be 

sustained by constantly adjusting that narrative to align with the course of events. The 

vagaries of ideology permit flexibility, but they also multiply the potential ways in which 

the regime’s claim to mastery in all respects may be proven wrong. Any conspicuous 

failure punctures the myth of oracular insight, which may trigger either popular 

dissatisfaction or a challenge from within the ranks of elites. 

The dictator appears to enjoy absolute power insofar as he makes decisions, 

revises doctrine, and punishes rivals without opposition. In reality, he is borrowing from a 

power beyond anyone’s control, which is threatened if practice is revealed to have fallen 
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short of the ideal. The tyrant is the pale imitation of power in its absolute form, which in 

the long term tends to assert its mastery by raising up tyrants to prominence one day and 

hurling them into an early grave the next. 

    
   The Revolutionist State and International Politics 

Socialization, Norms, and Interests 

 A revolutionist program may succeed in transforming the domestic institutions of 

a captive state, but this only highlights the quandary of a comprehensive ideological 

program that has taken its seat as one sovereign power among juridical equals. 

Emboldened by domestic success, the regime will likely discover that its total claims do 

not readily apply to state actors that value their autonomy and are not easily coerced into 

submission. As long as the revolutionist state chooses to be both revolutionist and a state, 

some degree of compromise is necessary between the regime’s ideological ambitions and 

the practical necessities of security and economic well-being.  

 The revolutionist dictatorship is a particularly salient example of a broader 

problem in international relations. A broader category of revisionist states are predicated 

on a domestic program that offers a challenge to the principles of international order, 

although not necessarily positing a violent struggle between them. There are two common 

ways of interpreting the process by which a revisionist state reconciles its domestic 

structures with international politics. The first approach highlights the importance of 

norms in conditioning relations between status quo and revisionist states. It designates a 
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class of states which upon assuming power “encounter strong pressures to become 

socialized to the international society of which they find themselves part.”   57

At the same time, the state will strive to uphold its own basis of legitimacy, and 

depending upon its relative power and the perceived justice of its claims, it may even 

succeed in shaping the normative framework of international relations while being 

shaped in turn. For example, the United States favored the development of international 

institutions and public diplomacy, while delegitimizing the assumptions behind 

traditional balance of power politics. Even as the United States became a world power, 

the practices of Westphalian sovereignty have endured through the normative shift, “so 

that the impact of international society on revolutionary states through the socialization 

process may be judged to have been stronger than the reverse interaction.”  The rules 58

will shift over time, but the game remains fundamentally the same. 

The second approach takes the claim of continuity even further by emphasizing 

structures that persist due to the inherent nature of the international system, and thus exist 

beyond the reach of normative or institutional change. It contends that “the Westphalian 

model…has been enduring” as a formal arrangement of states, but “it has not necessarily 

been constraining”  on state behavior. A state may profess the aspirational goals encoded 59

in international law with perfect sincerity, but it is “power, interests, and national values, 

 David Armstrong, Revolution and World Order: The Revolutionary State in International 57
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not the Westphalian model, [that] influenced the behavior of actors,”  and states will 60

almost always reinterpret or abrogate its normative standards should they conflict with its 

interests. The revolutionist state is socialized into an environment in which international 

anarchy, and the subsequent requirement of national self-help, promote a common set of 

incentives and pressures for units that wish to endure.  

 The likely result is such states “[conform] to common international practices even 

though for internal reasons they would prefer not to.”  Once the revolutionist state elects 61

to involve itself in the system, it will learn to “balance its propaganda offensives with 

more traditional diplomatic initiatives wherever possible.”  This does not mean that the 62

process of socialization is absolute or unilateral. Lack of agreement among elites, or 

profound divisions between government and society, will inhibit the regime’s ability to 

perceive threats and its willingness to undertake the risks necessary to counter them.   63

 Furthermore, structural imperatives do not necessarily communicate themselves 

clearly. Calculation of state interest must process such uncertainties as the superiority of 

offensive or defensive weapons, the intentions of enemies and allies, and the distinction 

between vital and marginal interests.  Despite its imperfections, the statesman’s interest 64
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in preserving power should encourage him to conform to that standard as much as 

possible and expect a similar calculation from his counterparts. 

This model of rational decision-making found its most challenging case with 

Adolf Hitler. A.J.P. Taylor evaluated Hitler’s prewar calculus and found him “no more 

wicked and unscrupulous than many other contemporary statesmen.”  He was simply 65

more willing to overturn the European order than Western statesmen were willing to 

preserve it. John Mearsheimer insists that “[Hitler’s] evilness should not obscure his skill 

as an adroit strategist” who nearly succeeded in establishing continental hegemony. He 

made a fateful mistake in underestimating the Soviet Union, but Hitler “made a wrong 

decision, not an irrational one, and that sometimes happens in international politics.”  66

Even the Holocaust has been interpreted as the unintended consequence of Nazi foreign 

policy, with the Germans turning to increasingly desperate measures to “solve the 

problem of [Jewish] overpopulation that blocked the path to economic modernization”  67

in their newly acquired empire.  

The example of Nazism has proven to be an equally important example for the 

development of international norms. The Western powers that defeated Hitler and 

exposed the Holocaust associated traditional power politics and genocide by subjecting 

them to a joint condemnation. Indicting the Nazi leadership at Nuremberg on charges of 

 A.J.P. Taylor, The Origins of the Second World War (New York: Touchstone, 1996) 71. 65

 Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics, 217-9.66

 Christopher Browning, The Path to Genocide (New York: Cambridge University Press, 67
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crimes against peace, as well as crimes against humanity, rendered the longstanding idea 

of war as the domain of the sovereign morally indefensible. Criminalizing aggression 

represented an “effort to juridify the logic of war,” which rested upon a hope that 

“eliminating war would thus eliminate the crimes it gave rise to.”   68

 The emergence of the human rights regime highlights both views of how 

revisionist states become socialized into the international system. On one hand, 

“international human rights puts current and erstwhile tyrants on notice that…national 

sovereignty cannot be invoked to immunize them from the writ of international law.”  If 69

“a state’s treatment of its own citizens could be indicative of how it would behave toward 

its neighbors,”  dictatorial repression would no longer be viewed as an internal matter, 70

but as a likely counterpart to aggressive designs. Consequently, international norms are 

no longer limited to strictly international affairs, and states that repress their citizens must 

modify their domestic practices if they wish to participate fully in international society.  

 On the other hand, despite extensive efforts to codify the crime of aggression, 

“violations of the [U.N. Charter’s] use-of-force rules [are] so numerous as to defy 

quantification.”  States remain loath to define genocide in a way that would entail a 71
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legal obligation to prevent it from occurring or stop it once it has begun. Criticism of 

human rights violations tends to vary with the strategic utility of the state in question. 

Moral aspirations are, and always have been, the handmaiden of interests.  

These two views of socialization converge on one critical point: democratic states 

tend to value (if not always subscribe to) the rule of law and transnational norms, while 

dictatorships, insofar as they violate such norms, are subscribing to the old-fashioned 

tenets of realpolitik. They differ mainly on which is the more prudent choice. This debate 

resurfaced after the Russian annexation of Crimea in February 2014. Senator John 

McCain argued that beyond the periphery of American influence (where military might is 

reasonably aligned with international law and norms) lies a “brutish, cynical place, where 

power is worshipped, weakness is despised, and all rivalries are zero-sum.”   72

Meanwhile, the Wall Street Journal compared “the current leaders of the West 

who inhabit a fantasy world of international rules and the hard men of the Kremlin who 

understand the language of power.” In this contest between the ethics of the 21st and 19th 

centuries, “the 19th century men are winning.”  Putin’s behavior may indicate the rise of 73

a “new realism,”  but it bears a striking resemblance to its classical variant.  74

 John McCain, “Obama Has Made America Look Weak,” The New York Times, March 15th, 72
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 In summary, both the liberal and realist interpretations of dictatorial foreign policy 

equate it with the traditional forms of personal power, so that a leader such as Saddam 

Hussein is thought to be ruling in the manner of a “Renaissance-style prince.”  The 75

difference between the two positions lies in their assessment of the prospects for such a 

model of rulership as international politics becomes increasingly affiliated with 

democratic norms. Democracy has become such a widespread standard of legitimacy that 

even totalitarian dictatorships attempt to represent themselves as “a different 

interpretation of the democratic idea.”   76

 For liberals, this heralds a progressive development in the constitutive principles 

of international society, which makes dictatorship a retrograde institution “on the same 

path to extinction as slavery and empire.”  For realists, the prevalence of democracy 77

instead represents the triumph of a trendy ideology over the time-honored lessons of 

statesmanship, and so the subtleties of policymaking will likely be forgotten amidst the 

noise of moralistic self-congratulation.  This democratic delusion will likely cede 78

advantages to leaders whose experiences of fighting for survival on the domestic front 

have left them more attuned to the stark realities of political life.  79
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Both of these interpretations fall short by assuming a binary distinction between 

two entirely different kinds of foreign policy, based on either norms or interests, and 

assuming that democratization will definitively reveal the superiority of one over the 

other. This misrepresents the way in which all states, democratic or dictatorial, reconcile 

their essential selfishness with the normative requirements of participation in 

international society. I will address the question of legitimacy by turning to Henry 

Kissinger’s A World Restored, an authoritative review of diplomacy during the heyday of 

the monarchic principle. I will then demonstrate how the lessons of this period apply to 

the foreign policy of revolutionist dictatorships in an overwhelmingly democratic age, 

even as the comparison reveals that modern dictators engage in a radically new and 

destructive form of statesmanship.  

The Individual, the State, and International Society 

Henry Kissinger is famous for highlighting the critical role of individuals in 

shaping the destiny of nations. Aligning state policy with the “highest moral law” of 

raison d’etat is a task best achieved in “the hands of a master.”  An individual is best 80

able to possess subtle judgment necessary to properly balance the ever-shifting pressures 

of external circumstances with the equally unpredictable turns of domestic politics. The 

extraordinary efforts of Metternich and Castlereagh in forging the post-Napoleonic order 

also demonstrate that the laws and mores that inform international order can never be 

self-executing amidst conflicting interests and interpretations of security. While 

 Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy (New York: Touchstone, 1994) 66. 80
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“agreement on the nature of workable arrangements and about the permissible aims and 

methods of foreign policy”  is desirable for all parties, this is offset by the persistence of 81

national selfishness and the privilege of states to use force in their own defense.  

 Any realistically constituted agreement must provide room for states to resolve 

disputes through diplomacy and force so long as they retain sovereign autonomy, and it 

must also emphasize the acceptable means and ends of interaction, whether pacific or 

belligerent. The permanent disjuncture between the interest of any particular state and the 

common interests of international society prohibit any foreign policy from being 

perfectly just. This guarantees that there will always be grounds for disagreement on the 

legitimacy of a state’s foreign policy, even within relatively stable orders.  

 This circumscribes the actions of even the most powerful and capable diplomats, 

who are bound to the objective realities of geographic position and resources, along with 

the subjective realities of domestic politics and determination, as well as those same 

qualities in rival states.  Individuals are best able to develop an arrangement for 82

managing this condition precisely because they have overcome the bonds of their 

domestic environment and recognize the dilemmas of statesmanship for what they are. 

The diplomat paradoxically achieves a medium for negotiation by recognizing that his 

opposite, like himself, is “a man sent to tell lies abroad for his country’s good.”  83
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Rigorous protocol and carefully crafted language “bring princes to act on a true 

appreciation of their interests…and to recognize common interests, where they exist.”  84

Results may fall short of this ideal, but a mutual understanding of interests as the product 

of rational inquiry and discourse permits failure without catastrophe, whereas the public 

urge for diplomats to be “crusaders of the right”  would hold anything short of victory as 85

tantamount to treason.  

Even if the mechanisms of diplomacy fail to arrest the outbreak of war, its 

attendant dangers place additional emphasis on the statesman’s responsibility to balance 

national interest with systemic order. The need to mobilize public resources and morale 

tends to diminish the political boundaries of war and replace it with “sublime—and vague

—principles…commensurate with such violence, sacrifice, and heroism.”  This 86

collective enterprise will naturally require bureaucratic management, but this will only 

heighten the “distortion between the rationality of means”  inherent in bureaucratic 87

methods and the transcendent objectives sought by society as a whole. It is then the 

exclusive task of the statesman to “convert the overwhelmingly destructive element of 

war into a mere instrument”  of policy while maintaining the level of commitment 88

necessary for its sustenance. 
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 The overlapping conditions of diplomacy and war blur the assumed dichotomy 

between norms that engender cooperation and interests that necessitate conflict. 

Agreements between states cannot eliminate or override conflicts of interest, as coercion 

remains a permanent feature in its mere suggestion. Force remains the ultimo ratio of 

state action, but the use of force has no independent logic or value apart from the order 

which it aims to uphold. War may be a necessary expedient, but it may just as readily 

unleash social forces that inhibit the state from calculating and pursuing interest in a 

rational manner. Order rests upon both the “pattern of obligations” that facilitate the 

pacific adjudication of disputes, and “sufficient firmness”  so that the conflicts that do 89

occur need not escalate into a doctrinal struggle that escapes political control.  Political 90

violence is necessary, but only because of a paradox in which the order that makes the 

pursuit of interest possible is attainable only within a system that can anticipate the 

inevitability of disorder. 

 The task of the statesman is “identifying [their] domestic legitimizing principle 

with that of the international order”  so that each is continually shaped by the other. 91

Metternich and Castlereagh succeeded insofar as they bent their own national interests 

toward ends that are beneficial for the system as a whole. Metternich’s defense of 

monarchism as a social principle versus Castlereagh’s strict dedication to equilibrium as a 

 Kissinger, A World Restored, 317. 89
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balance of forces guaranteed tension between the two architects of the Vienna system.  92

Metternich was circumscribed by the polyglot, feudal structure of the Austrian Empire, as 

was Castlereagh by the British public’s habitual suspicion of Continental adventures.  

Despite these difficulties, both men recognized that the requirements of their own 

states were best managed within an international order that “translate[s] the requirements 

of security into claims and individual demands into general advantage.”  No state can be 93

fully satisfied, as a full concession to any demand for security would result in insecurity 

for others. Nor can this order claim perfect justice, which would result in an overbearing 

conservatism that would compel petitioning interests to become revolutionary 

challengers. No state can choose justice over its own security, but when states accept that 

there is an approximation of justice in mutual security, then there is hope for stability.  

This precarious balance avoids the Scylla of a relentless struggle for domination 

and the Charybdis of moral perfectionism, dangers made especially vivid by the tendency 

of one to collapse into the other. At Vienna, this was the danger presented by Tsar 

Alexander I, who proclaimed the Holy Alliance as “a new era transcending the pettiness 

of history,”  where the national interests of sovereigns would be defined exclusively in 94

terms of the monarchic principle and Christianity. The result was that Russian foreign 

policy assumed the total aim of moral transformation, which in practice would consist of 

“Alexander march[ing] his armies across Europe to combat the Tsar’s conception of 
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revolutionary danger.”  Even his territorial ambitions in Poland were justified as “the 95

outgrowth of a moral duty…motivated by the sole desire of achieving the happiness of 

the Polish people.”  Metternich and Castlereagh were loath to take the Tsar at his word, 96

but even if he was perfectly sincere, the logical result would be a sanction for unlimited 

expansion, which other states would be expected to tolerate based on the pure intentions 

of one man.  

 In both domestic and international politics, the sovereign “decides on the 

exception,”  namely the point at which the targeted use of violence or extralegal 97

measures must be employed on behalf of the prevailing legal order. The machstaat comes 

to the surface temporarily, and only for the sake of sustaining the rechtstaat. Since the 

state is the guardian of a moral as well as political order, its defense constitutes a 

sufficient rationale for the use of force  Thus, morality and force are not opposed, nor is 

there a need for force to be equated with universal goods in order to be deemed 

legitimate. Force is the exception that defends the rule.  

 By contrast, under the weight of Alexander’s lofty pronouncements, power is 

legitimated exclusively through the lens of morality, an identification which works both 

ways and thereby turns all political violence into a moral act. This confers excessive 

privilege onto one’s own actions, and it deprives other actors of a similar claim, since any 

conflict of interest is instantly turned into a matter of principle that precludes either 
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retreat or compromise. In this case, the sovereign no longer decides the exception, but 

instead turns it into the rule. All statesmen are hypocrites insofar as they proclaim a moral 

end for state action while retaining, and occasionally utilizing, the power to acquire 

interests and deny those of others. Diplomacy is difficult due to the disconnect between 

the interests of a particular state and the aspirations of international society. Diplomacy is 

next to impossible with one who insists that his interests and his conscience are fully 

aligned.  

Modern Dictatorship and Foreign Policy 

The example of Metternich, Castlereagh, and Alexander reveals that while 

individual judgment is a necessary ingredient of diplomacy, outcomes do not merely 

result from the skills of the diplomat. While the twists and turns of negotiation favor 

prudential flexibility over principled conviction, a shared moral context is necessary for 

confining the range of acceptable options and ensuring credible commitment to the 

diplomatic process.  

This points to limitations in both sides of the debate on dictatorships and 

socialization. The proliferation of the democratic principle has allowed the public to 

inform a more comprehensive definition of  national interest, eliminating the need for a 

brooding diplomatic genius in the style of Richelieu or Talleyrand who “labors, 

essentially alone, at something like a vast, complex, and multidimensional game of 

chess.”  Among allies, high levels of interdependence permit the interaction between 98
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civil societies alongside their states. Between rivals, the threat of provoking public 

outrage constitutes a powerful form of pressure. “Diplomats are baffled by the 

elusiveness and apparent unpredictability of public groups in foreign civil societies,”  99

which leads them to appease such groups, validate their role as legitimate actors, and 

thereby reinforce the genuinely democratic character of modern diplomacy.  

 For realists, this is little more than propaganda, proof that public intrusion into 

diplomacy inhibits the pursuit of interests in favor of grandiose moral projects that may 

bring emotional satisfaction, but offer few tangible benefits. For Kissinger, public 

diplomacy ignores the lessons of statesmanship by aiming for a world “based on 

principle, not power; on law, not interest…a complete reversal of the historical 

experience and method of operation of the Great Powers.”  The prevalence of 100

democratic ideology has only strengthened the misperception that foreign policy is “a 

vehicle for propagating our values or a pretext for projecting our fantasies” rather than “a 

set of minimum conditions for preserving our vital internal processes.”  101

 In this view, so long as democracies continue to operate under this delusion, the 

advantage lies with those possessing the willingness and ability to pursue the national 

interest “unencumbered by…hypocritical moral baggage or sentimental attachments.”  102
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While there is no guarantee of his personal capacity to do so, the modern dictator 

(especially one who can make use of a universal ideology) has the necessary authority 

and insularity to revive the “arcane subtleties of foreign policy”  from their neglect at 103

the hands of democratic ideologues.  

Both of these positions mistakenly assume that the democratic principle elevates 

norms over interests. Democracy has established a new standard of legitimacy by making 

popular opinion a condition of justice, but states remain the guardians of the order that 

makes the pursuit of justice possible. Also, as monarchy featured the pragmatism of 

Metternich alongside the mysticism of Alexander, democracy promotes varying 

interpretations of interest rather than a flat-out rejection of their utility. Certain Western 

variants aim at, in the words of EU official Sir Robert Cooper, a “postmodern world” in 

which “raison d’etat and the amorality of Machiavelli’s theories of statecraft…have been 

replaced by a moral consciousness.”  Meanwhile, a terrorist group that ignites outrage 104

against American troops by alleging desecration of religious texts is tapping the power of 

the masses to achieve the same ends as Bismarck did in releasing the Ems Dispatch, 

which inflamed French public opinion by threatening to put a member of the Prussian 

House of Hohenzollern on the Spanish throne.  

      Democracy has neither surpassed nor ignored the old rules of politics. Rather, it 

has introduced a new set of players and adjusted the conditions of success. While the 

power 
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Order (New York: Vintage Books, 2004) 57.
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of civil society to shape outcomes must be measured against its susceptibility to 

manipulation, so did the autocrat’s power of decision depended upon whether he sought 

counsel from Talleyrand or Rasputin. The rivalry between autonomous states endures, 

although the competition for land, money, and prestige has shifted into a struggle for 

hearts and minds. Mass appeal even in its most genuine expression can just as easily lead 

to ethnic strife or religious fanaticism as a commitment to individual rights. Mass 

political activity will likely continue to proclaim and pursue national objectives, even if 

such action is at its most fearsome insofar as it proves the limits of exclusive state control 

and embarrasses the strongmen who would contain it with force alone.  

     Furthermore, the endurance of tensions between states and peoples will continue 

to provide opportunities for dictators to offer a quick and satisfactory solution by casting 

off the fetters of international society. Dictators are not playing an old game that 

democrats have left behind: whether they are composed of commissars, mullahs, or a 

nondescript coterie of men in business suits, dictatorships represent themselves not as an 

alternative to popular sovereignty, but as its more authentic representatives. The success 

of dictatorship rests not on the skillful playing of an old game, but on their capacity to 

deliver on a radical solution for the realization of public opinion and international norms.  

     The dictator’s claim to public support is largely the product of bribery, brutality, 

and falsification, but dictatorships paradoxically require a much more direct relationship 

between the regime and the public than liberal democracies. Without a set of reliable 

institutions to clarify the powers of government and organize public participation, and 

lacking a clear separation between the state and civil society, success hinges upon the 
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mobilization of popular sentiment along with the suppression of dissent. No state can 

long endure that relies entirely on coercion. 

      Revolutionist dictatorships represent the most conspicuous attempt by states to 

use ideology to fashion a general will that would seal the regime’s claim to power in the 

public imagination, in part by phasing its competitors but also establishing a broad, 

flexible, but ultimately indisputable rubric through which to organize political and social 

activity. This does not mean that ideology is directly operative, or that the regime’s 

agents and collaborators are motivated by conviction. Policies change, support may be 

more manufactured than sincerely professed, and the list of friends and enemies may be 

reversed from one day to the next.  

      However, this makes a narrative of ideological consistency all the more 

necessary in order to cover up the reality of shifting alignments and uncertain loyalties 

with the pristine image of unanimous public support. Ideology reaffirms the unbreakable 

union of state and society, a necessary fiction for keeping the regime one step ahead of 

its actual and potential enemies. But in spite of its social utility, such a heavy reliance on 

ideology as a source of legitimacy makes the regime perpetually insecure, as its success 

ultimately hinges upon its ability to conceal its own nature. 

This places tremendous restraints on its capacity for diplomacy, as nothing in its 

foreign relations can infringe upon the dictatorship’s control over its domestic narrative. 

Because circumstances will demand frequent and sometimes radical shifts in its position, 

it must retain complete liberty to reinterpret all such contingencies as further proof of the 

regime’s wisdom and virtue. It may cut deals with foreign statesmen, but the expediency 
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behind such moves is so obvious that nothing beyond a temporary alignment of interests 

can sustain them. The only remaining avenue through which to conduct foreign policy is 

to use ideology to mobilize foreign publics into pressuring their governments in a desired 

direction. The revolutionist dictatorship may presuppose the hostility of states, but it 

thrives on the acclaim of peoples.  

 This forces the regime to calibrate with total precision the necessity of action 

with its likely reception across target audiences. They require grand ideas to mobilize 

support, but in a manner tailored to their particular interests and subject to their exclusive 

revision. However accurately they might calculate their external environment, the shape 

and scope of their action depends upon their reading the tea leaves of public opinion. 

When action falls short of the ideal, as it so often does, they’re trapped between 

abandoning their lofty promises or escalating to dig themselves out of the hole. This is 

not to say that failure is guaranteed in all respects, or that the regime cannot hope to 

endure. It does mean that the range of decisions available to them become increasingly 

narrow as they incorporate a wider range of audiences, each of whom must either be 

appeased or suppressed within the state, enticed or demonized outside of it. Even when it 

successfully co-opts the enthusiastic support of a target audience, the potential ally is 

immediately turned into an instrument to be manipulated or discarded. Ultimately, the 

revolutionist dictatorship is more secure in relation to its enemies than its friends. 
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Introduction to the Cases 

Josef Stalin, Sukarno, and Saddam Hussein are instructive examples of 

revolutionist dictatorship, both in terms of historical significance and scholarly interest. 

Stalin is one of the most consequential and widely studied figures of the twentieth 

century, having turned the Soviet Union into a modern industrial power that defeated the 

Nazi regime and asserted itself as a nuclear-armed peer competitor of the United States. 

Sukarno stands out as one of the most dominant and colorful personalities of the Non-

Aligned Movement, giving Indonesia a moral influence far in excess of its humble 

capabilities and establishing the assembled nations of the Third World as a major player 

on the international stage. Saddam was the preeminent figure of Middle East politics 

during his twenty four years in power, drawing admiration and ire for his roles as an Arab 

nationalist, Iraqi patriot, and foremost public enemy of the United States.  

In addition to their historical importance, the tremendous differences between 

them frustrate comparison. None professed the same ideology, practiced the same 

religion, or governed through the same political party. Indonesia was weak militarily, 

Saddam’s Iraq was a regional power, and Stalin transformed a backward agricultural 

society torn by revolution and civil war into a global superpower. Even under the shared 

label of revolutionist dictatorship, the nature and extent of their personal authority varied 

greatly. Stalin orchestrated a fusion of Russian nationalism and Marxism-Leninism of 

which he was the sole and unquestioned arbiter. Sukarno relied upon his charisma and 

revolutionary plaudits to make up for his lack of an independent power source among the 

military or major political parties. Saddam’s formal role atop the Ba’ath hierarchy was 
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reinforced domestically by an intricate network of tribal and sectarian loyalties, but 

complicated internationally by the number of claimants to the mantle of pan-Arab 

leadership.  

 One prominent similarity between them is the leading interpretations of their 

foreign policy behavior. All three leaders hurled revolutionary challenges at the status 

quo powers and found themselves confronting vastly superior states in contests they had 

little chance of winning. The following chapters will analyze these leaders and events, 

showing that their decisions did not derive from either psychological abnormality or an 

eccentric variety of conventional realpolitik. The case studies will show that revolutionist 

dictatorship imposes a common set of incentives and pressures, regardless of the 

particular leadership or its geopolitical ambition.  

  More specifically, it reflects a common response to a shared systemic problem. 

The three cases show each of the societies emerging out of the decay of traditional 

European politics: the U.S.S.R. as a revolutionary reincarnation of a European Great 

Power, Indonesia as a liberated colony, and Iraq as a new state carved out of the interwar 

mandate system. Each were eager to appropriate the dimensions of the modern nation-

state, but there was neither the will nor capacity for a genuinely democratic process to 

achieve this transition. 

   Ideology was thus necessary to effect the shortcut to national power and prestige; 

not necessarily because it had a claim on popular will in the first place, but because its 

proponents had the organizational capacity to seize power and a comprehensive program 

around which to frame the organization of civil society. The greater challenge would 
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come from inculcating public adherence while at the same time conditioning the ideology 

to fit the contours of state power. The state would have to be revolutionary enough to 

inspire devotion and responsible enough to avoid excessive provocation. 

In such a regime, ideology does not determine the national interest, nor does it 

merely provide a gloss on traditional realpolitik. It provides a central, albeit delicate, 

frame of reference in which to arrange domestic institutions and flexibly respond to 

foreign pressures, while claiming ironclad consistency to an overarching narrative that 

justifies all decisions and maintains the uncritical loyalty of select audiences within the 

public. This creates immense difficulties in forging or executing a long-term strategy or 

diplomacy since any and all events need to be reinterpreted through the lens of a 

governing ideology that must constantly reify the leadership’s greatness and sustain the 

absolute integrity of its public image. In order to maintain a perfect identification 

between leader and society, the vicissitudes of international politics can only be practiced 

in terms of good and evil, friend and enemy, total victory and catastrophic defeat. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Stalinism, Foreign Policy, and the Nazi-Soviet Pact 

  Josef Stalin is a critical case for comparing the influence of ideology and power 

politics on an individual endowed with immense personal power. As the leading figure of 

the Soviet Union and the international Marxist-Leninist movement, Stalin was 

responsible for guiding both a great power and a universal ideology for a quarter of a 

century. His tenure ranged from the disasters of the Ukrainian famine and the Great 

Terror to the extraordinary successes of defeating Nazi Germany and turning the USSR 

from a premodern, agrarian state into a nuclear-armed superpower. Despite the horrific 

costs endured by the Soviet people through decades of war and purges, the Soviet state 

was at the apex of its international power and prestige at the time of Stalin’s death in 

March 1953.  

   This dichotomy between catastrophe and triumph has produced two leading 

explanations. For one set of commentators, this is proof that Marxism-Leninism was a 

convenient rationalization for the practice of traditional realpolitik.  Especially in foreign 1

policy, where the high stakes of action often precluded reliance on the subjective 

formulations of ideology, “social revolutionary transformation…was subordinated to 

strategic security.”  2

 Robert H. Donaldson and Joseph L. Nogee, The Foreign Policy of Russia: Changing Systems, 1

Enduring Interests (Armonk: M.E. Sharpe, 2009) 122. 

 Andreas Hillgruber, Germany and the Two World Wars (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2

1981) 82. 
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  Alternately, Stalinism is understood as a tactical revision (but not an 

abandonment or moderation) of communist orthodoxy made necessary by the unforeseen 

conditions of a lone socialist state surrounded by imperialist enemies. The Soviet Union 

mimicked the diplomatic habits of the capitalists in order to ingratiate itself within the 

global system, gain a favorable position from which to exploit “inter-imperialist 

contradictions”  and foster revolutionary conditions. Both of these positions assume that 3

in foreign affairs, Stalin had unlimited power “to develop policy and to decide how it 

should be implemented.”  Since outcomes were the extension of Stalin’s unfettered will, 4

the purpose of Soviet foreign relations hinges on an interpretation of Stalin’s personal 

motives.  

 The purpose of this chapter is to shift the investigation away from the question of 

motives and instead examine the factors that limited Stalin’s theoretically absolute 

powers, and the consequences for the character of his decision making. The tensions 

inherent in revolutionist dictatorship will explain the foreign policy of the prewar Soviet 

Union leading to the signing of the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact of August 1939, the most 

consequential Soviet foreign policy decision of the period.  

 This chapter will proceed in three parts. The first section will summarize the main 

interpretations of Stalinist foreign policy, particularly the Molotov-Ribbentrop pact, as 

either standard realpolitik or innovative Leninism, and point out necessary revisions to 

 Silvio Pons, Stalin and the Inevitable War, 1936-1941 (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 2002) 3

204. 

 Derek Watson, “The Politburo and Foreign Policy in the 1930s,” in E.A. Rees, ed., The Nature of 4

Stalin’s Dictatorship: The Politburo, 1924-1953 (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2004) 142. 
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the underlying assumptions of these accounts. The second part will evaluate the 

relationship between Marxism-Leninism and Stalin, how he exploited the limits of 

ideology for personal power, only to foist a new set of ideological limitations upon 

himself. Third, it will show how revolutionist dictatorship affected Stalin’s capacity for 

statesmanship, first in his efforts to contain the German threat and then the period of 

collaboration with Hitler that lasted until Germany invaded the Soviet Union in June 

1941.  

  My argument is that Marxism-Leninism was neither the instrument nor the motor 

of foreign policy, but rather a vise that trapped Stalin within tight strategic confines even 

as it appeared to grant him unlimited tactical flexibility. While he could shift the party 

line to whatever he deemed necessary under the circumstances, the vast reach of his 

authority was circumscribed by its need to be proven correct in all of its manifold claims, 

both domestically and internationally. The evaluation and pursuit of Soviet national 

interests were inhibited by the need to maintain unbridled freedom to adjust the political 

line, lest the course of events in any way belie the oracular powers of the leader. Soviet 

diplomacy of the prewar period shows that tortured logic of revolutionist dictatorship 

endured even amongst the most severe security concerns.  

      
Fig Leaf or Lodestar? 

The Supreme Realist 

  Stalin’s control over the apparatus of the Soviet state and the doctrine of the 

Communist Party allowed him to effect abrupt shifts in policy as circumstances dictated. 
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Nowhere was this more evident than in the twists and turns of Soviet relations with Nazi 

Germany. After years of denouncing the Versailles order from which it had been 

excluded, the Soviets initially responded to the rise of Hitler by cultivating a renewed 

understanding with the status quo powers. Then, on August 23, 1939, the swastika flew 

alongside the hammer and sickle over the walls of the Kremlin. To the shock and outrage 

of chancelleries and communist parties throughout Europe, Stalin had exploded collective 

security with the stroke of a pen. By switching from staunch opposition to outright 

collaboration with the Nazi regime, “the USSR had executed the most stunning volte-face 

in diplomatic history.”   5

 This radical shift prompts the question of what consistent logic could have led 

Stalin to such contradictory decisions. The first major interpretation draws on Winston 

Churchill’s description of the Soviet Union as “a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an 

enigma.”  Churchill, who overcame his own antipathy toward communism to cement the 6

alliance necessary for defeating Hitler,  offered a lesser known follow-up to his famous 7

statement: “but perhaps there is a key. The key is Russian national interest.” According to 

this interpretation, Stalin’s use of ideology was a purely instrumental guise for national 

and personal power. Whether or not Stalin was at heart an orthodox Marxist is not an 

 Geoffrey Roberts, “The Soviet Decision for a Pact With Germany,” Soviet Studies, Vol. 44, No. 1 5

(1992) 72.  

 Quoted in David Carlton, Churchill and the Soviet Union (New York: Manchester University 6

Press, 2000) 200. 

 Best summarized by his famous statement, delivered after learning of the German invasion of the 7

Soviet Union, “If Hitler invaded hell, I would at least make a favorable reference to the devil in the House 
of Commons.” Quoted in Ibid, 105. 
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issue; once he was responsible for the Soviet position on the international chessboard, 

ideological priorities diminished insofar as they conflicted with objective geopolitical 

realities.  8

  This interpretation of Stalin concludes that political interests are primarily 

determined by national considerations, rather than whatever universal aspirations the 

state may officially profess. George Kennan argued that for those in the Kremlin, 

“Marxism is the fig leaf of their moral and intellectual respectability.” While ideology 

was necessary for justifying the exercise of absolute power, Soviet eccentricities were the 

inheritance of a “traditional and instinctive Russian sense of insecurity”  informed chiefly 9

by geopolitical conditions and historical experience.  

  Western officials interpreted the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact as a supreme act of 

perfidy, but their indignation most likely came from being beaten at their own game. 

Aware of Russia’s backwardness and vulnerability, Stalin showed himself to be “the 

supreme realist,” reviewing his options in a manner “which would have been quite clear 

to Richelieu, Metternich, Palmerston, or Bismarck.”  The Western powers and the Soviet 10

Union had an equal interest in avoiding war with Germany, or at least deflecting it away 

from their own frontiers. The result was a classic example of “buck-passing”  in which 11

 Werner Levi, “Ideology, Interests, and Foreign Policy,” International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 14, 8

No. 1 (March 1970) 1-31.

 George F. Kennan, “The Long Telegram,” Harry S Truman Administration Files, Elsey Papers 9

(1946)

 Henry Kissinger, Diplomacy (New York: Touchstone, 1994) 343. 10

 John Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (New  York: W.W. Norton, 2001) 308.11
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both sides precipitated the advent of war by trying to shift its costs onto another state. 

Unable to trust in one another’s intentions, “both the Western powers and the Soviet 

Union traded space for time until no space was left to be sold and no time left to be 

bought.  12

 For Stalin, appeasement proved that skepticism of Western intentions required no 

recourse to Marxist conspiracy theories. The 1925 Treaty of Locarno had solidified 

Germany’s western borders at the price of leaving its eastern borders conspicuously 

vague by comparison, and thus vulnerable to Hitler’s revanchist designs.  This was a 13

signal that Britain and France would purchase their own security from German 

aggression at the price of Soviet insecurity, requiring Stalin to take matters into his own 

hands.   14

 Great Britain compounded its initial error when it abruptly reversed its stance on 

appeasement and extended a unilateral security guarantee to Poland in March 1939. This 

last-ditch attempt at deterrence narrowed Hitler’s options to an expansion of his initial 

claim on Danzig to the whole of Poland or a humiliating withdrawal in the face of Polish 

and British pressure.  With the prospect of a German move across Poland to the Soviet 15

 Isaac Deutscher, Stalin: A Political Biography (New York: Oxford University Press, 1967) 416-12

7

 Edward Hallett Carr, International Relations Between the World Wars, 1919-1939 (London: 13

Macmillan & Co., 1965) 96-7. 

 As deputy commissar Vladimir Potemkin informed Robert Coulondre, the French ambassador 14

to the USSR after Munich, “My poor friend, what have you done? For us I see no other solution but a 
fourth partition of Poland.” Quoted in Anthony P. Adamthwaite, The Making of the Second World War 
(New York: Routledge, 1992) 89-90. 

 A.J.P. Taylor, The Origins of the Second World War (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1961) 216-7 15
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border, Stalin was in no mood to “pull chestnuts out of the fire”  by absorbing the costs 16

of British promises, none of which had so far been followed by action.  

  In the tradition of Tsar Alexander I’s treaty with Napoleon at Tilsit, neutrality 

toward Germany would secure a “long enough breathing space to improve the military 

preparedness of the Red Army, which he needed as a bargaining counter in the anticipated 

negotiations.”  Additionally, it provided an opportunity to restore Russia’s imperial 17

borders, thereby gaining both time and space while Germany and the Western powers 

turned against one another.  Toward this aim Stalin was aided by both Hitler’s 18

desperation to avoid a two-front war and the Western assumption that ideological 

differences would inhibit the totalitarian powers from realizing their common strategic 

interests.   19

  The Soviet leadership openly confessed to the expediency motivating their 

decision to cooperate with Germany. Molotov announced that “until recently, in the realm 

of foreign policy, the Soviet Union and Germany were enemies. The situation has now 

changed, and we have stopped being enemies.”  In the first official editorial published 20

after the pact, Izvestia insisted that “ideological differences, as well as differences in the 

 Quoted in Michael J. Carley, 1939: The Alliance That Never Was (Chicago: Ivan R. Dee, 1999) 16

98.

 Gabriel Gorodetsky, “Geopolitical Factors in Stalin’s Strategy and Politics,” in Silvio Pons and 17

Andrea Romano, eds., Russia in the Age of Wars, 1914-1945 (Milan: Fondazione Giangiacomo Feltrinelli, 
2000) 239.

 Richard Sakwa, Soviet Politics in Perspective (New York: Routledge, 1998) 257.18

 George Kennan, Russia and the West Under Lenin and Stalin (New York: Mentor, 1961) 310.19

 Alexander Werth, Russia At War 1941-1945 (New York: Pan Books, 1970) 74.20
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political systems of both nations, cannot and must not stand in the way of the 

establishment and maintenance of good-neighborly relations.”  Western criticism was 21

only the “howling” of imperialists whose plot to lure the Soviets into an unnecessary, 

catastrophic war had been brilliantly foiled.  Between the harsh requirements of 22

international politics and Stalin’s exceptional capacity to subordinate any and all moral 

considerations to the overarching goal of Soviet security, Marxist doctrine became little 

more than a tool of its master’s single-minded quest for power. 

The Proletarian Patriot 

 Opponents of this view highlight that the Soviet archives have revealed that top-

secret discussions among Bolsheviks were as rife with Marxist-Leninist language as their 

public pronouncements. Contrary to the claim that ideology disguised ulterior motives, 

“the USSR…did not keep two sets of books, at least on ideological questions.”  23

Prioritizing national security over international revolution did not mean that Stalin had 

simply revived a Tsarist program. With respect to strategic goals, “Stalin’s overall 

ambition to bring history to its culmination with the new world of socialism” set much 

loftier goals than “his predecessors’ limited, purely national projects.”  By enshrining 24

 Anthony Read and David Fisher, The Deadly Embrace: Hitler, Stalin, and the Nazi-Soviet Pact 21

1939-1941 (New York: W.W. Norton, 1988) 291.  

 Quoted in Nicolai Petro and Alvin Rubenstein, Russian Foreign Policy: From Empire to      22

Nation-State (New York: Longman, 1997) 36.

 Ethan Pollock, “The Coryphaeus of Science: Ideology and Knowledge in the Post-War Years,”23

in Sarah Davies and James Harris, eds., Stalin: A New History (New York: Cambridge University Press, 
2005) 272. 

 Martin Malia, The Soviet Tragedy: A History of Socialism in Russia (New York: Free Press, 24

1994) 219.
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the Party with a sacred mission to bring about a historically determined outcome, 

Marxism-Leninism established a “Manichaean equation” between itself and its rivals and 

mobilized “the entire nation round the regime’s work of construction and destruction.”  25

While engaged in the time-honored tradition of interstate rivalry, Bolshevism radicalized 

power politics by unleashing it from its customary restraints. 

  The revision of ultimate goals meant that the imperial past was not a model to 

reproduce, but an occasionally convenient prop of “a powerful state, with a despot at its 

helm...and an Oprichnina to rake its critics over the coals.”  Soviet foreign policy 26

reflected a constellation of historical influences, including the immediate needs of 

industrialization, the legacy of centrally-directed modernization, and Lenin’s theoretical 

contribution of “the revolutionary use of state power as a cudgel.” This explains the 

elevation of Stalin in particular to the heights of power, as his “wartime personality” and 

statist inclinations were well-equipped to execute a fearsome unity of socialism and state-

building.   27

  Marxism-Leninism’s capacity to draw on Russian traditions for its own ends also 

informs the character of Stalin’s foreign policy. His tactical shifts exhibit the principle 

that “the Party should be guided by expediency only, rather than ‘be carried away’ by a 

 Moshe Lewin, “Grappling With Stalinism,” in David Hoffmann, ed., Stalinism: The Essential 25

Readings (Malden: Blackwell Publishers, 2003) 55.
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Norton, 1992) 64-5.
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‘romantic’ attachment to revolutionary methods as such.”  Insofar as Soviet methods 28

resembled traditional realpolitik, this derived from the Leninist conviction that the 

capitalist world would be undermined through the same methods by which it had gained 

global supremacy.  The time required for the maturation of proper revolutionary 29

conditions required a shotgun wedding between Marxist doctrine and the international 

system until it was ripe for overthrow. To prepare them for a long struggle, Lenin ordered 

his followers to “stick to this rule: we must be clever enough to utilize the contradictions 

and oppositions among the imperialists,”  including the conventions of Great Power 30

politics.  

 Although “Stalin was not a theoretical innovator,” he adapted the theories of his 

more learned comrades to a set of circumstances which “fitted the Lenin-Stalinist 

apocalyptic-statist view of world affairs remarkably well.”  Even Trotsky had insisted 31

that the Soviet Union represent “the highest possible intensification of the principle of the 

state,” as a lamp burns the brightest before being extinguished.  The advent of full 32

communism required “first a maximum effort ‘to kill off the rudiments of the dying 

 Nathan Leites, The Operational Code of the Politburo, (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1951) 9.28

 Neil Harding, Lenin’s Political Thought (London: St. Martin’s Press, 1978) 102. 29

 Quoted in Edward Hallett Carr, The Bolshevik Revolution, 1917-1923, vol. 3 (New York: 30

Macmillan, 1953) 276.

 William Wohlforth, The Elusive Balance: Power and Perceptions During the Cold War (Ithaca: 31

Cornell University Press, 1993) 53-5.

 Andrzej Walicki, Marxism and the Leap to the Kingdom of Freedom: the Rise and Fall of the 32

Communist Utopia (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997) 344. 
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classes,’” and second, “the triumph of socialism on a world scale.”  Soviet participation 33

in the state system was the necessary precondition of its ultimate triumph, and so 

bourgeois loyalties to state and nation were permissible insofar as they served 

revolutionary purposes. As the “lodestar” guiding Stalin’s sense of historical mission, 

“the promise of Communist revolution combined with the necessities of survival for the 

Soviet Union, the first and unique ‘socialist’ empire.”  Ideological fulfillment would be 34

born from tactical success. 

   Due to the permanence of the “capitalist encirclement”  and the prestige to be 35

derived from great-power status, Molotov-Ribbentrop was a logical application of 

Marxism to international politics. Temporary collaboration with Germany was an 

opportunity to sow the seeds of intra-imperialist discord and precipitate a war from which 

the USSR could remain aloof and build up “fortress socialism” as the imperialist camp 

turned on itself.  Stalin calculated that the best means of handling Hitler was aiding his 36

ambitions just enough to start a war which would expose the frailty of the imperialist 

structure and revive the Bolshevik ambition of turning Germany into the “midwife of 

 Erik van Ree, “Stalin as Marxist: The Western Roots of Stalin’s Russification of Marxism,” in 33

Davies and Harris, Stalin: A New History, 171. 

 Vladislav Zubok and Constantine Pleshakov, Inside the Kremlin’s Cold War: From Stalin to 34
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revolution.”  Just as the First World War gave birth to the first socialist state, the second 37

would find that state ready to export the revolution abroad. 

Coryphaeus of Science 

 Both of the arguments summarized above identify Stalin himself as the critical 

variable of Soviet foreign policy. Whether he bent Marxism-Leninism into an instrument 

of national interest or prudently subordinated the long-term goals of revolution to the 

short-term needs of bureaucratic consolidation, the prospects for success hinged on 

Stalin’s interpretation of Soviet ambitions and his capacity to bring them about. Supreme 

power was the vehicle by which to advance an equally supreme motive. Equating the 

purpose of Soviet foreign policy with Stalin’s will packages a tangle of ideological 

dictates and political calculations within the simpler dimensions of absolute power. 

Identifying an overarching goal, which Stalin projected from his personality onto the 

state, seeks clarity in the most unlikely of all places to find it: the human psyche. 

 Another difficulty with the attempt to glean Stalin’s motives is that the mystery 

surrounding them does not merely conceal a distinct set of aims, but was itself a 

necessary objective for maintaining power. While Stalin was the dominant figure of 

Soviet life, his authority thrived on the obscurity of its own nature, dimensions, and 

motives. Stalin concealed his innermost thoughts and feelings even from his closest 

colleagues and family, often guaranteeing their silence with imprisonment or death.  The 38

 Aleksandr Vatlin, “The Testing-Ground of World Revolution: Germany in the 1920s,” in Tim 37
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cult of personality blurred the gap between Stalin the individual and the semi-divine 

figure whose visage and persona penetrated every aspect of Soviet life.  Stalin made 39

himself into a Rorschach test, generating mystique through his ability to represent 

anything that his audience wanted to see. He could morph into a semi-divine figure to his 

followers, a dull but vindictive bureaucrat to his Party rivals, or a grey eminence to 

foreign statesmen.  

  The elusiveness of Stalin’s public personal demonstrates how he maintained 

authority by placing it outside conventional limits. Stalin’s use of “informal avenues of 

decision-making and discussion” allowed him to “subvert the formal areas of policy-

making,”  thus eliminating any opportunity for contravening his commands. His mastery 40

over Marxist-Leninist doctrine received further validation from his ability to constantly 

reshape it while claiming the singular ability to discern its evolution. On the pages of 

Pravda, the hallowed image of the “charismatic and sacral vozhd” were placed alongside 

realistic portraits of Stalin as “the most modest of men,”  allowing the full spectrum of 41

virtue to be simultaneously vested in his person. 

  Proclaiming Marxist-Leninist goals while appearing to engage in the standard 

tactics of realpolitik served to further conceal the true nature of Stalin’s aims. The end-

 During an argument with his son Vasily, who had claimed, “I’m a Stalin, too,” he replied, “No, 39

you’re not. You’re not Stalin and I’m not Stalin. Stalin is Soviet power. Stalin is what he is in the newspa-
pers and the portraits, not you, no not even me!” Quoted in Simon Sebag Montefiore, Stalin: Court of the 
Red Tsar (New York: Vintage, 2003) 6. 

 Richard Overy, The Dictators (New York: W.W. Norton, 2004) 66. 40
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states of each, whether the transition to full communism or the achievement of national 

security, were so broadly defined that nearly anything could be sanctioned in their 

pursuit. Operating within such a broad canvas made it impossible to ascertain his motives 

or confidently predict his next move. However, this relationship between power politics 

and ideology worked in both directions. If supplementing power politics with ideological 

fervor disguises the motives of action and thus allows for greater flexibility, it also 

requires the statesman to take on the role of prophet. In order to conduct foreign policy 

while retaining domestic legitimacy, Stalin had to balance the uncertainties and 

compromises of diplomacy with the unassailable rectitude of a moral conviction.  

 This balancing act was made even more difficult by the particular demands of 

Stalinist ideology. While all leaders struggle to reconcile national interests with 

legitimacy in their conduct of foreign policy, Marxism-Leninism exacerbated this 

problem by denying its own political character. Events naturally produced a wide gap 

between its stated ambitions and actual behavior, but the formal assumption that policy 

was formulated with scientific perfection had a decisive influence on its character, even 

as a post hoc rationalization. Soviet national interest could be easily cloaked in 

ideological language, but over time this made it increasingly difficult to define Soviet 

security on anything but ideological grounds.  

 As a result, Soviet foreign policy was necessarily inscrutable to a non-Marxist 

audience. This confounds a simple dichotomy between obeisance to ideological dictates 

and an instrumental calculation of national interest, as the roles of high politics auteur 

and high priest of revolution blended into one another. When Soviet interests demanded 
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an earnest appeal for assistance in a common endeavor, such as the formation of an anti-

Hitler coalition, Stalin proved unable to represent himself as anything other than a 

cypher. 

The Man of Steel 

  For the Bolsheviks, orthodoxy and survival were intimately connected. Dissolving 

the Russian Constituent Assembly and murdering the Romanov family had suppressed 

the main threats to their power, but at the same time it left their own claim to legitimate 

authority on unsteady foundations. Surrounded by domestic and foreign enemies, they 

recognized that it was crucial to erect a stable basis of legitimacy that would spare them 

from the fate of their rivals. Marxism-Leninism provided a “meta-narrative” through 

which to “encapsulate the populace within the intellectual universe” of the ruling 

orthodoxy.   In order to prevent factionalizing, the collective leadership would uphold a 42

strict doctrinal standard of action while ensuring that outcomes represented the will of the 

Party as a whole. 

  Stalin’s conversion of the Party oligarchy into personal dictatorship has promoted 

the assumption “that ideas did not matter as much as ruthless political manipulation 

behind closed doors.”  However, dictatorship did not obviate the burdens of doctrinal 43

management so much as shift them from the Party onto Stalin alone. An individual was 

salutary for providing a singular voice and eliminating the damning possibility of intra-
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Party dissent, but it destroyed the “myth of the Party” as “a hardened and experienced 

machine” which managed to defeat its numerically superior rivals through “discipline and 

daring.”  By trading the espirit de corps of an elite priesthood for the prophetic powers 44

of an individual, Stalin ensured that legitimacy hinged upon constant demonstrations of 

the dictator as the indispensable man. Stalin exploited the myth of Bolshevik unity in 

acquiring personal power, but in order to maintain it he was required to enact a new myth 

of his own infallibility. Stalin began as the architect of a cult of personality, and became 

its prisoner.  

Stalinist “Vigilance” and the Cult of Lenin 

  After a stroke removed Lenin from active political life in December 1922, the 

letters, notes, and memoranda compiled into his “final testament”  offered broad 45

guidelines on how to preserve the socialist project in the absence of its guiding figure. 

Included among these missives was one clear-cut directive: the removal of Stalin from his 

position as General Secretary of the Central Committee. Writing that “Stalin is too rude,”

a quality “intolerable in a general secretary,” Lenin asked the Party to “think about a way 

of transferring Stalin from his post and appointing another man in his stead.” The 

replacement should be “more tolerant, more loyal, more polite and more considerate to 

the comrades, less capricious.” Bolsheviks usually considered personality traits to be “a 
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mere trifle,” but in this case the critical situation of the Party made Stalin’s character “a 

trifle which can assume decisive importance.”   46

  This severe judgment raises the question of how Stalin withstood this criticism 

and emerged as Lenin’s heir, especially since he began his ascent from such an unlikely 

position. Stalin’s highest state office to that point had been Commissar for the 

Nationalities, where his push for Soviet expansion into his native Georgia was 

reproached by the ailing Lenin as “Great Russian chauvinism.”  During the Russian 47

Civil War, he opposed the employment of military specialists, many of them former 

Tsarist officers, and instead championed the “Red Commanders” who prized loyalty to 

the new regime over expertise.  His opposition to the Military Commissariat and its 48

leader, Trotsky, often extended to an outright refusal to obey orders. This led to his 

permanent discharge after an intentional failure to relay orders from superiors he deemed 

to be Trotsky sympathizers contributed to the disastrous Soviet defeat in the Battle of 

Warsaw.  49

  These failures ironically placed Stalin in a favorable position among the 

leadership following the death of Lenin. Democratic centralism functioned under Lenin 
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because his unique and unassailable prestige allowed him to act as a primes inter parres, 

guiding debate and casting the deciding vote in case of deadlock or emergency.  On one 50

hand, this made it likely that the ideal of collective rule would eventually give way to the 

decisive leadership of an individual. Bolshevik organs had not historically “functioned as 

leaderless collectivities, and to suppose that they could do so now was to…fly in the face 

of that very ‘school of experience’ which the party had gone through under Lenin.”   51

 On the other hand, no one could claim such a role for himself without imperiling 

the normative structure on which the Party as a whole rested. Without a mechanism for 

choosing a successor or defining his powers, there was no guarantee against a new vozhd’

(leader) turning against his colleagues, nor could they challenge such a drift to tyranny 

without undermining the formal solidarity by which the Party maintained dominance. The 

posthumous cult of Lenin emerged as a means of defending the interest of the collective 

against this eventuality. By setting such an impossibly high standard of character and 

achievement, the Party ensured that anyone who aspired to leadership would be exposed 

to the countercharge of seizing honors that properly belonged to Lenin alone.   52

 Since individual distinction threatened the Party as a whole, Stalin’s modest 

reputation proved advantageous in the succession struggle. His position as General 

Secretary was not itself prestigious, but his powers over local elections and personnel 
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appointments made him a potentially valuable ally.  Lacking the plaudits to make his 53

own claim, he could credibly represent the Soviet bureaucrat whose position in the Party 

was dependent upon preserving the collective principle, and could thus be trusted to 

defend it against subversion by potential dictators. 

   Stalin’s usefulness amidst the shifting fortunes of rival factions allowed him to 

convert his personal weakness into political strengths. In response to Lenin’s critique of 

his rudeness, Stalin wrote in Pravda, “yes, I am rude, comrades, toward those who rudely 

and treacherously wreck and split the Party.”  His penchant for spitefulness and cruelty 54

was rebranded as praiseworthy “vigilance”  so long as it was turned against a figure such 55

as Trotsky or Zinoviev who appeared most likely to seek out Lenin’s mantle for 

themselves. His perceived mediocrity made him a suitable figure for delivering up such 

threatening individuals to the wrath of the group, replacing them with functionaries 

whose distinctive characteristic was total dependence on Stalin’s patronage.  56

    Stalin’s denunciations of his erstwhile comrades reflected widely held suspicions 

within Party circles, and so his colleagues “deluded themselves into thinking that he had 

submitted to the will of the Politburo majority, and would henceforth be possible to work 
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with.”  Instead, they inadvertently bestowed upon Stalin the power to convert the key to 57

their survival into the instrument of their destruction. The immediate need for Party unity 

became a demand for perfection that could only be achieved with the singular expression 

of the last man standing. 

“The Worse, the Better” 

 Destroying the collective identity of the Party in the name of saving it 

transformed Stalin into the central figure of Soviet life. His accumulation of gaudy 

epithets such as “Granite Bolshevik,” “Iron Soldier,” and “Universal Genius” has often 

been taken as proof of Stalin’s abnormal psychology.  Whatever the cult of personality 58

may reveal about its subject’s mental state, it performed a valuable political function. The 

“hyphenate cult of an infallible Lenin-Stalin” settled the succession crisis by grafting the 

characteristics of the deified Lenin onto a living twin.  The more his public profile 59

soared to the heights of the fantastical, the more he was fixed in the public consciousness 

as the indispensable man. For Party elites, the mutability of doctrine under the vast 

umbrella of the “General Line” offered them the opportunity to advance their own 

policies and compete for the leader’s favor while invoking quotations from his works and 

speeches in their own support.  60
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  This eminence freed Stalin from the deadlock of collective leadership, but 

charisma required periodic demonstrations of its potency in order to sustain its effects. 

The reality of a poor, weak, and isolated state would have to be squared with the promise 

of socialist transformation and international revolution, with all credit for this miraculous 

achievement being attributed to Stalin’s extraordinary leadership. If he could not establish 

a viable connection between ideology and circumstance, it would send a message to 

potential dissenters that Stalinist doctrine was subject to negotiation from those outside 

its inner sanctum, shattering the myth of infallibility on which his power rested. 

  Stalin first compelled the Party to choose between closing ranks around his 

leadership or risking the downfall of the regime, and he then thrust a similar choice upon 

Soviet society between exclusive Bolshevik guidance or national collapse. After 

commencing the First Five Year Plan over the objections of his remaining opposition, he 

would declare that the horrific results in the countryside only served to heighten its 

necessity. A grim reminder of the Old Bolshevik slogan “the worse, the better,”  the 61

desperate resistance of the peasantry to collectivization forced the Party to either destroy 

the kulaks as an independent class, or relent and concede failure in a campaign that had 

escalated into a renewed civil war.   62

  This conflict provided Stalin with the rationale to obliterate the remaining 

opposition to his rule within the Party. Even luminaries such as Bukharin were accused of 
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“the organization of kulak uprisings” and other “terrorist acts” to the rapturous applause 

of his colleagues. Joining in these theatrical condemnations allowed Party officials to 

point the blame for the failures of collectivization away from themselves. Furthermore, 

attributing them to a series of lurid crimes committed in the service of foreign powers 

would further validate the specter of imperial capitalism, all the more insidious for its 

ability to penetrate the Party leadership, while absolving the Party itself of responsibility. 

The Bolsheviks had become so steeped in the perceived necessity of political violence 

that even Bukharin pondered the likelihood of “some great and bold political idea”

behind his own show trial and execution.   63

 In order for Stalin to secure power, which in turn required a perpetual effort to 

destroy existing rivals and uncover potential ones, “a substantial section of society must 

identify with or even approve [the state’s] activities.”  The Organs of the secret police 64

were heavily reliant on citizens to provide “the eyes and ears of Soviet power,”  since 65

public assistance in periodic crackdowns on specific victim groups was preferable to a 

perpetual terrorization of society as a whole. Without any means of determining whether 

such collaborators were motivated by fear, greed, or fanaticism, co-opting them into the 

regime’s service required an ideological framework that was mutable in its particulars 

while absolute in its demand for loyalty. 
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  The traumatic costs of rapid industrialization were attributed to the sharpening of 

class warfare that directly resulted from the USSR’s successful progression into 

socialism. If this triumphalism did not resonate with the experience of the average worker 

and peasant, that was entirely because of foreign “wreckers”  determined to sabotage the 66

Soviet project and stave off their own inevitable demise. Fear of invisible villains 

perpetrating hideous crimes became so pervasive that the only salvation appeared to lie in 

Stalin’s miraculous powers of detecting and unmasking “enemies of the people.”  Under 67

these dire circumstances, the only remaining means of escaping the dual dangers of 

capitalist infiltration and police suspicion was to participate actively in the purging of 

foreign contaminants. As a result, Stalin could boast with only mild exaggeration that the 

Great Terror enjoyed “the backing of the vast masses.”  68

Forged in Blood 

  Stalin’s use of ideology to consolidate power had a tremendous impact on his 

attempt to conduct foreign policy. Having depicted the capitalist world as an implacable, 

existential threat during the purges made friendly relations difficult. George Kennan 

summarized the attitude of the Soviet diplomat as, “we consider that you should be swept 

from the earth...but since we are not strong enough to destroy you today...we want you 
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during this interval to trade with us...until such a time as we are ready to make an end of 

you.”   69

 Even when Stalin opted for good relations by reverting to the rhetoric of 

“peaceful coexistence,” The purges had had a ruinous effect on Western perceptions of 

Soviet capabilities and intentions. If the charges were true, “then the whole political and 

military machine of the Soviet state was permeated by treason,” and if they were false, 

“what could one think of the stability and resolution of the regime that indulged in such 

phantasmagoric procedures?”  The Soviet Union could afford to conduct this variety of 70

innenpolitik under conditions of isolation and weakness, since it did not make a firm 

impression as either an ally or an enemy.  

 The consequences of this paranoia would become evident during the rise of Nazi 

Germany. The increasing likelihood of world war required that foreign policy 

complement Stalin’s pursuit of domestic security. Standing alone and undisputed atop the 

Bolshevik hierarchy would provide little comfort if the Soviet state was vulnerable to 

aggression, or if leaders in the West decided that Hitler’s desire for lebensraum 

overlapped with their fear of the communist menace. That Stalin opted for condominium 

with his ideological nemesis over a balancing coalition with Russia’s once and future 

allies is generally viewed as a necessary concession to circumstances, either an 
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adjustment for reasons of realpolitik or evidence of patience of one convinced that he  

need not accelerate the inevitable march of history.  

  This consensus stands in sharp contrast to Stalin’s behavior following the signing 

of the pact, as he commemorated the event by assuring Ribbentrop that “on my word of 

honor the Soviet Union will not betray its partner.”  While this was an odd way to 71

conclude a prominent example of Stalin’s ruthless expediency, Stalin actually kept his 

word, even to the point of absurdity. As intelligence reports, diplomatic traffic, and 

countless German violations of Soviet airspace warned of an impending invasion, Stalin 

dismissed them all as “English provocation.”  On the night of the invasion, Stalin issued 72

orders that “the task of our troops is not to respond to any provocative actions that might 

result in serious complications.” As German troops poured into the Soviet frontier, even 

commanders under enemy fire were reluctant to fire back and risk incurring Stalin’s 

wrath.  The rapid and costly collapse of the Soviet front that resulted from this paralysis 73

has endured as one of Stalin’s most disastrous and puzzling failures.  74

  This dichotomy between Stalin’s shrewd calculations and his astonishing 

blindness indicates how revolutionist dictatorship inhibits the leader’s capacity for 

statesmanship. Maintaining a narrative predicated upon “Stalin’s gift of foresight and the 
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infallibility of his moves”  was vital even among sovereign states jealous of their 75

autonomy. This demand for absolute freedom to interpret events in accordance with the 

ideological program of the Party produced a set of requirements that existed separately 

from its geopolitical interests.  

 Success hinged on the full alignment of reality with propaganda, that the various 

strands of the Party’s foreign policy were both internally consistent and each guaranteed 

to produce its promised results. As soon as this image of harmony was punctured, all 

negative externalities had to be deflected away from the regime, inhibiting a prudent 

adjustment to evolving circumstances. Over time, this led Stalin to fall back on abstract 

formulations as a substitute for tangible achievements. By replacing diplomacy with 

theatrics, he precipitated the most severe crisis in Soviet history while depriving himself 

of the tools to confront it. 

The Popular Front 

 The rise of Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan on the world stage presented Stalin 

with a strategic threat and an ideological quandary. The prospect of an attack on the 

Soviet Union by one or both demanded that Stalin solicit French and British support in 

deterring such an eventuality. London, Paris, and St. Petersburg had overcome their 

ideological distaste to align against the Kaiserreich in 1914, but a generation later there 

were forbidding obstacles to a revival of the Triple Entente. Soviet denials could not allay 

suspicion that their diplomatic offices acted primarily as a front for the subversive 
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activities of the Communist International (Comintern).  Stalin’s decimation of his most 76

senior and experienced military commanders “undermined the deterrent value of the Red 

Army” to friend and foe alike.  The Soviet prognosis of Nazism as nothing more than a 77

virulent strain of reactionary capitalism suggested that the Soviet Union would be 

unwilling to fight one set of capitalists only to aid the ambitions of another.   78

  Stalin attempted to resolve these issues by having the Seventh Comintern 

Congress declare the Popular Front in July 1935. Under the new policy, communist 

parties dropped their longstanding refusal to cooperate with any “bourgeois elements” 

and instead committed to forming broad coalitions between communist and social 

democratic parties against fascists.  Stalin aimed to gain Western trust by opting for 79

democratic procedures over revolutionary agitation, while bringing the Soviet Union out 

of isolation by launching itself  “to the forefront of the international antifascist 

movement.”  80

   Stalin was free to reinterpret Marxism-Leninism as he deemed necessary, but the 

requirements of doctrinal management prevented him from enjoying the benefits 
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promised by this ostensibly prudent adjustment. This critical flaw in the Popular Front 

became evident during its first major test, the Spanish Civil War. The battle between the 

Second Republic and Francisco Franco’s Falange rebels turned the Soviet portrayal of a 

global struggle between progressivism and fascism into a reality, but the prospect of a 

socialist victory carried both temptations and risks. On one hand, Comintern sponsorship 

of the International Brigades turned the war into a Leftist cause celebre, recruiting 

approximately 35,000 volunteers from 53 different countries.  On the other hand, Stalin 81

was anxious to limit direct Soviet participation in order to “prevent the enemies of Spain 

from presenting it as a Communist Republic”  and endangering Soviet relations with the 82

neutral Western powers.  

 Stalin opted to steer a middle course between these dangers, offering a modest 

contribution of military equipment, pilots and other specialists. This would be enough to 

support the defense of Madrid, but not so much that Hitler could gain Western support by 

raising the specter of a Bolshevist crusade.  This strategy had the virtue of moderation, 83

but it required a quick and decisive Republican victory in order to maximize the value of 

the propaganda coup while minimizing the financial and diplomatic costs of a prolonged 

struggle. Short of that ideal outcome, Stalin would find himself caught between his 
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contradictory objectives of revolutionary agitation and improved relations with the West, 

without any clear means of resolution.   

  The quick Republican victory did not occur, and once Germany and Italy began 

fighting openly on the side of the Nationalists, Stalin was left with few attractive options. 

A falangist Spain would deal a tremendous blow to the Popular Front government in 

France, whose attempts to contain Germany would be even more difficult with a “pro-

fascist, pro-Italian, and pro-German government on their southern border.”  Even more 84

frightening than this possibility was the reality of foreign communists casting off 

subjection to Moscow’s direction. The hierarchical relationship between the Soviet Union 

and Marxists abroad had functioned so long as the weakness of the latter fed the illusion 

of identical interests between them. The hodgepodge character of the Republican cause 

provided ample proof that the cause of socialism was no longer exclusively dependent 

upon Soviet sponsorship.  

  This meant that the success of the Popular Front imperiled the Soviet foreign 

policy objectives at which it was originally aimed. Soviet advisors, completely unused to 

managing cultural and political differences, were often shocked and disillusioned by the 

resistance of their ostensible allies to their leadership.  This exposure to socialism 85

without Stalinism was tantamount to the outbreak of a contamination. With respect to its 

domestic audience, the Soviet Union could not associate with a movement including an 
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avowedly anti-Stalinist faction, having labeled all such opposition as the agents of 

terroristic capitalism. Consequently, Soviet veterans of the campaign were widely purged, 

lest their knowledge of actual Trotskyite opposition inspire potential opponents within the 

state.   86

 The endurance of the Trotskyite heresy would also compromise the Soviets’ claim 

that their cooperation with the West would be “sealed by an ostentatious Soviet readiness 

to keep social revolution in check.”  Given his meager military and diplomatic 87

resources, Stalin’s best bargaining chip was his assumed power to restrain or unleash the 

forces of world communism in accordance with Soviet national interests. Puncturing that 

image would tarnish the power over opinion boasted in Soviet propaganda, while 

maintaining it required that opposition elements be reconciled to the Stalinist line without 

a direct takeover of the Republican army. 

 The Soviets solved this dilemma by applying the lessons of their domestic 

politics. The NKVD organized the arrest, torture, and execution of thousands of Marxists 

functioning outside its direct control, creating a war within the war between rival Left 

factions that dealt a tremendous blow to Republican morale.  Without total control over 88

the management of its doctrine, the Popular Front’s premise of ideological alignment had 

to be destroyed in order to rescue the notion of indispensable Soviet leadership on which 
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it was supposed to rest. The resultant fascist takeover was a decisive defeat for Soviet 

ambitions, but since it could be blamed on capitalist perfidy, that made it preferable to a 

victory that Stalin could not fully control. 

Collective Security 

  The Popular Front was not the only arrow in Stalin’s quiver. Ideological 

alignment would not be sufficient to protect the Soviet Union from external threats, 

leading Stalin to complement parliamentary coalitions with diplomatic alignments. Of all 

the major players on the European stage, Stalin appeared to enjoy the greatest freedom of 

action. Unlike the Western powers, he had no vested interest in either the normative 

standards or the power structures of the Versailles order, and unlike Germany he was not 

bound by any promises to overthrow it. His interest in avoiding the threat from Hitler 

could be satisfied equally by containing him or by luring him into a renewed war of 

attrition in the West. This gave him “a short-range but virtually complete liberty with 

regard to public opinion” which allowed him to alternately “burn what [he] once adored, 

adore what [he] once burned, without the people being profoundly disturbed.”  89

  In spite of these advantages, Soviet diplomacy regularly found itself out of sync 

with the pace of events. The Soviet Union entered the League of Nations in 1934 giving 

“structure to the strategy of ‘collective security,’ aimed at cultivating the liberal 

democracies as a means of isolating the more militaristic fascist states.”  The following 90
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year, mutual assistance treaties were signed with France and Czechoslovakia, a key 

French ally in the East whose existence symbolized the aspirations of the Versailles 

order.  Yet this attempt at Franco-Soviet cooperation foundered shortly after it began, 91

once Hitler’s remilitarization of the Rhineland in March 1936 foreshadowed French 

reluctance to back its promises with force.  

 This prompted People’s Commissar for Foreign Affairs Maxim Litvinov to 

become a forceful advocate of collective security and disarmament, despite having  

previously denounced them as a “suicidal act” that would invite capitalist predation. 

Fearful that Hitler would interpret the League’s inaction as permission to turn his 

aggressive designs eastward, Litvinov warned in true Wilsonian fashion that “peace is 

indivisible.”  Yet once again the course of events belied Soviet rhetoric, as the 92

appeasement of Hitler at Munich left Litvinov as the lone defender of the collective 

security principle that he had previously condemned in similar solitude.   93

 The breakdown of collective security may be attributed in part to a lack of 

Western resolve, but it also revealed a critical weakness in Soviet foreign policymaking. 

Stalin had thoroughly purged the ranks of diplomats posted abroad, contaminated as they 

were by their knowledge of the outside world.  This effectively reduced the role of its 94

remaining agents to repeating the latest variation of Stalin’s position, which made it 
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impossible for diplomats to engage in any negotiations beyond asserting a position 

designed for public consumption. Such proclamations may have reflected Stalin’s 

preferred outcomes, but he reserved the details of implementation to himself and his inner 

circle.  95

   As a result, Soviet diplomacy was dynamic only at the highest level of decision, 

an arrangement which required that Stalin’s designs be as perfectly conceived as they 

claimed to be. If the stated policy was at all compromised by events, avoiding 

embarrassment and maintaining strict control over the diplomatic organs required the 

prompt imposition of new rhetorical guidelines, whereupon the process would repeat 

itself from the start. 

 The attempt toward a Franco-Soviet entente is a perfect example of this 

diplomatic paralysis. Stalin was hesitant to extend the formal agreements into an active 

military collaboration, lest he reveal the damage inflicted by the purges on the Red Army 

and confirm French doubts as to its offensive capacity.  Nor was there any reasonable 96

chance of the Soviet Union’s fulfilling its pledge to come to the aid of Czechoslovakia, 

regardless of French or British action. To do so, it would require permission from Poland, 

whose own territorial ambitions made it at least as likely to collude with Germany as 

oppose it.   97
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 In either case, the brutal treatment of Polish nationals under Soviet rule, which 

represented “the bloodiest chapter of the Great Terror,” ensured that the Poles would treat 

any Soviet presence on their territory as a hostile one.  Failing to follow up their 98

declarations of common purpose with an alliance or military convention, France and the 

Soviet Union were left to balance against Germany without the ability to coordinate their 

policies or even accurately assess one another’s capabilities and intentions.  

 The Soviet Union had thrown the full weight of its propaganda behind collective 

security without the capacity for implementing its provisions. After Munich, avoiding 

blame for its inability to deter Hitler made it necessary to shift toward a condemnation of 

those responsible for the failure. At the same time, the aftermath of Munich made the 

German threat even more severe, as Hitler followed up his acquisition of the Sudetenland 

by encouraging German irredentism in Soviet Ukraine.  Caught between state interests 99

and doctrinal requirements, Stalin decided upon neither, and feigned indifference toward 

the fate of Europe. This position implied sufficient Soviet strength to weather any 

outcome, with the freedom to grant assistance based on whim rather than request it based 

on need. 

 This left Stalin in the precarious position of using “taunts, expressions of self-

confidence, and insinuations of an as yet nonexistent rapprochement with Germany…to 
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draw out the Western powers.”  Possessing little in the way of positive inducements, 100

Stalin was left with threatening to ignore Hitler’s ambitions, or even sign a separate 

peace, in order to solicit allies without confessing to his need for them. Marxist-Leninist 

doctrine affirmed this stance by restoring its emphasis on the moral equivalence of all 

capitalist states, with the Soviet Union taking interest in conflicts between them only 

insofar as it heralded their imminent collapse.  This profession of neutrality concealed 101

Stalin’s inability to do anything other than cautiously waffle between alternative options. 

Fearful of Germany’s superior strength, Any agreement with Hitler was unthinkable 

without a guaranteed war between the Western power, as it would do nothing to 

discourage German designs on Soviet territory while eliminating all hope of Western 

assistance in deterring them. 

  After the British issued their unilateral guarantee to defend Poland, Stalin’s 

interest in helping to secure the integrity of the Polish state was again offset by its refusal 

of Soviet assistance. This made it necessary to craft a rationale by which the inevitable 

failure of negotiations could be blamed on the West, and so Stalin made a series of 

demands that no agreement could possibly satisfy. He demanded detailed guarantees on 

the nature and extent of the intended British commitment, along with implicit permission 

to occupy the Baltic States under the guise of guarding against “indirect aggression”  an 102
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intolerable request to any Western government. Unable to act one way or another, Stalin 

disguised his impotence with an ostensibly principled refusal that accelerated the 

outcome he had sought to avoid: an expansionist Germany poised directly across the 

Soviet frontier, without a single ally willing or able to lend support. 

  It is a truism that authoritarian leaders manufacture foreign crises in order to 

consolidate power, but in this case Stalin reacted to an external crisis by waging war on 

his own subordinates. The deterioration of Soviet diplomacy coincides with the period in 

which the Great Terror reached into the highest ranks of the Red Army.  As the German 103

threat became increasingly menacing, it was all the more necessary to deflect the blame 

for Soviet inaction away from Stalin, especially onto those capable of challenging Stalin 

through their power to suggest or even implement an alternative course of action.  This 104

led to a vicious circle in which Stalin responded to an emerging threat by decimating the 

diplomatic, military, and intelligence organs required for an effective response.   105

 This cruel irony demonstrates that Stalin’s need to retain complete freedom of 

action was an end unto itself, a commitment to flexibility so absolute as to inhibit his 

ability to decide upon and implement any particular course of action. The regime could 

not admit the possibility of dissent in its foreign affairs any more than in its domestic 

policies, even if this proved far more difficult without the power to control events or 
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silence contrary voices. This required diplomacy to become an extension of propaganda, 

as each major shift in foreign policy generated a new script designed to render it 

invulnerable to criticism. It was easier to preserve the narrative of Stalin’s greatness by 

standing apart from events and reinterpreting them accordingly, rather than pursuing an 

active foreign policy which would entail blame for any subsequent mistakes. The result 

was that Soviet diplomacy allowed itself to operate in a context primarily defined by 

others, even the state committed to its destruction. 

The Nazi-Soviet Pact 

  By August of 1939, Stalin was left with no other choice than some kind of modus 

vivendi with Hitler. A German invasion of Poland was imminent, and either outcome of a 

war between them would expose Stalin’s lack of influence. A German victory would 

highlight Stalin’s inability to prevent Hitler’s legions from storming to the Soviet border, 

and stiff Polish resistance would find the Soviets conspicuously excluded from the front 

lines of the anti-fascist struggle. The only way for Stalin to demonstrate control was to 

divide Poland between himself and Hitler, allowing him to celebrate its destruction as the 

deliberate result of Soviet intent.   106

  The final decision to collaborate with Hitler was a “result of policy drift rather 

than goal-oriented policy direction,”  but it promised a favorable long-term outlook for 107
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Soviet interests. The British and French declaration of war guaranteed that Hitler would 

delay any designs against Soviet territory and first turn westward in order to avoid a two-

front war.  After the collapse and division of Poland, Stalin had “the geographical space 108

for defense that the democracies refused him,” and the “temporal breathing space before 

Hitler’s drive for lebensraum carried him into Russia.”  Meanwhile, General Zhukov’s 109

victory over Japanese forces at Khalkhin-Gol ensured that for the foreseeable future 

Japan would focus on China and Southeast Asia rather than probe into Siberia.  All of 110

this combined to elevate Stalin from helpless observer to arbiter of Eastern Europe, with 

the enviable position of having his three principal rivals either destroyed outright or 

distracted by conflict elsewhere.  

 After the signing of the pact, state propaganda adjusted to this otherwise 

surprising turn of events with characteristic thoroughness. The word “fascist”

disappeared from the Soviet lexicon for the next twenty-two months, and previously 

habitual references to “Hitler’s gang” and his “hyenas” gave way to “the German 

authorities.”  Responding to a “certain lack of understanding”  among disillusioned 111 112

German communists, Molotov chided them for “simplistic anti-fascist agitation” in the 
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face of a wider capitalist conspiracy to drag the Soviet Union into an unnecessary war, 

which Stalin had brilliantly “unmasked.”  Meanwhile, in accordance with the terms of 113

Nazi-Soviet cooperation, shipments of oil and grain to Germany were accompanied by 

several hundred German communists, most of whom were promptly dispatched to 

concentration camps.  114

  The difficulty with this transition derived from its need to justify the new policy 

as an absolutely correct understanding of the Soviet Union’s international situation. Due 

to the unavoidable ideological complications of cooperating with fascism, it was all the 

more important to dispel any doubts regarding the full alignment of Soviet society with 

its master’s directives. The sheer extent of the effort necessary to render any alternative to 

the Stalinist line inconceivable made it extremely costly to adjust this position, barring a 

radical change in circumstances that forced it to do so.  

  Sustained collaboration with Nazi Germany required that Stalin undertake an 

expansionist foreign policy. Once the Versailles order gave way to the hyper-aggression 

of the revisionist powers, a series of easy conquests would allow Stalin to acquire his 

proper share of the spoils, and would also serve as propaganda coups validating the 

wisdom of the pact. Stalin annexed Bessarabia and Northern Bukovina from Romania, 

and sought to extend Soviet influence in the Balkans toward the aim of gaining at least 

partial control of the Turkish Straits.  The Baltic states had been consigned under the 115
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secret protocols of the pact to a Soviet sphere of influence “in the event of a territorial 

and political rearrangement,”  which came in the form of Soviet invasion and 116

annexation in 1940. 

   Stalin’s attempt to create a sphere of influence appeared to meet the basic goals 

of Soviet security, but it was predicated on the ready submission of its victims and the 

continued disinterest of Germany. When either or both of these conditions were not 

present, resistance was all the more problematic for having been unanticipated. In Poland, 

Ukraine, and the Baltic states, the Nazi invaders were “able to exploit the legacy of 

Soviet power” by publicizing the atrocities of the NKVD and earning widespread support 

for their own efforts at “liberation.”  Soviet claims on Finnish Karelia escalated into a 117

savage and costly struggle that revealed the Red Army to be a “massive but elephantine 

organism,”  further diminishing external estimates of its leadership, organization, and 118

morale.  

 Stalin acknowledged the prospect of war with Germany, but his preparations were 

inhibited by the structural weaknesses of the Red Army and his refusal to take 

“provocative” measures that would imperil the fragile truce with Hitler.  Between 1939 119
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and the outbreak of war, the size of the Red Army increased by 280 percent, accompanied 

by vast increases in its number of aircraft, armor, and artillery. The General Staff ordered 

construction of new fortifications and mobilized a massive transfer of troops to the new 

western frontier. Furthermore, deployment and war plans were made fully in accordance 

with the recent doctrinal consensus on the supremacy of a mobile, offensive army, 

confirmed by Germany’s series of blitzkrieg victories.  120

   This foreshadowed the Red Army’s extraordinary productive capacity, but 

planners failed to “consider the problem of how to realize this potential when war breaks 

out.”  A rapid buildup of armaments provided tangible evidence of Stalin’s boast that 121

“the Red Army is a modern army, and a modern army is an offensive army,”  but 122

preserving this illusion exacerbated the Red Army’s vulnerabilities. Posting an army 

across an extended frontier in a posture of “aggressive defense” required a degree of 

tactical prowess far beyond the abilities of the young, inexperienced officers who 

assumed a disproportionate number of commands in the wake of the purges.   123

  The concentration of troops on the Polish and Ukrainian border was intended to 

absorb the initial invasion and then launch a counterattack upon being reinforced, but this 

required an initiative that few were willing to exhibit. Even after the invasion 
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commenced, commanders were fearful to act or to communicate with one another 

without explicit orders from above. As a result, forward deployed Soviet units were 

destroyed piecemeal, suffering over two million casualties within two months and leaving 

only a skeleton force to defend Leningrad and Moscow.   124

 Stalin’s refusal to prepare for or even acknowledge the imminent German threat 

served as “a test of the limits of dictatorial power.”  The overwhelming consensus on 125

the likelihood of an impending invasion was all the more reason for Stalin to hold firm, 

since backing down would prove that he had been mistaken and that his leadership was 

subject to question. Instead, he would defy the mounting evidence and insist on the 

rightness of his long-term calculus, which would ultimately prove that in his duel with 

Hitler, “it is I who have outsmarted him.”   126

 Stalin sought vindication in a series of abstract formulations that justified 

stubborn adherence to Nazi-Soviet collaboration, so that evolving circumstances in 

Europe generated only revisions in the policy’s rationale rather than the policy itself. 

When Hitler turned west in the spring of 1940, Stalin insisted that the capitalist powers 

would exhaust one another in the manner of the First World War, allowing the Soviet 

Union to then “throw the decisive weight..that should prove the determining factor” in its 

outcome.   127
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  After France fell in six weeks, making Hitler the master of western Europe, Stalin 

insisted that the Germans would not invade until after the new frontier defenses had been 

completed and the Red Army was ready to face them.  As the German threat grew more 128

severe, Stalin could only insist that “Hitler is not such an idiot”  as to open a second 129

front while still at war with Britain. Even on the night of June 22nd, he dismissed the 

bombs falling through the night as a German attempt to provoke him into violating the 

pact first.      130

  The invasion allegedly left Stalin dumbfounded. After spending six days issuing 

frenzied orders to no avail, Stalin declared, “everything’s lost. I give up. Lenin founded 

our state and we’ve fucked it up,”  and then withdrew into the solitude of his dacha in 131

Kuntsevo. His calculation of Hitler’s intent had proven to be an egregious mistake, but 

the chaos and panic of war only enhanced the need for strong leadership. By withdrawing 

from power, Stalin “test[ed] the loyalty of his boyars,” and the Politburo hurried to his 

dacha and begged him to take up the mantle of leadership that none among them could 

hope to approximate.  On July 3rd, Stalin finally addressed the Soviet public and  132

undertook his role as a wartime leader.  Speaking in a dull monotone, he conceded 
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Germany’s advantage of surprise but insisted that a pact had provided an invaluable 

“opportunity of preparing [Soviet] forces to repulse Fascist Germany should she risk an 

attack,”  which he had long expected.  133

  Stalin’s ability to rebound from this disaster proves the immense scope of his 

authority, but it also proves that each turn in policy was frozen in place until necessity 

compelled an abrupt shift. Charisma was maintained by progressing exclusively from 

crisis to crisis, in which judgments of past effectiveness were obviated by the immediate 

need for his singular leadership. There was no time to question the wisdom of the pact 

when war wiped the past clean with a fresh new set of urgencies. Stalin was forced to 

preserve his oracular authority by fixing the Soviet people in a choice between a 

guaranteed disaster or the slim hope of redemption that only his guidance could provide. 

The result was that the Soviet state hovered on the brink of disaster in order to sustain the 

promise of a millenarian triumph.  

Summary 

  This chapter has demonstrated how ideology constrained Stalin’s range of 

decision-making even as it gave him a wide scope of power and apparently unlimited 

flexibility in its application. The validity of Marxism-Leninism, and Stalin’s reputation as 

its sole arbiter, was a necessary condition of maintaining the legitimacy of the Soviet 

regime. The ubiquity of Marxist-Leninist language as a justification of political action 

and the maintenance of Stalin’s absolute control over its content and application were 
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crucial for nullifying challenges to his rule from within the Communist Party or restive 

elements within Soviet society.  

  This domestic condition had tremendous influence upon the Stalin’s prewar 

foreign policy. The Soviet Union was reliant upon the conventions of the Westphalian 

state system in order to protect itself from threats, especially Nazi Germany, but its 

diplomatic offices remained within the confines of ideological formulation. 

Consequently, Soviet diplomats were incapable of doing anything beyond repeat the 

latest dogma. Control over foreign communist parties, fifth columnists, and fellow 

travelers was so stifling as to either paralyze them or drive them into opposition. 

Meanwhile, Its alliance politics were so obviously contingent upon circumstances that no 

state could place any trust in Soviet  assurances. As a result, its attempt at fashioning an 

alliance was limited by the ideological rationalizations that invariably followed each 

proposal. So that events never contradicted official statements, the Soviets strictly upheld 

the latest doctrine until circumstances forced another shift, which created the appearance 

of innovation but was in fact imitation. This confined Stalin to a series of short-term 

calculations that ultimately prized the image of power over the reality. The need for total 

control over the interpretation of events deprived the Soviet Union of the ability to 

identify and pursue its national interests, even in the face of an existential crisis.  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CHAPTER FOUR 

   Stalinist Foreign Policy and the Cold War  

The beginning of the Cold War is the most historically significant case study with 

which to assess the sources of Soviet foreign policy under Stalin. The decision to 

challenge the United States locked the U.S.S.R. into a confrontational stance that ended 

only with dissolution of the Soviet empire, setting the dominant tone for the international    

politics of that period. Decades of ideological rivalry between the two sides gained 

immediate urgency after their joint victory in the Second World War, with each citing its 

role in the defeat of Nazism and newfound global preponderance as a validation of its 

own political and economic system. That the breakdown of the European system would 

give way to a global contest for supremacy between capitalism and socialism was 

affirmed by Stalin himself, who declared that “everyone imposes his own system as far as 

his army can reach. It cannot be otherwise.”  1

Early Cold War scholarship reproduced this fundamental antagonism, as the 

“orthodox” and “revisionist” schools viewed the Cold War as the result of either Soviet 

aggression or American imperialism.  But in spite of professing irreconcilable aims, the 2

superpowers managed to conduct a prolonged security competition apart from one 
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another’s vital interests, so that propaganda coups and proxy wars took the place of direct 

confrontation. Even in the midst of subversion, arms racing, and fervent denunciations of 

one another’s iniquity, both sides managed to establish a set of controls that halted the 

drift toward absolute violence.   3

 The surprising stability of Cold War rivalry prompted a new turn in the literature 

that emphasized the role of structural arrangements in tempering personal and ideological 

motives for hostility. Although the emergence of the United States and the Soviet Union 

as the two dominant states guaranteed a power struggle between them, the particular 

features of Cold War structures made war unlikely. Bipolarity allowed both powers to 

exert control over potentially reckless allies and concentrate their efforts on balancing 

one another. When this systemic advantage was linked to the ever-present threat of a 

nuclear exchange, it induced habits of “caution, moderation, and the management of 

crisis”  even in the midst of periodic saber-rattling.  4

   The sudden end of the Cold War with the Soviet Union succumbing to 

nationalism in its subject states and peacefully accepting its demotion from the ranks of 

the Great Powers, prompted yet another scholarly revision. The internal decay of a 

superpower appeared to prove that “ideas determine which material international and 
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domestic conditions matter and how they lead to outcomes.”  With the benefit of 5

perspective, the most recent scholarship has integrated these various unit-level and 

structural explanations into a single comprehensive framework. According to this view, 

“security and power were the primary objectives” for Cold War statesmen, but their 

“foreign policy motivations cannot be separated from how they thought and who they 

were.”  The international system may establish the basic parameters of interstate 6

relations, but decisions ultimately depend upon the perceptions and motivations of actors 

as they interpret structural imperatives.  

The purpose of this chapter is to offer an alternative to this consensus. I will 

reevaluate Soviet decision-making in the early Cold War as the result of restraints 

stemming from the nature of Stalinist rule, rather than the current emphasis on a 

hierarchy of motivations based upon the images of analysis. Through the lens of 

revolutionist dictatorship, I will examine why the Soviet Union settled for a “prolonged 

armed truce”  with the West, contrary to its hopes for continued cooperation, and how it 7

developed a strategy for conducting an extended struggle that it had little hope of 

winning. 
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  The chapter will proceed in two parts. First, I will review the latest scholarship 

on the origins of the Cold War, and then outline the basis of my alternative approach. 

Second, I will evaluate how the conditions of revolutionist dictatorship influenced a set of 

critical decision points in Soviet foreign policy: the postwar settlement of Poland, the 

occupation and eventual division of Germany, the use of coercive diplomacy against Iran 

and Turkey, and finally the Berlin Blockade.  

 My central argument is that the geopolitical success of the Soviet empire 

generated a new and acute source of vulnerability for the revolutionist dictatorship. As 

the reach of the Soviet empire expanded, the image of Soviet unity concealed a growing 

number of subsidiary interests, who could either be kept in the fold through the 

sponsorship of their particular ambitions, or destroyed if they failed to act within 

Moscow’s acceptable parameters. Coordinating their operation required an image of 

perfect unity and inevitable success, which could only be sustained by justifying their 

operation within a broad narrative of inevitable socialist triumph while attributing all 

setbacks on the machinations of imperial capitalism. The Soviets reproduced this 

dichotomy in their dealings with the West, alternately seeking a modus vivendi through 

which to preserve their empire while denying any legitimacy to the conventions of a 

Western system whose downfall they promised to be imminent. This not only guaranteed 

the confrontation with the West that they had hoped to avoid, but also limited the Soviet 

role in that competition to one of perpetually reacting to Western moves. 
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 Stalin, Socialism, and Empire: The New Cold War Consensus 

Revolutionary Realism 

After the fact, conflict between the superpowers was widely regarded as 

inevitable. As a result, much of the Cold War literature has attempted to identify the 

decisive cause that precluded alternative outcomes. The diplomatic fallout between the 

Soviet Union and the West, even as both sides professed interest in postwar cooperation, 

“implies a political or moral responsibility”  for bringing it about. Stalin has been most 8

frequently identified as the causal agent that made postwar cooperation impossible, and 

conflict between them unavoidable.  

The scholarship has disagreed mainly on what drove Stalin toward this inevitable 

outcome. John Lewis Gaddis exemplified one approach when he identified the roots of 

the conflict in Stalin’s personality, arguing that “it was Stalin’s disposition to wage cold 

wars…he alone saw war and revolution as acceptable means with which to pursue 

ultimate ends.”  John Mearsheimer represents the other approach when he states that “no 9

responsible Soviet leader would have passed up an opportunity to be Europe’s hegemon 

in the wake of World War II.”   Both sides correctly identified their security interests, 10

requiring them to seize all possible advantages for fear that the other side would do the 

same.  
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 These two positions diverge on the precise nature of Stalin’s motives, but they 

both draw upon the images of analysis to uncover the causes that led him to pursue Cold 

War. The latest scholarship has used this shared framework to resolve the debate between 

unit-level and structural explanations by integrating them into a comprehensive view 

combining the virtues of historical detail with those of theoretical rigor. This 

interpretation begins with the premise that “conditions in the international system created 

risks that Truman and Stalin could not accept and opportunities they could not resist,” 

forcing a conflict of interest that superseded the wishes of any particular actor.   11

 While the international system forms the basic patterns of interstate rivalry, “the 

impact of such power capabilities on foreign policy is indirect and complex, because 

systemic pressures must be translated through intervening variables at the unit level.”  In 12

order to convert structural imperatives into a substantial foreign policy, a state has to not 

only manage the limitations of its own political structure and leadership, but also 

anticipate the way in which its rivals perform the same task through their own domestic 

medium.  

 Due to the variety and subjectivity of influences on a statesman’s decisions, a 

belief system is necessary for integrating the competing claims of “national self-interest, 

domestic politics, and the aspirations and sensibilities of potential friends and clients.”  13
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Marxism-Leninism may not have been a source of absolute truth, but it provided Stalin 

with a lens for defining Soviet interests, identifying threats to those interests, and 

implementing the means to achieve them. Stalin reconciled his “faith in the ultimate 

triumph of communism” with the “familiar patterns of state power and expansion.”  14

Goals were informed by Marxist thinking “albeit within the context of a rational 

recognition of the material constraints created by international interactions with opposing 

forces.”  15

The balance between structural and ideological influences would be settled by 

Stalin himself. He alone had the power to make major foreign policy decisions, and so 

the Soviet understanding of structural imperatives and the necessary response to them 

would depend largely on the perceptions and inclinations of the leader himself. 

Accordingly, it was “Stalin’s dark, mistrusting mind and cruel, vindictive personality”

that interpreted Western attempts to reinforce their own security as the inveterate hostility 

of world capitalism. Stalin did not choose to inhabit a perilous international environment, 

but his assumption that “any cooperation sooner or later could become a zero-sum game”

ultimately made a foreign policy based on “unilateralism and force”  the only acceptable 16

solution.  
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 Stalin’s personal and ideological lens led him to miscalculate the strategic 

environment, as he overestimated the inevitability of his victory and underestimated 

Western resolve to resist his ambitions. But in spite of these limitations, the consistency 

of his strategic vision and his ability to learn from mistakes proved him to be a “rational 

fanatic”  who fused the patience and calculation of realpolitik with the fervor and 17

universality of a messianic ideology. When these twin motors of Soviet foreign policy 

were aligned, they were capable of extraordinary achievements.  

 This was vividly demonstrated by the Soviet performance in the Second World 

War. Under threat of annihilation, communism alone could not supply the resources, 

motivation, or strategy necessary for repulsing the invaders, and so Stalin took a number 

of steps to align Marxism-Leninism with the practical requirements of wartime 

leadership. In order to rally the Soviet people around his leadership, he employed 

“national symbols and history as well as manipulating the most important remaining 

Russian national institution, the Orthodox Church.”   18

 Although Stalin had previously insisted upon strict Party control of the armed 

forces, the harsh lessons of war “led to a more balanced relationship between [Stalin’s] 

power and the professional expertise”  of Red Army commanders. By cooperating with 19

other sources of authority rather than suppressing them, the Stalinist system was able to 
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exhibit many of the unique strengths that had lain dormant during the long years of 

purges and self-imposed isolation. It proved that a totalitarian society could generate 

immense popular enthusiasm, maintain iron discipline in the face of catastrophic losses, 

and suppress anti-Soviet behavior behind the front lines, all while waging a successful 

military campaign.  20

The end of the war placed the Soviet regime at the peak of its domestic 

legitimacy, “having proved its ability to concentrate resources, maintain internal 

discipline, and act decisively under enormous pressure”  This allowed for much greater 21

cohesion between the regime’s ideological disposition and its grand strategic 

requirements The traumatic experience of the war and its resultant “Barbarossa 

Syndrome”  lent the Marxist propaganda of capitalist encirclement an immediate 22

urgency for the Soviet public, especially given the American monopoly on atomic 

weapons.  Although the Soviet economy was on the brink of exhaustion, Stalin insisted 23

that peaceful recovery was “impossible under current capitalist conditions of world 

economic development,”  until Russia’s habitual insecurity problem was resolved 24

beyond the shadow of a doubt. 
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 In order to ensure that hostile powers never again viewed Russia’s internal 

weakness as a temptation to coerce or attack it, “the USSR had to strain her own human 

and material resources just to stay in the race, not to mention ‘to catch up and 

overcome.’”  Although this precluded the obvious benefits of inter-allied cooperation, 25

vigilance and expansion where it would not provoke excessive Western hostility, would 

prevent a repetition of 1941 while also ensuring that Stalin’s hold on power remained 

unchallengeable.   26

 Soviet decision-making in the early Cold War thus derived from a constellation of  

overlapping influences that coalesced into what Vladislav Zubok calls the “revolutionary-

imperial paradigm.” This ideological interpretation of structural pressures compelled 27

leaders to “make categorical judgments about the other side’s aggressiveness and lack of 

trustworthiness,”  creating a cycle of mutual suspicion that served to confirm its initial 28

perceptions. All of these factors “converge on the conclusion that Joseph Stalin’s outlook 

and behavior provide a sufficient, though perhaps not a necessary, explanation of the 

onset of the Cold War.”  At the same time, the presence of multiple influences on his 29

decision-making served to arrest any one of those factors from pulling the confrontation 
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toward the extremes of its own particular logic, such as emotional or ideological 

fulfillment.  

The Soviet variety of realpolitik ensured that state security reined in revolutionary 

ambitions, counseling “patience as they awaited their adversaries’ self-destruction”  30

rather than risking its fortunes in a climactic showdown. For all of his crimes and 

blunders, Stalin sought out a golden mean of Soviet security that would maximize 

advantages without risking a confrontation with the West that would unravel or unduly 

threaten those gains.  31

Critique of Revolutionary Realism 

The argument summarized above aims to resolve the debate on Stalin’s motives 

by using the strengths of one side to amend the weaknesses of the other. Unit-level 

explanations based on psychology or an ideological blueprint “reduce the complexities of 

international political rivalry to simple and unequivocal realities,”  turning the dilemmas 32

of statesmanship into moral absolutes. Theoretical parsimony is an academic virtue, but it 

tends to have “a strong bias toward deterministic explanations, thus distorting our 
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understanding of the causes of events or accounts that are products of complex, 

conjunctional, indeterminate causality.”  33

  Combining these two sides into a single framework demonstrates that 

international relations theory is compatible with a rich assortment of historical variables. 

No single image of analysis can provide a sufficient account of a statesman’s motives, 

and so the revolutionary-imperial paradigm aims to correct this limitation by drawing on 

multiple images, so that the variety and complexity of influences on Stalin’s behavior 

may enhance its overall explanatory power.  

 The problem with reconciling unit-level and structural explanations is that it 

compounds the underlying weaknesses of their shared framework. Attempting to combine 

historical richness with theoretical parsimony, it instead breaks down the case into a 

series of discrete events that are then packaged into the vast umbrella of Stalin’s 

worldview without any overarching pattern or consistency.  

 For example, the failure of coercive diplomacy against Turkey revealed that 

Stalin’s “Napoleonic hubris prevailed over caution,” whereas pressure on Iran revealed a 

prudent mixture of “strategic objectives with the mobilization of regional and domestic 

nationalism.”  In his dealings with the West, “Marxist-Leninist ideological baggage”  34 35

produced a faulty strategic calculus despite the soundness of his tactical moves. By 
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pigeonholing the various aspects of Stalin’s behavior into a series of otherwise unrelated 

explanations, this perspective establishes a series of motives without providing any 

means of determining which was likely to predominate at any given time or why.   

Motives such as psychology, ideology, and realpolitik can be conflated into a 

single template only because they are so broadly defined. Each of them posits ultimate 

goals which are so remote that nearly any action may be justified with reference to any or 

all of them with equal plausibility. Whether Stalin was driven “always and only his own 

security,”  his “dogmatic views about the Marxist laws of historical development”  or 36 37

was driven by realpolitik to make the Soviet Union invulnerable from foreign threats,  it 38

makes little difference. Any discrepancy between competing rationales is ascribed to 

Stalin’s complete powers of choice and implementation, which allowed him to “fine-

tune”  the various aspects of his foreign policy at will to fit the needs of the moment.  39

Proliferating the number of images of analysis in this way inhibits one’s analytical 

capacity by refusing to distinguish between incompatible sets of incentives and pressures. 

It resolves the debate on Stalin as a psychopath, ideologue, or master calculator by 

accepting all three, which ultimately defines his aims as nothing more than the sum of his 
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individual actions. While appearing to resolve the debate between theoretical parsimony 

and historical richness, the new Cold War consensus actually avoids it.  

It is useful and necessary to acknowledge the presence of multiple influences on 

Stalin’s behavior, but instead of squaring these divergent elements into a coherent 

narrative, the current literature denies their essential differences and lumps all of them 

into the convenient myth of absolute power. By allowing the contradictory aspects of 

Stalin’s foreign policy to each provide their own conclusions, one can neither summarize 

the nature of his rule nor generate findings applicable to other cases.  

 The New Democratic Order 

The Grandiose Game of Solitaire 

     The joint commitment of the Allied powers to the defeat and occupation of 

Germany assuredly concealed latent differences in their postwar strategic visions, which 

made those differences all the more difficult to manage once they came to the surface. 

But even before this rupture became apparent, the success of the “Big Three” in 

managing the war backfired when the totality of the victory signaled a clean break 

between wartime and postwar conditions for their domestic audiences.40 As a result, the 

reevaluation of strategic priorities within each state had to balance the facts of geopolitics 

with the willingness of the public to maintain commitments. 
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 Winston Churchill vowed that he “had not become the King’s First Minister to 

preside over the liquidation of the British Empire,”  and so voters promptly replaced him 41

with someone who would. Roosevelt’s death spared him from having to break from his 

policy of accommodating the U.S.S.R., but it left the question of America’s newfound 

global responsibility to an untested successor and a Congress hoping to resume its 

traditional preoccupation with domestic politics.   42

 The Soviet Union epitomized the difficulties of managing an effective transition 

to a stable postwar order. Recent studies estimate the Soviet war dead around 26.6 

million, with overall material losses calculated at 2.6 trillion rubles, along with the social 

dislocation and psychological trauma experienced by survivors.  This near-catastrophic 43

damage renewed traditional fears of foreign powers exploiting Soviet weakness, 

especially as the human and material losses of the Western Allies were minuscule in 

comparison. Failure to take active measures to ensure the defense of the Soviet frontier 

carried the risk of foreign predation, whereas an expansionist foreign policy might 

produce the same result by arousing longstanding suspicions of Bolshevist aggression. 

Stalin faced a critical dilemma in which his vital interest in securing the Soviet frontier 

risked triggering Western hostility which would make those gains untenable. 
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  Stalin’s difficulty in assessing the Soviet Union’s external security needs was 

magnified by major shifts in the relationship between the state and the public. The 

extraordinary costs incurred during the war led to widespread hopes that its end would 

permit a long-awaited respite and revival.  Exposure to the bounties of Lend-Lease and 44

the exceptionally higher living standard of Europeans (even peasants) created the risk of 

a new “Decembrist-type mood” in the Red Army. Just as the Tsar’s army returned from 

the Napoleonic wars disillusioned by their realization of Russia’s comparative 

backwardness, so might a Red Army officer “draw conclusions in favor of a feudal 

economy against the socialist variety,”  making their return home a major political 45

liability. Decembrist attitudes were further enhanced by the regime’s wartime concessions 

to Russian nationalism. Stalin’s prudent adoption of nationalist imagery and rhetoric had 

opened a floodgate of patriotic sentiment, which Stalin solemnized in his victory toast “to 

the health of the Russian people”  rather than the Communist Party, the world 46

proletariat, or the nationalities of the Soviet Union. 
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Stalin alternately dismissed and mocked his Western counterparts’ reliance on 

public opinion,  but in many respects his management of public expectations was far 47

more precarious than in the West. Stalin had no means of translating public sentiment into 

policy other than manipulation and  coercion. The “Great Patriotic War” served as the 

“foundational myth”  of a reinvigorated personality cult that reflected genuine popular 48

enthusiasm. Yet he could not accommodate or even acknowledge the legitimacy of 

grievances regarding the catastrophic blunders of his wartime leadership or widespread 

demands that the sacrifices of the Soviet people be met with commensurate rewards.  49

 The Soviet leadership decided to break out of this dilemma by using the pursuit of 

external security as a means of reinforcing its internal position. Abroad, the Soviet Union 

would acquire “zones of strategic predominance” in Eastern Europe, the Balkans, and the 

Mediterranean so as to make a Western challenge unthinkable.  As George Kennan 50

argued, expansion was necessary “for explaining away the maintenance of dictatorial 

authority at home.”  The need to impose “perfect discipline” across all sectors of society 51
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would not only provide constant verification for the Kremlin’s “principle of 

infallibility”  but also keep Soviet society in the state of perpetual mobilization 52

necessary for defending its newfound empire.  

  Stalin’s personal diplomacy provided the cornerstone that would allow this 

grandiose plan to both achieve its goals and validate the indispensability of his 

leadership. Faith in his personal diplomacy would outweigh fears of ascendant 

Bolshevism, as it did during the war.  At the height of the war, the enormous toll of 53

Soviet losses induced a credible threat of defection, compelling Roosevelt and Churchill 

to announce a policy of “unconditional surrender” which guaranteed a Soviet role in an 

eventual occupation of Germany.  As the Allies approached that outcome, the 54

settlements at Tehran and Yalta would delineate spheres of influence among the Great 

Powers, allowing Stalin to consolidate his Eastern European gains with Western 

blessing.  Crowned in the laurels of victory and fully integrated into the structures of 55

international order, while retaining the threat of additional expansion and sponsorship of 

communist insurgency, Stalin could have his cake, eat it, and even have some left over.  

  Keeping the various strands of Soviet foreign policy in alignment depended upon 

maintaining an image of absolute harmony, with the obvious exception of “fascist and 
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reactionary elements”  that could not be expected to participate in a democratic society. 56

Any lapse of control or hint of dissatisfaction with Soviet rule could have prompted a 

challenge from internal dissenters or external rivals, whose willingness to act would then 

provide encouragement to one another. Yet it was impossible to achieve order entirely 

through coercion, given the multitude of interests and audiences, inside and outside its 

empire which Soviet power had to either appease or oppress.  Soviet influence would in 57

some way have to reflect popular will, however facetiously, in order to function on a 

long-term basis and to avoid unnecessary provocations of Western sentiment.  

 Achieving this approximation of popular will required an enhanced version of 

what Solzhenitsyn called “a grandiose silent game of solitaire.”  As Solzhenitsyn 58

described it, under Lenin and Stalin the security organs justified their massive apparatus 

by endlessly rotating various groups of people in and out of the Gulag, maintaining the 

appearance of frenzied activity and concealing its utter lack of purpose. Some victims 

were killed, some exiled, others released, all according to rules that were 

“incomprehensible” even to those charged with carrying them out.  

 Having acquired so much territory in such a short space of time, the player of that 

same game of solitaire would now repeat it on an international stage. Unable to square 

the interests of its new subjects with its political structures and processes, the Soviet 
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leadership was reduced to a series of choices between the co-optation or suppression of 

particular elements. Wherever Soviet power sought to entrench itself, it would have to 

remove or suppress hostile entities, gratify friendly ones, and constantly reappraise which 

was which. 

  The success of this program relied upon an assumption of centralized control that 

fitted the theory of Soviet rule rather than the practice. Stalin could export the apparatus 

of Soviet ideology and governance as far as his army traveled, stamp out any organized 

dissent and attempt to turn the occupied states into proxies of Moscow.  While Stalin 59

retained tight control over the power to implement the Soviet interest, the power of 

defining that interest was inexorably slipping out of his hands.  

  A major example of this is Stalin’s professed fidelity to prevailing norms such as 

democracy and national self-determination. This was not simply a cynical nod to 

American shibboleths that would be discarded at the first opportunity.  Proving the 60

democratic bona fides of Marxism-Leninism and the compatibility of Soviet guidance 

with national independence would not only facilitate the management of its client states 

but also disarm any Western effort to undermine Soviet gains through aggression or 

propaganda. 

  The successful consolidation of an Eastern European sphere of influence required 

collaborators who at the same time could not openly proclaim themselves to be agents of 
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Soviet power.  The German Communist Party insisted that “Germany is not to be forced 

into the Soviet system,” for it would take its own path to “a parliamentary-democratic 

republic with all democratic rights and freedoms for the people.”  With a reputation for 61

genuine democratic leadership, the U.S.S.R. would accrue the moral and political 

resources necessary to offer its own governing model as capable of peaceful competition 

with capitalism, as opposed to once again withdrawing into itself and thereby 

guaranteeing a resumption of imperial aggression.   62

 Achieving even a rough approximation of this ideal would result from a 

combination of brutal coercion and crude manipulation.  Even this slight concession to 63

the independence of its satellites meant that the Kremlin could not unilaterally define its 

own interest, much less impose such a definition on its proxies. The extent of direct 

management necessary to uphold the mirage of unanimous support paradoxically made it 

easier for subsidiary agents to co-opt their Soviet masters in the service of their own 

purposes. The concept of the Soviet national interest, which in theory would be 

unilaterally devised in the Kremlin and enforced upon its agents, in practice broke down 

into something considerably less than the sum of its parts. 
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An Incomprehensible Spirit of Resistance 

  In retrospect, the Soviet inability to overcome nationalism in its satellite states 

appears to be the inevitable result of imperial overextension and the resilience of 

traditional loyalties.  But in the short term, nationalism provided Stalin with the best 64

available means of reconciling Soviet strategic objectives with the requirements of 

imperial management. Just as a revival of Russian patriotism had bolstered popular 

support for the Kremlin during the war, linking Soviet leadership with the nationalist 

ambitions of its subsidiary peoples would provide a “popular justification”  for a 65

continued Soviet presence. 

  Poland represented an ideal case for Stalin to implement this plan. The Soviet 

Union saw a “friendly” Poland as the first step toward erecting a cordon sanitaire in 

reverse, a ring of small states in Eastern Europe acting as a “bulwark for the protection of 

the Soviet Union”  rather than their original purpose of containing it. Stalin was also 66

confident that Polish communists could gain control without excessively disrupting the 

democratic process, telling Wladyslaw Gomulka that “with good agitation and a proper 

attitude, you may win a considerable number of votes.”  Communists would achieve this 67

support chiefly through their sponsorship of Polish territorial ambitions.  
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 Although Stalin claimed the Curzon Line for the Soviet Union at Yalta, Potsdam 

approved his compensation for the Poles: extending their western border to the Oder-

Neisse line and sanctioning the forcible expulsion of ethnic Germans.  Integrating Soviet 68

geopolitics, Polish nationalism, and the Allied desire for national self-determination 

(especially at German expense) would prove Stalinist realpolitik as the superior model of 

postwar order.  

 This triumphant outcome was achievable only if the Kremlin met with no 

interference that it could not easily suppress. Since every aspect of Soviet foreign policy 

was justified by a publicly avowed Party line to which all adherents were tightly bound, 

adjustment in one sphere would prompt a revision of the entire  propaganda apparatus.  69

This required each aspect of Stalin’s strategy to work perfectly in conjunction with the 

others. Whatever the subtleties of his initial calculation of Soviet national interest, Stalin 

was ultimately bound to the hope that superior strength and geographic proximity would 

automatically legitimize Soviet expansion in the eyes of both its newfound subjects and 

external observers.  

  The attempt to legitimize Soviet power in Poland was over before it began, its 

unravelling triggered by an event that exposed the underlying weaknesses of its strategy 

with savage irony. Before the Soviets could march into Poland as self-proclaimed 

liberators, the revelation of the Katyn forest massacre, in which the NKVD had executed 
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22,000 Polish prisoners in the spring of 1940, offered gruesome proof of the gap between 

Soviet rhetoric and practice.  It also demonstrated that Soviet decision-makers could not 70

calculate their interest without regard for the binding effect of their past decisions. 

Contrary to standard Stalinist practice, not even the dead could be airbrushed from 

history. 

   Stalin pressured the West to accept his claim of German responsibility for Katyn, 

to disavow the “London Poles” when they demanded an investigation, and to accept 

Stalin’s own “Committee for National Liberation” as the legitimate interim government.  71

Stalin proved that he could get his way in Poland, but the subsequent conditions for 

implementing his plan for Poland ultimately reduced it to a perpetual exercise in damage 

control.  

  The Red Army’s expectation that the “liberation” of Poland would be met with 

universal support led to horror at the “incomprehensible spirit of resistance”  of the 72

working classes. The London-backed Home Army’s insistence on the restoration of 

Poland’s prewar borders led NKVD chief Lavrentii Beria to conclude that they “work in 

service of the Germans.…and conduct agitation against the Bolsheviks”  on explicit 73
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Nazi orders. When the Home Army called for the Warsaw Uprising in August 1944, so 

that Poles and advancing Soviet troops could “co-liberate” the capital, the Soviets 

designated the uprising as “explicitly anti-Soviet”  and halted their advance while the 74

Germans exterminated the last vestige of Polish nationalism. 

 Defining the war effort in terms of an apocalyptic struggle against fascism gave 

the Soviets immense prestige, but in doing so they deprived themselves of the ability to 

critically assess their friends, enemies, and the many in between. The Soviets had no 

political vocabulary for interpreting the broad swath of Polish nationalists who were 

grateful for Soviet assistance in the German defeat but also anxious over what might 

follow in its wake.  No official of the occupying force had the authority to negotiate or 75

compromise with such entities, nor could the Kremlin tolerate dissenting voices in an 

area where it had the power to silence them. 

  This dilemma left the Soviets no choice other than to package the whole of Polish 

politics into a stark narrative of the “two camps,”  and stamp out the very social 76

elements whose support they had relied upon to legitimate their presence. All that 

remained were communists so obviously dependent upon Soviet sponsorship that they 

could force Moscow’s hand when their poor performance in elections imperiled the 
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USSR’s democratic credentials.  The Soviets would solicit active support only among 77

those recruited to become agents of terror, which offered the most likely means of 

escaping its ever-expanding list of victims.  

  Poland became the first demonstration of the ineluctable Soviet tendency to 

“destroy itself in its victories.”  The effort they made to validate the narrative of 78

liberation showed the reality of occupation to everyone but direct beneficiaries and the 

most fanatical of fellow travelers. Meanwhile, Stalin continued to clamor for additional 

privileges such as a direct role in the occupation of Italy, which would then grant it 

trusteeship over a portion of Italy’s colonial holdings in Africa.  The West could accept 79

these proposals only if they ignored the example of Poland, and unquestioningly accepted 

the Soviet assertion that “Comrade Stalin’s participation is considered the best guarantee 

of the solution of the most intricate international problems.”   80

The German Road to Socialism 
   
   Soviet actions in Poland may have foreshadowed the Cold War, but they were not 

sufficient to trigger an outright confrontation. The Western powers could object to the 

violations of the Atlantic Charter and Yalta Protocol, but were hardly willing to provoke a 

dispute over an area clearly within Stalin’s sphere of influence. The fate of the Grand 
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Alliance would be determined in Germany, where Stalin appeared to have outdone his 

allies in fusing wartime plans with political aims.  

 Advancing all the way to Berlin affirmed the vengeful rhetoric of the war, and 

encouraged Red Army commanders to compete among themselves for the right to add 

their own personal stamp to the capstone of Soviet victory.  It also allowed Stalin to 81

cement the synthesis of nationalism and ideology that defined his wartime leadership. 

Stalin was “in the same position as Alexander I after the defeat of Napoleon,” and like his 

Tsarist predecessor would march into the enemy’s capital to symbolize his power to 

“dictate the rules for all of Europe.”  At the same time, he placed the Soviet Union in an 82

ideal position to fulfill the ancient dream of achieving socialism in the homeland of Marx 

and Engels.  

 The zones of occupation confirmed at Potsdam implicitly guarded both 

superpowers against the perceived maximum ambitions of the other, but in doing so 

shifted the onus for solving any problems onto subsequent rounds of inter-Allied 

diplomacy. The Soviets needed to maintain a flexible understanding of their principal 

aims until they could better understand the nature of the American commitment to 

Europe, the willingness of Germans to tolerate occupation, and the means of exploiting 

divisions between those two positions. At minimum, they had to secure enough breathing 

space to scale down the armed forces and allocate resources to domestic recovery, deter 
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Western encroachment, and provide a textbook example of a “peaceful transition to 

socialism”  that other European states could adopt as a model.  83

  This approach, however well designed by the Kremlin leadership, was beset by a 

fundamental contradiction. On one hand, legitimizing a long-term Soviet presence in the 

eyes of Germans and the Allies required that Moscow closely monitor and regulate the 

behavior of its agents. On the other hand, the immediate success of the occupation was 

dependent upon sustaining the power and prestige of its executors, especially the Red 

Army and German Communist Party. Moscow had to veer between disciplining its agents 

and giving them enough leeway to secure their position, all the while disavowing any 

contradiction between the ideals of Soviet governance and the reality of their behavior.  

  This progressive unravelling began with the Red Army, the vanguard of Soviet 

power in Germany. Wartime propaganda urging the destruction of all things German, 

coupled with the shock experienced by Soviet troops upon encountering the perceived 

luxuries of the German living standard, prompted a massive outbreak of theft, violence, 

and rape.  Local commanders were disinclined to curb such behavior, especially when 84

they often benefited personally from the looting, and so Soviet officials alternately denied 

it as “Nazi nonsense,” blamed it on “diversionists dressed in Soviet uniforms,”  or 85

rationalized as a necessary extension of the antifascist struggle. 
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 The impact of the Red Army’s savagery was compounded by the systematic 

dismantling of German industry and its shipment back to the Soviet Union. The Soviets 

had won the right to extract reparations from their own zone, claiming that it would 

validate the sacrifices of the Red Army, replenish domestic industries, and inhibit 

Germany’s capacity to revive its war machine. While this was accepted in principle, a 

policy was slow to emerge as competing elements within the Soviet bureaucracy 

disagreed on “whether to remove factories and equipment on a massive scale…or to 

permit German recovery to progress to the point that reparations might be drawn from 

current production.”   86

 Stalin was also loath to make the Germans so weak that they would seek out the 

West as a protector, or appear so greedy as to sabotage the prospect of American loans.  87

Reluctance to choose between these alternatives encouraged a “feeding frenzy”  in 88

which local officials seized whatever they wished, often filling their quotas by sending 

low-quality or damaged goods back to the U.S.S.R. This further confounded Moscow’s 

attempts to impose a uniform standard, destroyed the morale of German workers, and 

encouraged the Americans to take active measures to rescue the German economy from 

disaster.  
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  Bureaucratic drift within the Soviet Military Administration in Germany (SMAG) 

over reparations highlighted the impossibility of directly micromanaging the details of 

the occupation from Moscow. Joint responsibility for a single German economic policy 

was a critical facet of Allied cooperation, a safeguard against the unilateral imposition of 

one’s own system and an impetus for compromise. Yet this necessary precaution made it 

all the more difficult for the Soviets to commit to any particular German policy, whether 

punitive or recuperative. Even after Moscow shifted the emphasis from extraction to 

revived production, the superiority of German engineering, metallurgy, other forms of 

scientific knowledge compelled the Soviets to seize “intellectual reparations”  in the 89

form of trained personnel to join their existing legion of German forced laborers. 

Integrating their zone would require them either to forego the benefits of German 

expertise or implicitly to authorize Western consolidation over the three zones governed 

by London, Paris, and Washington.     

  The Soviets managed to postpone both of these dangerous outcomes by making 

outrageous demands for American loans and West German access, and then citing the 

inevitable rejection as evidence of a capitalist conspiracy to sabotage inter-Allied 

cooperation.   This could justify the forcible imposition of socialism in the short term, 90

but if pushed too far it could precipitate the formation of an independent West Germany 

that the Soviets were so desperate to avoid.  
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 A long-term solution required phasing out Western influence in a manner that 

concealed its Soviet authorship. Toward this end, the Soviets arranged the fusion of the 

Communist and Social Democratic parties of Germany. The resulting Socialist Unity 

Party (SED) achieved “a bloc of all the anti-fascist democratic parties,” with its leading 

agenda being “the will of the German people to achieve a just peace, democracy, and the 

unity of Germany.”  Having consolidated the Leftist parties in the east, the SED would 91

rally support for reunification under the banner of an authentic “German road to 

socialism”  and use the West’s own insistence on elections as a means of undermining 92

the presence of the Western powers in Germany.  

 The SED was poised to score a decisive electoral victory in the Soviet zone, 

which “could then be used to gain political leverage over the whole of Germany.”  The 93

occupation authorities enjoyed near-total control over the press and media, years of Nazi 

rule had hollowed out German’s prewar party system, and the Red Army was on hand to 

threaten or arrest anyone deemed an “enemy of unity.”  Although the SED could barely 94

conceal its Soviet sponsorship, this was considered an advantage despite popular 

resentment of Soviet domination. The German proletariat were expected to accept Soviet 
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guidance as the only acceptable vehicle for the revival of German nationalism, and the 

necessary alternative to perpetual division, which would threatened a much more onerous 

Soviet presence. The ability of German citizens “to return to a normal working life” 

would depend on their “willingness to get along with the new ‘democratic order.’”  95

  The high expectations of German conformity to Soviet designs were shattered by 

the results of the 1946 elections. In Berlin, where rival parties had greater freedom to 

campaign independently than in the East, the SED performed far behind the Social 

Democrats and even lost to the Christian Democrats, gathering less than 20 percent of the 

vote. Even many SED officials blamed these results on their reputation as the “party of 

the Russians.”  This devastating setback prompted a fierce debate on how to repair the 96

damage. While Moscow pondered a more liberal approach, German Communist leader 

Walter Ulbricht insisted upon “beat[ing] back the reactionary influences in the bourgeois-

democratic circles”  responsible for the catastrophe. 97

  Despite his place atop the Soviet hierarchy, Stalin was in no position to decide 

between these alternatives. With each revision of the Soviet approach to Germany, Stalin 

simply added another element into the mix in the hope that it would either fix the 

mistakes of the army and the occupation authorities or at least draw attention away from 

them. Now that the SED had failed to rouse the revolutionary consciousness of the 
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German workers, amending its mistake forced SMAG to stamp out all opposition parties. 

When this drove tens of thousands of East Germany’s most educated and prosperous 

citizens into the West, Moscow again looked to bolster a nationalist movement under its 

control, although this time having no viable candidates other than hurriedly rehabilitated 

Nazi leaders.   98

 Pursuing all of these angles at once was necessary for maintaining faith in Stalin’s 

promise that “all of Germany must be ours, that is, Soviet, Communist, ”  and upholding 99

the appearance of constant activity even if one or more of them should fail. But by opting 

for extraction, occupation, and electioneering all at once, Moscow found that it became 

increasingly difficult to coordinate the aims of the respective authorities around a 

consistent strategic aim as more irons were tossed into the fire. In order to sustain the 

operation of the army, reparations bureaucracy, and party machinery, as well as justify 

their failure to legitimize socialist rule, Stalin turned to the Marxist belief in a “ever-

increasing decay of the world capitalist system.”  Since it was only a matter of time 100

before a postwar depression would unravel the Western economies, a power vacuum in 

Europe would eventually open and the last remaining barrier to its socialization would 

automatically disappear.  

 Citing the verdict of history encapsulated the predicament that Stalin’s foreign 

policy faced as he sought to bring Germany under Moscow’s thumb without triggering a 
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conflict which it had little hope of winning. In the short term, it served the immediate 

purpose of justifying an unfavorable Soviet position with reference to the indisputable 

logic of dialectical materialism. But unless one or more of these agents were able to 

produce immediate results, it remained unclear whether such a rationale was capable of 

doing anything other than explain away failure.  

The Correlation of Forces  

  Building confidence in the Soviet prediction of long-term triumph required 

regular demonstrations of its potency. Even before staking the prospects of German 

socialism on the 1946 elections, Stalin had been probing for opportunities to prove that 

the Soviet Union was prepared to maximize the advantages of its newfound Great Power 

status. Such opportunities were not readily apparent despite the magnitude of the Soviet 

triumph. Confined to the least productive sector of Germany, excluded from the 

occupation of Japan, and facing a ring of American bases, there was little in the 

international environment that validated the narrative of an imminent Soviet triumph.  101

The temporary superiority of capitalism thus had to be explained as the pinnacle that 

immediately preceded its decline. However, even if this explanation supplied reasons for 

confidence over the long term, it raised the concern that the West would “secure new 

markets and materials through aggression against the socialist camp”  in a desperate bid 102

to reverse its fate.  
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 While testing out his various solutions to the German problem, Stalin sought out a 

venue outside of Europe in which to demonstrate Soviet resistance to the “imperialistic 

tendencies of the American monopol-capital…characterized by the endeavor [to 

dominate the] world.” Such rhetoric likely made a negotiated settlement in Germany 

more difficult, but it restored confidence in the Soviet ability to withstand the temporary 

superiority of the West. American pressure for German demilitarization was deemed to be 

nothing but a ploy for the “revival of imperialistic Germany which the USA wants to use 

on its side in a future war.”  So long as Soviet diplomats could stonewall these demands 103

in the Allied Control Commission and Council of Foreign Minsters, eventually the 

“Americans would simply give up out of sheer exhaustion”  once the crisis of 104

capitalism forced it to withdraw into isolation. 

 In the meantime, an occasion for demonstrating the underlying weakness of the 

West had to be found. Stalin’s best prospects for a power play were two traditional targets 

of Russian imperialism, Turkey and Iran. Russian control of the Turkish straits had been 

an obsession of Tsarist grand strategy, and at the Tehran Conference Stalin had suggested 

a revision of the 1936 Montreux Convention to allow a permanent Soviet naval presence 

in the Mediterranean.  Iran had been a major theater of the nineteenth-century “Great 105

Game” between the British and Russian empires, and during the war Stalin and Churchill 
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had agreed to its joint occupation along the lines of the 1907 Anglo-Russian Convention. 

With Britain no longer able to pay the costs of empire, Stalin pushed for Soviet rights to 

oil exploration in northern Iran, implicitly threatening to prolong the Red Army’s 

occupation if the Iranian Parliament (Majlis) refused the request.   106

  The revival of Russian expansionism in Turkey and Iran was Stalin’s most explicit 

invocation of Romanov-era foreign policy as a means of legitimizing his own objectives. 

Given the persistence of geographic-strategic conditions and the convenience of adopting 

methods and objectives that resonate in domestic and diplomatic culture, the Turkish 

straits and Iranian oil proved to be as appealing to commissars as they had been to the 

Tsars.  In addition to their inherent strategic value, Stalin emphasized the precedent of 107

Russian interest in these regions in order to place his objectives within the framework of 

traditional European diplomacy. In contrast to the tensions in Poland and Germany 

brewing over conflicting interpretations of Yalta and Potsdam, the Mediterranean and the 

Middle East would allow Stalin to replace the “algebra” of legalistic moralism with the 

“practical arithmetic”  of classic realpolitik.  108

  Reviving the conventions of imperial diplomacy provided the most likely means 

of defusing the emotionalism of ideological rivalry that was quickly hurtling the two 

sides into open hostility. By defining international order in terms of mutually recognized 
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spheres of influence rather than a harmonious world order, Stalin could restore diplomacy 

to the exclusive domain of the sovereign, a setting which had suited him so well during 

the war.  But in the absence of the emergency conditions that necessitated the 109

extraordinary powers of the Big Three, Stalin’s appropriation of nineteenth-century 

power politics was subject to the same weaknesses as his manipulation of twentieth-

century democratic norms and procedures. 

  Stalin was no more interested in the balance of power than he was in the ideals of 

the Atlantic Charter. The Soviets had invested considerable prestige in a wide variety of 

proxies, including but not limited to “armed partisans in Iran, peasant and labor unions in 

Hungary, coalitions in Czechoslovakia and Poland, ‘people’s committees’ in North 

Korea, [and] communist electorates in France and Italy.” Their credibility hinged not on a 

military balance but on “the overall evolution of internal social forces that existed”

wherever the U.S.S.R. exercised control or influence. Likewise, Stalin’s attempt to 

delineate spheres of influence was designed to advance the overall perception that the 

“correlation of forces”  was inexorably bending in favor of the Soviet Union. This put 110

diplomacy at the mercy of an objective that was not itself subject to negotiation or 

compromise. Claiming fidelity to the norms and standards of traditional diplomacy, Stalin 

was in fact making up the rules on the spot and hoping that the West would simply play 

along.  
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 Even during its eighteenth century heyday, the balance of power was an uncertain 

guide to conduct. Rather than provide an explicit and authoritative guide for behavior, its 

rules and practices “governed conduct in the sense that statesmen accepted them as the 

way politics had to work: those who operated according to them were playing the game 

and those who did not were not.”  In order for a state to accept the balance of power as 111

a moderating influence on its own quest for security, it required assurances that its rivals 

would accept similar restraints on themselves.  

 This ideal was best approximated in practice through compensations, whereby 

gains made by one state entitled other powers to comparable gains in territory, dynastic 

rights, or prestige.  While this tended to create a “balance of conquests”  in practice, it 112

was the most realistic means of tying the interest of one state to the principle of 

equilibrium, and thus “virtually all western diplomacy and international relations has 

been based fundamentally on the idea of quid pro quo.”  113

 During the war, Stalin had approximated this principle by promising fidelity to the 

Declaration on Liberated Europe in exchange for Western acceptance of territorial 

adjustment in Poland. Such promises were made exclusively to foreign leaders, and so 

they could be made and broken at will with the full apparatus of state propaganda 

prepared to reinterpret each new bout of friendliness or hostility. Ironically, this kind of 
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bargaining between sovereigns was more difficult where the popular demand for a Soviet 

presence was more genuine.  

 Whereas Stalin was required to manufacture popular consent to communist rule in 

Poland and Germany out of thin air, Soviet claims on Turkey and Iran were justified by 

the active solicitation of Soviet protection from beleaguered national minorities within 

both states. Many Turkish Armenians, having been the victims of genocide during the 

First World War, hoped for a Soviet annexation of provinces in eastern Turkey which 

would then be added to a Greater Armenia.  Azeris in the northern half of Iran similarly 114

sought to link Soviet oil demands with their own hopes of reunifying the Soviet and  

Iranian portions of historic Azerbaijan.   115

 The presence of genuine pro-Soviet elements lent credibility to Stalin’s demands 

for an extended regional presence, but the narrative justifying the intervention frustrated 

any hopes for a diplomatic adjustment of their claims. In both cases, the Soviets cited a 

“humanitarian”  mission that invalidated any discussion of the particulars. For example, 116

after the West had indicated possible openness to a revision of Montreux, Stalin followed 

this with a demand for permanent Soviet naval bases on the Turkish Straits, which the 

Americans regarded as an intolerable breach of Turkish independence.   117
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  In Iran, Soviet support of Azeri separatism provoked furious opposition from the 

Majlis and a series of resolutions in the Security Council affirming an international 

commitment to Iranian sovereignty. Stalin pushed for a new Majlis that would 

immediately ratify the creation of an Iranian-Soviet oil company, but the Iranian 

government responded by imposing martial law and crushing the Azeri revolt despite 

Soviet warnings that such action would be viewed as a direct threat.  118

  The Armenians and Azeris had initially sought Soviet help, but ultimately the 

Soviets were at their mercy. Unable to manage either their activity or to coerce them into 

silence, Moscow was desperate to maximize the propaganda value of their solicitation for 

assistance. Failure to secure their territorial claims, or to push for more when given the 

opportunity, might lead them to seek out a Western sponsor,  a devastating blow to Soviet 

prestige that would undoubtedly set a precedent of Soviet weakness in any future theaters 

of confrontation.   

  For the sake of preserving the long-term correlation of forces, the Soviets 

encouraged local conflicts to take on the dimensions of a global battle between the forces 

of imperialism and revolution. A victory would reap enormous propaganda advantages, 

and in case of their sponsored cause suffering an outright defeat, Stalin could justify it as 

a regrettable but necessary concession to the greater goal of “our liberationist policies in 

Europe and Asia.”  119
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The Cold War as Stalin’s Legacy 

  Soviet adventurism in Turkey and Iran signaled to the United States that the 

conventions of postwar diplomacy belied the reality of a Cold War centered on Germany 

and contested in the periphery. Each would contain the other by providing economic aid 

to client states, extending ideological sponsorship to nationalist movements, and trading 

“Homeric insults”  on the floor of the General Assembly. The critical difference 120

between the American and Soviet variations of containment was the American 

willingness to supplement the economic package of the Marshall Plan and the ideological 

auspices of the Truman Doctrine with the formation of an independent West German 

state. 

 If Stalin had in fact been “more realistic”  than his Western counterparts, a 121

formal division of Germany would have confirmed a stable condominium and spared the 

Soviets from a useless expenditure of resources and prestige. In fact, Stalin’s self-

representation as equal parts Old World diplomat and Bolshevik crusader concealed his 

inability to develop a cohesive Soviet interest from the interests of its component parts, 

lest he compromise the image of absolute unity between them. In Germany, Soviet 

bureaucrats continued to extract whatever they wished, which forced the secret police to 

ramp up its crackdown on the opposition, which in turn led the SED to produce 
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extravagant displays of unequivocal public support.  Stalin could not dare infringe on 122

any of their privileges without unraveling the entire occupation. Only the fanciful vision 

of a united, socialist Germany, obstructed only by the evil designs of Western 

imperialists, provided cover for the agents of Soviet power as they held both Moscow and 

one another hostage to their own survival.  

  A juridical confirmation of Germany’s de facto division might have been 

strategically advisable, but it would have forced an excruciating recalibration of 

commitments to align with the necessary shifts in the political narrative. The Cominform 

had required Communist parties of the Eastern bloc to disavow the national road to 

socialism and directed those of the West toward revolutionary agitation.  The 123

breakdown of colonial empires in places such as Indonesia promised the rise of “an anti-

imperialist front under the leadership of the Communist Party” in the states of the newly 

designated “Third World.” Although Stalin publicly downplayed the significance of 124

atomic weapons, Soviet scientists were on the brink of testing their own device, which 

would break the American monopoly and prompt a reinterpretation of atomic weapons as 

proof of technological progress under socialism.  Every aspect of Soviet foreign policy 125
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was bent on advancing the perceived correlation of forces. Conceding a permanent 

Western presence threatened to unravel the narrative that justified the Soviet economy’s 

reversion to a wartime footing, promising fabulous rewards once the imperialists and 

their collaborators within the socialist world were destroyed.    126

 If anyone was capable of effecting such a change, Stalin retained such authority 

even in his advanced age. He could have reasserted a defensive posture, citing the 

persistence of reactionary attitudes among the European proletariat and a patient 

expectation of capitalism unraveling through its own internal contradictions. But in this 

instance, Stalin’s advancing age made such an enormous shift too risky, even if it was 

ideologically tenable. Without any obvious successor, the Soviet leadership would be 

liable to the same doctrinal infighting that followed Lenin’s death. His prospective 

successors had spent their entire political careers “disciplined by the awe attached to the 

name of one man,”  and so no one enjoyed the stature necessary to impose control or 127

silence his opponents, and the postwar circumstances did not permit the internal 

convulsions that launched Stalin into power.  

 Consequently, foreign policy after Stalin was liable to become lost in the myriad 

contradictions that Stalin had gathered under the vast swath of his ideological umbrella. 

The uncertain position of his successors and the inevitability of disputes between them 

would leave them vulnerable to external predation either in the form of outright 
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aggression or the siren song of peaceful coexistence.  Khrushchev recalls Stalin 128

warning them in the months before his death, “you’ll see, when I’m gone the imperialist 

powers will wring your necks like chickens.”     129

  Stalin elected to begin the Cold War in earnest as the only sure means of averting 

this prophecy. In June 1948, he ordered the blockade of Berlin to threaten an American 

loss of prestige in West Berlin commensurate with the loss of Soviet influence in West 

Germany. On one hand, a renegotiation of Soviet rights in Berlin would deliver a major 

confirmation of Soviet willingness “to prevent bandit-like looting of Berlin’s economy…

and to prevent the illegal infiltration of Berlin by speculators and agitators coming from 

the Western zone.”   130

  On the other hand, even failure had its own set of rewards, namely a loss in 

prestige so severe as to force an increasingly desperate effort to redress it, whether 

through propaganda, proxies, or sabotage. No matter what his successors might try to do 

to break out of the Stalinist mold, the legacy of Berlin would force them into the pattern 

of alternately breaking the logjam of Germany and searching to shift the  correlation of 

forces abroad so as to make their diplomatic position in Germany more credible.  By 131
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initiating the Cold War, Stalin guaranteed that the state he converted into a superpower 

would spend the rest of its days struggling with the catastrophic legacy of his success. 

Summary 

  This chapter has demonstrated that ideology placed even greater restraints on 

Stalin’s decision-making as the Soviet Union grew in international power and prestige. 

The advance of Soviet forces to the Elbe incorporated a huge swath of new interests 

within its domestic politics and its newfound subjects. This compounded its preexisting 

problem of coordinating state interests with the validation of Stalinist orthodoxy, Now 

that its actions had far greater international ramifications, it had to alternately suppress 

and gratify a vast constellation of domestic and foreign audiences, purging the empire of 

dissidents while creating the appearance of unanimous and enthusiastic approval. 

Meanwhile, it had to convince the Western powers, with their far greater economic and 

military capacity, that the Soviet Union would be a trustworthy partner in the 

reconstruction of global order.  

 This balance proved to be too delicate for a system predicated upon the historic 

destiny of its founding ideology. There was no middle way between collaboration and 

betrayal, and so the Soviet occupation could not reform itself, only back its supporters, 

crush its opponents, and periodically reverse which was which in order to safeguard the 

regime’s ability to define all political activity as a vindication of Soviet Marxism, lest the 

reality of haphazard alignments and coerced loyalties dispel the mirage of Moscow’s 

infallible guidance. The Cold War became the only way to sustain a consistent ideological 
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rationale guiding and justifying all of their divergent activities and interests. Regardless 

of its strategic utility or wisdom, Cold War proved to be the only task for which Soviet 

ideology and bureaucracy was capable of maintaining.  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CHAPTER FIVE 

   Sukarno and the Ideological Roots of Indonesian Foreign Policy, 1959-1965 

Sukarno is the closest example imaginable to dictatorship by moral authority.  

Although he was a leading figure in Indonesia’s revolt against Dutch rule, and the first 

president of the independent Indonesian republic, he functioned more as the binding 

agent of a loose coalition than as an absolute ruler.  His greatest power  derived from his 1

pivotal role in the formation of the “Non-Aligned Movement,” the coalition of 

postcolonial states that refused to associate with either the American or Soviet blocs 

during the Cold War.  Sukarno aimed to turn the disparate nations of this newly 2

designated “Third World,” boasting nearly a billion and a half people unified by their 

recent triumph over European imperialism, into a global force capable of arbitrating the 

outcome of the Cold War.   3

Sukarno’s contribution to this effort were mainly rhetorical, but they still paid 

significant dividends as both the U.S. and U.S.S.R. sought him out as an ally. Indonesia 

was weak militarily, but Sukarno’s revolutionary plaudits made him uniquely disposed to 

confer the legitimacy of national self-determination and democracy upon his preferred 

 Merle C. Ricklefs, A History of Modern Indonesia Since 1200 (Stanford: Stanford University 1

Press, 2001) 312. 

 Alexander Orlov, “The Non-Aligned Movement: 40 Years After,” International Affairs, Vol. 48, 2

No. 1 (2002) 49-51. 

 Rizal Sukma, “The Evolution of Indonesia’s Foreign Policy: An Indonesian View,” Asian      3

Survey, Vol. 35, No. 3 (March, 1995) 309-10. 
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side. For Moscow, his fervent commitment to anti-colonialism fed hopes that Indonesia 

could provide “a free-hunting ground where the Soviet Union might be able to improve 

its overall political-strategic position relative to the West.”  4

 In Washington, State Department Policy Planning Staff chair George Kennan 

made an exception to his usual skepticism regarding interventionism. During its war for 

independence after the Second World War, Kennan identified Indonesia as “the most 

crucial issue of the moment in our struggle with the Kremlin.” Sukarno’s indigenous 

nationalism was precisely the type of force that the U.S. “should develop as a politico-

economic counter-force to communism on the Asiatic land mass.”  This would prove that 5

American support for decolonization extended even to the possessions of NATO 

members, and it would deprive the Soviets of the chance to bypass the containment line 

by exporting their ideology. 

 Through the 1950s, Sukarno gradually added political power to his ideological 

honors, and in 1959 restored central authority to what had previously been a ceremonial 

presidential office. At first, Sukarno appeared poised to turn the Cold War balance of 

power on its head by using the financial and military support of both superpowers to 

expand the territory of the Indonesian Republic and assert regional primacy. But after a 

series of successes, most notably the reclamation of West Irian (Western New Guinea) 

 Alvin Rubinstein, Moscow’s Third World Strategy (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988) 4

20. 

 George Kennan, letter to George C. Marshall and Robert Lovett, December 17th, 1948, Box 33, 5

Records of the Policy Planning Staff.
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from the Netherlands in 1962, he embarked on a disastrous adventure that unraveled the 

accomplishments of his long career in a matter of months. 

 In 1963, U.N. Secretary General U Thant had approved the new confederation of 

Malaysia to be formed from the British colonies of Malaya, Singapore, Sarawak, and 

North Borneo. The following May, Sukarno declared a policy of konfrontasi against the 

newly formed state, which he viewed “as a neocolonialist strategy of the British to 

perpetuate their presence in Southeast Asia.”  His declaration led to incursions across the 6

Strait of Malacca by guerrilla forces and Indonesian regulars in the expectation that they 

would instigate a pro-Indonesian uprising in Northern Borneo, Brunei, and even 

mainland Malaya.   7

After several months, both the campaign of Ganjang Malaysia (Crush Malaysia) 

and Sukarno’s regime were in ruins. Indonesia’s initial campaign to subvert Malaysia 

from within escalated into threats of total war, complete with the vows to create a peasant 

militia and even to use nuclear weapons, presumably supplied by China. Western 

impatience with his saber-rattling intensified when a Jakarta mob burned the British 

embassy “in the conspicuous absence of security forces.”   In response, the U.S. and the 8

IMF suspended all outstanding loans, and Sukarno’s famous boast of “go to hell with 

 Ooi Keat Gin, , “The Cold War and British Borneo: Impact and Legacy 1945-1963,” in Albert 6

Lau, ed., Southeast Asia and the Cold War (New York: Routledge, 2012) 119

 Harun Abdul Majid, Rebellion in Brunei: The Revolt, Imperialism, Confrontation and Oil (New 7

York: I.B. Tauris & Co, 2007) 154-5. 

 Michael Leifer, Indonesia’s Foreign Policy (London: Allen & Unwin, 1983) 91.8
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your aid” did not replenish the country’s exhausted foreign reserves or rebuild its 

decaying infrastructure.     9

 The Indonesian Communist Party (PKI), eager to prove its anti-colonial bona 

fides, seized the estates of British investors and political opponents alike, triggering mass 

discontent in Sukarno’s traditional home base of East Java. The army, which had initially 

embraced confrontation to enhance its domestic position, secretly contacted Malaysian 

officers to disavow any warlike intent.  By October 1965, Malaysia had taken its seat in 10

the Security Council and Sukarno was president in name only, condemned to internal 

exile after a failed communist coup prompted an army takeover led by General Suharto, 

who remained in power for the next thirty years. 

 The leading explanations for Sukarno’s downfall correspond to the three images 

of analysis. The correlation between his increasingly bombastic rhetoric and the 

aggressiveness of his foreign policy has made him a fitting subject for the first image. 

Biographers and historians  point to Sukarno’s “basic emotional need for a style of 

politics that fostered activity, movement, and above all a pitch of enthusiasm”  in order 11

to provide regular opportunities for self-assertion.   
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Given his psychological urge to “endlessly recast and refight the anti-colonial 

battle which had given his life meaning,”  he was predisposed toward provocative 12

behavior, even at the cost of the national interest, as a means of proving his personal 

worth. Styling himself as “prophetically called upon to provide a distinctive body of ideas 

for his followers,”  he became entranced by his own propaganda and marched his nation 13

into ruin without a shred of hesitation or doubt. 

Proponents of the second image highlight Sukarno’s dependence on powerful 

domestic factions, so that the incoherence of foreign policy resulted from the summation 

of mutually hostile bureaucratic interests. Sukarno proved unable to heal the long-

standing rift between the army and the Indonesian Communist Party (PKI), and so an 

adventurist foreign policy was necessary for directing their energies abroad while 

satisfying the particular interests of each. Preventing British Malaya from becoming a 

united federation would grant the army “influence over a number of small, poorer states,”

while the PKI aimed “to prevent the entrenchment of a strong ‘feudal-capitalist’

alliance”  between Britain and its former subjects. An atmosphere of perpetual crisis 14

would postpone public clamor for popular reform, avoid painful cuts to the army’s 

budget, and distract the PKI from its ambitions for radical land reform.   15

 Franklin B. Weinstein, Indonesian Foreign Policy and the Dilemma of Dependence: From 12

Sukarno to Soeharto (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2004) 296.
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 Third-image analysis may also account for Sukarno’s foreign policy misadventure 

and its consequences. The formation of Malaysia threatened Sukarno’s ambition to 

achieve “regional leadership in an expanded archipelago termed the ‘Greater 

Indonesia,’”  which included territory in Kalimantan designated for inclusion in 16

Malaysia. Sukarno’s lofty rhetoric on the brotherhood of anti-colonial states merely 

provided “the expression and projection of Indonesia’s leadership throughout the whole 

Malay world.”  This status would be threatened by a state that combined the moral 17

plaudits of a newly independent state with the continued material support of its former 

masters.  

 Neither the United States nor the Soviet Union would support a challenge to 

Britain, so Sukarno was compelled to seek out the People’s Republic of China, which was 

eager to reassert its historic role as the dominant power in East Asia.  However, once the 18

British demonstrated the will and capacity to defend its Asian allies against Indonesian 

incursions and their Chinese sponsors, Sukarno’s ambitions were no longer attuned to the 

regional balance of power. Once this became apparent, he was promptly replaced by a 

regime that realigned its foreign policy in accordance with the Asian balance of power.  19

 Ashok Kapur, The Diplomatic Ideas and Practices of Asian States (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1990) 16

115. 
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Each of these interpretations oversimplifies the relationship between the content 

of Sukarno’s ideological program and the results of Indonesian foreign policy. The first 

image assumes a direct correlation between Sukarno’s words and his intentions, ignoring 

the political calculations behind his fiery rhetoric and the severe limits on his power that 

prevented a direct application of even his favored policies. The second understands 

Sukarno as the puppet of factional strife, whereas Sukarno’s foreign policy successes and 

failures alike demonstrated his capacity to set the agenda for the army and the PKI 

despite lacking powers of direct command. The third image assumes that Sukarno had to 

bend to the superiority of the Great Powers, despite Sukarno’s ability to draw the Cold 

War rivalries around the magnetic pull of his revolutionist ideology. 

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a more complete understanding of 

Sukarno’s foreign policy by examining it through the lens of revolutionist dictatorship. If 

Sukarno’s unsteady place within the Byzantine structures of Indonesian republic 

ultimately led to his downfall, it also contributed to his many achievements over two 

decades of rebellion, war, and high-stakes diplomacy.  

The chapter will proceed in three parts. First I will describe the political 

conditions of Indonesia before, during, and immediately after its independence, and 

explain how Sukarno was able to leverage those circumstances into a successful bid for 

personal power. Second, I will examine how Sukarno’s ideological program provided the 

basis for an active foreign policy. Third, I will explain why Sukarno was able to achieve 

many of his goals despite the direct limits on his power. I will analyze the causes and 

conduct of the confrontation with Malaysia. 
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 My central argument is that Sukarno’s ideational leadership was capable of 

trumping and redefining both factional and national interests, but it relied on an 

expectation of miracles that worked better as a critique of politics than a guideline for 

positive action. Sukarno’s ideological formulations provided direction and purpose for a 

country riven by factional strife, and his portrayal of apocalyptic struggle against 

imperialism linked Indonesia’s national ambitions with a powerful current in world 

opinion. But once in power, Sukarno capacity for success proved to be his undoing.  

 By sheltering the army and PKI under his prophetic mantle, he gained the power 

to implement his policies directly, but in doing so ensured that the credit for success 

would be diffused among the various participants. A successful foreign policy required 

the institutionalization of a revolution that drew its mystique from Sukarno’s professed 

ability to operate with total freedom from political limits. Consequently, Sukarno’s quest 

for legitimacy left him trapped in a dilemma: an active foreign policy would substantiate 

the merits of his claim to power while gradually divesting him of the monopoly over its 

formulation. The only hope of escaping this dilemma was for Sukarno to steadily escalate 

the atmosphere of crisis that the regime had promised to overcome. He seized a perpetual 

hold on the initiative of policymaking by forcing the nation to trust in the power of his 

rhetoric to overcome reality. 
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Indonesia’s Quest for “Active Independence” 

Revolution and Collaboration 

The struggle for independence from the Netherlands created a need for a cohesive 

national identity that the actual composition of Indonesia was ill-equipped to provide. 

Centuries of Dutch rule had provided political unity for the remarkably diverse peoples of 

the archipelago, but it had done little to resolve the incompatibilities between them. The 

most significant division featured on one hand the Javanese, the single largest ethnic 

group, who boasted a royal heritage and constituted the bulk of civil administration under 

Dutch supervision.  On the other hand were the minorities of Sumatra, Sulawesi, 20

Kalimantan, and other islands who had historically been lumped together as a 

“periphery” commonly subject to the dominion of the Javanese “center.”   21

Compounding this ethnic rivalry were religious tensions between mystical 

syncretism and traditional Islam, economic competition between aristocratic landowners 

and entrepreneurial island traders, and an attitudinal gap between between Dutch-trained 

elites and the masses they claimed to represent.  Even when the nationalist movement 22

gained traction between the world wars, these cultural divisions “suggested a basic 

disintegrative principle” that inhibited the nationalist movement from achieving a union 

 Adrian Vickers, A History of Modern Indonesia (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2013) 20
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of elite and popular aims.  Shared interest in a free and independent Indonesia only 23

raised suspicions as to what would constitute national identity once a unified state was 

achieved, and who would have the power to decide it.  24

 The means by which independence was ultimately achieved only served to 

exacerbate the divisions between its various proponents. The eviction of the Dutch from 

Indonesia came not at the hands of Indonesian revolutionaries, but rather Japanese 

invaders in 1942. Japanese occupation led to an agonizing debate within the nationalist 

movement on the acceptable means of asserting nationhood.  

 For nationalists trained in the struggle against the Netherlands, collaboration 

presented an opportunity to achieve independence under the temporary stewardship of an 

Asian Great Power dedicated to overthrowing Western imperialism. Japan had begun the 

task of liberation by expelling the Dutch and promising eventual independence under 

their guidance. The occupation authorities preserved the nationalist leadership in 

exchange for their vocal support of Japanese policy, and even sponsored mass 

organizations under their careful supervision.  25

  This made cooperation with the “Light of Asia” incumbent upon its junior 

partners “in order to materialize the ideal of the co-existence and co-prosperity of all the 
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Asian nations.”  Sukarno justified his own decision to collaborate with the Japanese as a 26

necessary expedient with a temporary occupier. Preserving a strong presence for the 

nationalists in civil administration would allow them to move from the underground into 

the mainstream of Indonesian politics, leaving them better poised to take the reins of state 

when the Japanese inevitably departed.27

The capacity for adaptation reflected the privilege of an urban elite whose 

education in Western culture and politics led them to understand independence as “the 

transfer of the apparatus of the state from Dutch (or Japanese) hands to [their own.]”  28

For the rural poor of the Angkutan Muda (Younger Generation) raised under Japanese 

rule, their training in nationalism came from the brutality of the Kempeitai police and the 

romusha system of forced labor. Just as the older generation learned to challenge Dutch 

rule by using their own “calm, businesslike, bourgeois style ”  of social management 29

against them, so too did the new generation of revolutionaries absorb the classically 

Japanese virtues of “self-sacrifice, austerity, fraternity and heroism,” achieved through 

armed struggle and exhibited in mass demonstrations, in order to challenge the 

occupation and repudiate the pusillanimity of their elders.30
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 These radically different understandings of the proper path to independence 

produced a rupture within the nationalist movement, which had severe consequences on 

what was ostensibly their moment of triumph. The proclamation of independence on 

August 17, 1945 proved to be an anticlimactic: two days after the formal Japanese 

surrender to the Allies, a paramilitary youth faction kidnapped Sukarno in order to force 

him to declare independence, which he had previously refused to do without explicit 

Japanese permission.  

 The radicals pushed for a bold assertion of nationhood to preempt the likely return 

of the Dutch, but Sukarno and his associates were afraid of commencing a violent 

struggle that would compromise their international standing.  The two sides reached a 31

compromise that satisfied neither, in which independence was declared without stating 

any specifics on the timing or manner of the transfer of power. From its inception, the 

national revolution doubled as “ideological civil war, in which political forces 

competed…for control over the ideological framework that would form the basis of the 

independent Indonesian state.”  This division would haunt what was otherwise the 32

culmination of the nationalist struggle: the war for independence against the returning 

Dutch and their British allies.  
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Independence Without Unity 

The Dutch bid to restore the East Indies to their empire was unlikely to succeed; 

their defeat at the hands of Japan had punctured the myth of colonial mastery, and 

independence was favored by the United States, the Soviet Union, and the General 

Assembly.  Nationalist sentiment had spread from its traditional centers in Bandung and 33

Jakarta into the countryside, where Dutch forces were poorly suited to combat it.    34

The impending likelihood of an Indonesian triumph was as much a cause for 

concern as celebration, as it would inflame ethnic and social tensions that the Dutch had 

kept “domesticated or emasculated.”  The waning star of colonial power only made the 35

various revolutionary factions more fearful of one another’s ambitions, and their efforts 

to end Dutch control permanently were excelled by their efforts to secure their place in 

the power vacuum that would surely follow it.  

As a result, while the army fought against the Dutch and British it also purged its 

non-Javanese officer corps, whose Dutch training rendered their loyalties suspect.  Its 36

units formed “on the basis of personal loyalties and fighting experience,” and while the 

army was not necessarily hostile to Jakarta, nor was it a reliable “instrument of state 
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policy under the authority of a central civilian leadership.”  This generated lasting fears 37

that their combat experience would provide the army with the wherewithal to seize 

power. This made the nationalist leaders anxious over continuing an armed struggle, the 

success of which would give the army primary honors for expelling the Dutch and 

enough popularity to claim a proportional role in government.  

 Anxious to preserve civilian control over the revolution, the nationalists sought 

out a diplomatic solution with the Dutch, but this tended to exacerbate divisions within 

their ranks even further. Sukarno’s revolutionary government had to permit a 

parliamentary system in order to win the support of youth and socialist parties, as well as 

mitigate suspicions that a presidential system, especially one led by former Japanese 

collaborators, would result in autocracy.  The resulting inclusion in government of 38

diehards utterly opposed to talking with the Dutch made it impossible for Vice President 

Mohammad Hatta to credibly promise domestic support for his negotiating position. This 

in turn gave the Dutch ample cause to accuse the Republic of bad faith, justify their 

recourse to “police action,”  and resist international pressure for a ceasefire. 39

 The apparent futility of negotiating with the Dutch created an opportunity for the 

PKI to “take its rightful place at the head of the national revolution.”  Eager to capitalize 40
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on growing criticism of the Dutch to burnish its own anti-imperialist credentials, the 

Soviet Union urged the PKI to take a militant line and promised an alliance in which “it 

would find a support the imperial powers would not dare defy.”  Fearful that Sukarno 41

and Hatta’s negotiations were the prelude to an imperialist plot to betray the revolution, 

the PKI launched an open rebellion against the Republic in September 1948, declaring an 

Indonesian Soviet Republic in Madiun. Although the rebellion was quickly stamped out, 

its legacy led to enduring suspicions of whether communist loyalties lay with Indonesia 

or their Soviet (later Chinese) sponsors.  

Not even the successful conclusion of the revolutionary struggle provided an 

opportunity for resolution between its rival factions. The diplomatic intercession of the 

United States, the Republic’s assumption of the colonial public debt, and the acceptance 

of continued Dutch rule in West Irian made the victory incomplete. This left a poisonous 

atmosphere for the development of parliamentary politics. Saddled with soaring inflation 

and regional irredentism, successive governments found that the gap between 

revolutionary ideals and the realities of administration made them vulnerable to the 

charge of accepting formal independence in exchange for new forms of subservience, all 

the more insidious for their subtlety.   42

 Ruth T. McVey, The Soviet View of the Indonesian Revolution: A Study in the Russian Attitude 41

Towards Asian Nationalism (Singapore: Equinox, 2009) 86. 

 “As some Republicans saw it, [foreign recognition in 1949] went to a restoration state, a state in 42

which Dutch capital would again hold predominant power throughout the archipelago.” Feith, 57.
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 One after another, governments fell as opponents used the ideal of “active 

independence,”  an Indonesia free from all forms of internal restraint and external 43

domination, as a cudgel to attack one aspect or another of official policy. The initial 

cabinet of Mohammad Natsir fell on account of his acceptance of a $70 million loan from 

the Netherlands, which invited charges of neo-imperial collusion. His successor Sukiman 

Wirjosandjojo was pilloried for according to the 1951 Treaty of San Francisco, and then 

cast out for signing a Mutual Security Treaty with the U.S. as a condition of receiving 

aid. After Ali Sastroamijoyo won plaudits for hosting the Bandung Asian-American 

Conference in April 1955, his successor Burhanuddin Rabbani was turned out of office 

when he failed to negotiate a Dutch withdrawal from West Irian.  44

 During Indonesia’s initial experiment with liberal democracy, the mantra of active 

independence instilled an expectation of perfection that no government could possibly 

satisfy. This disjunction inhibited Indonesia’s internal development and frustrated its 

ambitions on the world stage, as the conditions of domestic politics and the practical 

requirements of foreign policy were completely at odds. The internal measures necessary 

to achieve the requisite strength for an active and independent foreign policy, such as 

foreign aid as a means of promoting economic development and military advisors to 

modernize the armed forces, were rendered unachievable by the application of that same 

criteria to the factionalism of party politics. Amidst this forbidding atmosphere, Sukarno 
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appeared as a deus ex machina, promising to achieve the lost promise of active 

independence by restoring the purity of revolutionary struggle.           

The Moral Violence of Nations 

Guided Democracy 

Sukarno was president of the revolutionary Republic that existed between 1945 

and 1949, the provisional United States of Indonesia recognized in 1949, and then the 

unified and independent Republic established in 1950, but each of these roles was mainly 

ceremonial. The revolutionary constitution initially called for a strong presidency, but 

Prime Minister Sutan Sjahrir argued that a parliamentary system “would be more 

acceptable to the Dutch”  since it would confront the imperial with a political system 45

and diplomatic style similar to its own. 

Similar logic precluded Sukarno from direct participation in negotiations with 

foreign powers and the mundane tasks of administration. His lack of familiarity with 

Western culture made him less suitable for the quotidian tasks of governance than were 

Dutch-educated colleagues such as Vice-President Mohammad Hatta.  From 1945 46

through 1959, Sukarno was a figurehead president in a parliamentary system, with little 

direct responsibility for economic reconstruction, the development of an army and civil 
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service or the consolidation of central authority over the outer islands.  Throughout the 47

experiment with liberal democracy, Sukarno’s value stemmed primarily from his 

identification with revolutionary idealism and his unmatched skill for public 

mobilization. As the long-established face of the nationalist movement, he provided an 

image of continuity between the heroic memory of the revolutionary struggle and the 

institutions that inherited its mantle. As the preeminent theorist and voice of Indonesian 

nationalism, he could represent the aspirations of an independent Indonesia for its 

disparate peoples and articulate its ultimate objectives to a foreign audience.  while 48

placing firm limits on his ability to interfere with the political process.   49

 With confidence in the Republic declining on account of its inability to manage 

party competition, rein in the army, or gain control of West Irian, Sukarno sought to 

capitalize on these troubles in order to make a bid for personal power. As he sought to 

gradually broaden his presidential mandate in the latter half of the 1950s, he was 

increasingly able to draw on the unique prestige that his position had granted him even as 

it circumscribed his formal powers. His utility as a symbol of national unity had kept his 

reputation safe from the perils of factional infighting. His remoteness from party 

affiliation and the details of policymaking “enabled him to preserve more than a pretense 
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of an ‘above the battle’ neutrality,”  plausibly distancing himself from the controversies 50

and failures of the Republican leadership. 

Even his record of collaboration with the Japanese, by far the most sordid episode 

of his career, proved to be advantageous as he sought to leverage popular discontent into 

a mass constituency. In his 1965 autobiography, “Sukarno expressed his gratitude to the 

Japanese military for having spread not only his name, but also his face throughout the 

archipelago,”  thereby earning a widespread reputation as the voice of Indonesian 51

nationalism and making the public largely amenable to his appeals.  

Sukarno also had an advantage in his rhetorical style, which was distinguished by 

its bombast and capacity to incorporate a wide array of influences into a comprehensive, 

if somewhat vague, doctrine. Since his speeches were designed as propaganda rather than 

statements of official policy, he never had to temper his message due to diplomatic 

considerations, which in turn added credibility to his fiery persona. This left him free to 

remain within the appealing language of revolutionary idealism, of “liberating the people 

from the fetters of the present”  and achieving perfect fulfillment of independence and 52

freedom.  

Sukarno’s signature program of pantja sila put forward five “elements of the 

Indonesian soul,” namely nationalism, humanitarianism, democracy, social welfare, and 
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belief in God. This “weltenschaung” would draw together all ethnic, social, and religious 

groups, providing “the five-fold foundation” on which to “build the Indonesian state, 

everlasting and eternal.”  This program undoubtedly lacked philosophical coherence. It 53

served as “a statement of attractive ideals attesting to his own humanistic sentiments,” 

rather than “a social analysis or a plan of political, social, and economic organization and 

action.”  Even if it relied on vagaries that tended to ignore rather than address the serious 54

rifts within his audience, its otherworldliness only heightened its mass appeal.   

 The breadth of his ideology, along with “the emotional character of the man and 

the militant tone of his speeches,”  made the style more important than the substance. 55

Whether his listeners were Muslim, Christian, Javanese, socialist, or practically anything 

at all, he assured them that the conflicts between them could be overcome without at all 

compromising any of their own particular interests. The only remaining step toward 

fulfilling this goal was to effect a “psychological transformation” among the masses, “to 

unleash an almost mystical power”  capable of casting aside the obstacles to their 56

national destiny. 
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As Sukarno described it, assembling a vast coalition exclusively through his 

powers of persuasion was “one of Sukarno’s miracles,”  proof that he was uniquely 57

disposed to formulate a vision and translate it into reality. This grand synthesis could not 

be achieved through liberalism, a “Western solution to Indonesia’s problems” that 

reduced national identity to the sum of its parts and thereby guaranteed permanent 

friction between “narrowly based parties.”   58

Achieving harmony and social justice amidst such profound divisions required 

“the totality of the people’s effort” under the guiding hand of a decisive leader. In the 

manner of an orchestra, “all contribute their energies, both this expert and that, everyone 

makes a contribution of his abilities…under the leadership of a conductor.”  Sukarno 59

equated his own bid for personal freedom from constitutional limitations with the 

liberation of Indonesia from the restraints of an alien political system. 

By 1958, resentment of Javanese dominance in government drove Sumatra and 

Sulawesi into open rebellion against Jakarta’s authority.  The army, which had been 60

chastened by its own failed coup attempt in 1952, responded by using the crisis as a 

pretext to impose martial law on the Outer Islands and ban allegedly complicit political 
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parties, including the (Muslim) Masjumi and Socialist parties. Although commanding 

General Abdul Haris Nasution promised a “middle way” between indifference to politics 

and an outright coup, his actions provoked widespread fears of a renewed coup attempt.  61

 Sukarno capitalized on the crisis to declare his own bid for power, proposing a 

restoration of the 1945 constitution and its powerful presidency. When the Constituent 

Assembly failed to ratify his proposal, Sukarno imposed it by decree and disbanded the 

Assembly. In doing so, he made himself Head of Government as well as Head of State, 

initiating the new era of Guided Democracy which would last until his overthrow.  

 Sukarno secured his position by placing himself at the center of a constellation of 

competing political forces, each of which was reliant on his legitimizing stamp to carry 

out their own functions.  He first declared a “State of War and Siege,” in which the army 62

extended its suppression of regional rebellions into a crackdown on Sukarno’s 

parliamentary opponents.  In return, Sukarno permitted a military presence in the 63

government and the “territorial command system” that made the military “an influential 

political and economic player in local affairs, even in areas not under martial law.”      64
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At the same time, Sukarno looked to allay fears of an army takeover by courting 

the support of the PKI, which recovered from the disaster of the Madiun Uprising with 

the support of the peasantry and the leadership of Dipa Nasuntara Aidit.  Lacking a mass 65

movement of his own, Sukarno “utilized the huge following, the dynamism, and the 

organization skills of the PKI to erect a counterbalance to the army…and so to preserve 

for himself a considerable area of freedom and maneuver.”   66

To guard against the risk that the PKI would leverage its newfound preeminence 

into a bid of their own, Sukarno retained the threat of leaving it to the mercy of the army, 

thereby guarding himself against the excessive influence of either side.  This unsteady 67

balance of power between the army and the PKI paradoxically provided the means for 

Sukarno to carve out a plenary scope of authority. By guaranteeing that the two most 

powerful factions in the country were on constant guard against the ambitions of each 

other, Sukarno’s ability to lend support to one or the other made him a crucial ally for 

each in its attempt to preserve its own position.  

This benefited Sukarno by giving both of the major factions a vested interest in 

maintaining his predominant position, which in turn solidified his public image as the 

supreme arbiter of a political system that would be hopelessly muddled without his 

guiding hand. By turning the bitter rivalry between nationalism, religion (especially 
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Islam), and communism into the grand synthesis of NASAKOM, he demonstrated that 

“Sukarno alone was whole, sembada, absorbing all within himself.”  His ability to hold 68

together such an unlikely coalition proved that without his leadership the nation would 

dissolve into a mere collection of parts.   

 Even at the pinnacle of power, Sukarno’s authority was construed as existing apart 

from politics. He did not claim conventional dictatorial powers, but rather an 

unchallengeable moral authority that would set the broad parameters of action. Bearing 

titles such as “Great Leader of the Revolution” and “Mouthpiece of the Indonesian 

People,” he “created a national ideology to which all loyal citizens were expected to give 

allegiance.”  But even as Sukarno became the center of a personality cult featuring 69

lavish ceremonies, grandiose construction projects, and mythical accounts of Sukarno’s 

deeds,  this near-deification was not an alternative to factional infighting, but rather its 70

culmination. Public exaltation of Sukarno was a “reflection of the increasing intensity of 

competition, for obeisance to the president was a legitimizing umbrella under which 

attacks against one’s adversaries could be pressed with some degree of safety.”   71

 This personality cult made Sukarno the central figure in Indonesian politics, but it 

also limited him to conceiving of policy at the highest level. He articulated the aims of a 

just society, provided “strong and unified leadership [to] stimulate and direct national 
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economic progress,”  and led the campaign against the neocolonialist forces standing in 72

the way. Keeping this power intact necessitated that the details of implementation would 

lie in hands other than his own. Maintaining charisma required that he stand above the 

fray of politics, and open up a bid for various agents to compete for a share of his 

ideological largesse.  This allowed each to operate with tremendous freedom of action to 73

secure their own position, provided that their successes were credited to Sukarno’ wise 

direction, and their failures blamed on sabotage by the lingering remnants of colonial 

predation. 

The result of this arrangement was a political system in which Sukarno “behaved 

more as a traditional Javanese sultan than as a modern nationalist leader,” initiating 

policy by granting the requests of supplicants rather than by proactive management.  The 74

integrity of Sukarno’s position hinged on his politics assuming the character of prophecy, 

hovering above petty concerns such as economic management, administration, or 

bureaucratic squabbles. Although he was the symbol of a national destiny, his sacrosanct 

role limited him to the formulation of doctrines that would brook no serious dissent or 

contradiction. 
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Revolutionism at Bandung 

 In the era of Guided Democracy, the unique advantages of Sukarno’s position 

were most readily apparent in his conduct of foreign affairs, where his powers 

paradoxically derived from the restraints on his domestic position. Under liberal 

democracy, his distance from policymaking and consequent relegation to speechmaking 

made him the internationally recognized face of Indonesian nationalism.  This would 75

ultimately prove to be a major asset in Sukarno’s bid for greater domestic authority, but in 

the meantime boosting Sukarno’s international profile was no less advantageous for the 

Republican leadership. It kept Sukarno away from internal politics and redirected him 

toward “gathering support for a new anti-imperialist ‘International,’ which they 

envisaged as undermining great power dominance and providing them with a lever in the 

game of international power politics.”   76

 Sukarno crystallized his leadership position among Third World statesmen with 

his star performance at the Asian-African Conference at Bandung in April 1955.  As 77

representative of the host nation and opening speaker, he drew on his domestic political 

experience and distinctive rhetorical style to articulate a common purpose and destiny for 

the assembled nations. The match was fitting insofar as non-alignment, like Sukarno 

himself, drew moral force from its stance of principled refusal—in this case, refusal to 
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participate in Cold War rivalries on account of an unsullied dedication to peace and social 

justice.  

Sukarno’s favored tactic of assembling different schools of thought into a series of 

slogans and acronyms was well-suited to a setting that featured representatives of  “every 

religion under the sun,” “almost every political faith,” and “practically every economic 

doctrine.” The presence of equally diverse interests in Indonesia lent credibility to his  

mottos of “live and let live” and “Unity in Diversity,” and his insistence that the “Light of 

Understanding which seems to have dawned in the East” would allow the construction of 

a “Pillar of Cooperation.” The fact of so many diverse peoples assembled under one roof 

would “develop a true consciousness of the interdependence of men and nations for their 

well-being and survival on earth.   78

The mere presence of diversity was hardly a sufficient cause for either unity 

between the various peoples or the moral fulfillment which it was supposed to represent. 

Rather, the shared identity of Third World nations stemmed from their “common 

detestation of colonialism in whatever form it appears.” While those assembled could 

take comfort in the fact that “they are no longer the tools of others and the playthings of 

forces they cannot influence,” their shared struggle remained incomplete. Despite 

enjoying formal independence,  the nations of Asia and Africa had ample cause to fear 

colonialism in its “modern dress, in the form of economic control, intellectual control, 

actual physical control by a small but alien community.” The great diversity of the Third 
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World was matched only by the “many guises” assumed by its common enemy. Nothing 

short of complete solidarity was necessary if this “evil thing” was to be “eradicated from 

the earth”  once and for all.  79

 Such a task would be daunting, for “the peoples of Asia and Africa wield little 

physical power” and their “economic strength is dispersed and slight.” Meanwhile, those 

in “high places of power” who think only of “controlling the world” now had 

unprecedented destructive potential at their disposal. The only hope for avoiding global 

catastrophe was for the united voices of the newly independent peoples to “inject the 

voice of reason into world affairs.” Sukarno insisted that “we can mobilize … the Moral 

Violence of Nations in favor of peace.” Having been the victims of traditional power 

politics, the newly liberated peoples were uniquely prepared to “point out to mankind the 

way which it must take to attain safety and peace,”  lest the renewal of old habits in new 80

circumstances bring about nuclear catastrophe.  

 Sukarno’s speech at Bandung was a classic example of revolutionist diplomacy. 

His apocalyptic vision was useful for Third World states precisely because it depicted 

international relations in terms of moral absolutes rather than a balance of competing 

interests or adjudication of conflicting rights and responsibilities. Without any immediate 

cause for unity, and markedly inferior to the Great Powers even if they were to gather 

their collective strength, those new states saw their advantage in Sukarno’s “fresh 

approach.”  

 Ibid.79

 Ibid.80
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An all-encompassing ideology that dealt almost exclusively in abstractions 

provided a broad enough rationale for each of the participating states to advance their 

interests, despite the lack of overlap between them.  Appropriating a spirit of 

“revolutionary exaltation and emotionalism bordering on anti-reason”  also allowed 81

them to replace the standard practices of diplomacy, in which they had minimal chance of 

success, with a set of grievances demanding immediate redress. This assumption of moral 

superiority allowed the revolutionist statesman to insist that others adhere strictly to his 

set of principles while reserving for himself the right of flexible interpretation.  

Since “the time has not yet come when political obligation can be fully actualized, 

when treaties become sacred and promises inviolable,”  the revolutionist cannot afford 82

to keep faith with heretics until their sins have been thoroughly absolved. This unilateral 

approach to political morality allows him to negotiate on the basis of “heads I win, tails 

you lose,  automatically designating any unfavorable outcome as illegitimate and 83

unjust.   

As is often the case in revolutionist thinking, Sukarno’s message offered a 

mixture of optimism and paranoia. Having identified and expounded on an absolute 

moral truth, Sukarno could comfortably count on the overwhelming support of “more 

than half the human population of the world” and the threat of rousing these countless 

millions through direct rhetorical appeal. Under the weight of such immense pressure, no 
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obstacle could possibly thwart “the liberation of man from the physical, spiritual, and 

intellectual bonds which have far too long stunted the development of humanity’s 

majority.”   84

 The justice of the cause was matched by the  insidiousness of the colonialist 

enemy, who would prove even more desperate to preserve power as their inevitable 

defeat approached. Total solidarity bore the promise of victory, while any slackening of 

enthusiasm would guarantee defeat. The importance of the stakes imposed a sacred duty 

upon “the regenerate to coerce the remainder of the human race into goodness,”  a task 85

to which the national leaders of the newly independent states, especially those that 

achieved it through violent struggle,  were perfectly suited.  

 Sukarno’s performance at Bandung allowed him to identify himself as the critical 

link between Indonesia and the outside world, which then allowed him to claim the 

requisite domestic power to effect that connection.  However, his identification with 86

Third World internationalism also foreshadowed the difficulties he would encounter as a 

foreign policymaker. The wide appeal of his narrative meant that once in power Sukarno 

would either continue to play the revolutionary or sacrifice the prestige by which he 

claimed his prominent position.   

 Maintaining power required that he repudiate the system in which he 

simultaneously claimed membership in order to sustain the legitimacy on which he had 
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predicated the ambitions of Third World states. Having chosen prophecy over 

administration, as a statesman he was confined to playing the part of the righteous 

avenger. Claiming an absolute moral standard as the basis for political action, he would 

find that any compromise or negotiation would be tantamount to betrayal. Stating that his 

colonialist enemies were merely paper tigers, Sukarno deprived himself of an argument to 

do anything other than escalate the confrontation against them until one side or the other 

was destroyed.  

West Irian      

The initiation of Guided Democracy made Sukarno “anxious to assert the claim to 

leadership which Indonesia had staked for herself at Bandung.”  In order to solidify his 87

prominence among what he described as the New Emerging Forces (NEFO), the forces of 

“freedom and justice,” he needed to strike a decisive blow against the “Old Established 

Forces (OLDEFOR).  West Irian presented the ideal opportunity to shore up internal 88

support for his regime while make good on his promises to bury colonialism.  

Mohammad Hatta had accepted continued Dutch occupation of Western New 

Guinea as the price of independence in the Renville and Linggadjati agreements. This 

prompted widespread hostility to Hatta’s government that Sukarno, despite his initial 

support of both agreements, later made frequent use of in his escalating attacks on the 
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Republic.  In addition to its popular salience, West Irian offered the perfect issue for 89

Sukarno to construct a struggle “in terms of completing the revolution and making 

Indonesia whole.”The Dutch justified the exclusion of Western New Guinea from 

Indonesia on account of ethnic and cultural differences, but this only strengthened 

Sukarno’s insistence “that Indonesia was a political rather than an ethnic or cultural 

entity.”  As he stated, “West Irian is part of our body…does not a man cry out in pain if 90

even the tiniest finger of his hand is cut off?”  A demand for territorial unity would 91

supply immediate substance for Sukarno’s utopian vision of nationhood.  

 Sukarno was confident that his domestic ambitions lined up with emerging global 

sentiment on behalf of decolonization, but the popularity of an idea was hardly sufficient 

to generate political results. The Dutch were staunchly committed to retaining the last 

toehold of their empire, and many within the Indonesian armed forces were resistant to 

terminating the Netherlands Military Mission that provided badly needed equipment, 

training and tactical advice.    92

 The pressures of Cold War politics also interfered with Sukarno’s attempt to tap 

global sympathy on behalf of Third World nationalism. In 1954, Indonesia brought the 

West Irian case to the United Nations, expecting the full and enthusiastic support of the 

Asian, African, and Latin American states that constituted a powerful Non-Aligned bloc 
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in the General Assembly. Instead, the resolution for a negotiated settlement failed, as 

Western opposition was joined by several developing states that feared that an anti-Dutch 

vote would result in a decrease or termination of foreign aid.  The United States had 93

already supported anti-Jakarta rebellions in the Outer Islands and remained dubious of 

Sukarno’s Cold War loyalties. Eisenhower and Dulles were loath to betray a NATO ally, 

especially given their doubts regarding the sincerity of Sukarno’s professed neutrality.   94

The successful acquisition of West Irian would satisfy a long-standing source of 

popular discontent, validate the claims of Guided Democracy, and boost Indonesia’s 

reputation as a leader within the Third World, but the risks were manifold. Sukarno could 

ill afford to disrupt his fragile domestic coalition, and so a move to seize West Irian 

would require him to seal the allegiance of each ally without alienating or overly 

indulging the vital interests of any one of them.  

Furthermore, he could not accept any outcome short of total victory, even though 

he could scarcely afford to trigger an international crisis that would expose his tenuous 

domestic support and limited military capabilities. A challenge against an array of 

superior forces would require the authoritative guidance of a leader, and success would 

validate Sukarno’s claim on power. 

Sukarno treated these difficulties as an impetus to his ambitions rather than a 

hindrance. Just as independence had been achieved through violent struggle, Indonesia 
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would assert its proper place on the world stage by confronting the colonialist powers 

head-on. Vowing “not to stake Indonesia’s claim to West Irian on hopes for ‘a gift from 

the imperialists,’”  he decided to cut through the Gordian knot of domestic restraint and 95

international pressure by threatening war in the hopes of forcing a Dutch capitulation. In 

August 1960, Sukarno broke off diplomatic relations with the Netherlands and 

commenced a rapid military buildup. As guerrillas and paratroopers under the command 

of General Suharto began to infiltrate the territory, Sukarno declared before the General 

Assembly a “determined surgical effort to remove the cancer of imperialism from the 

area… in which we have our life and being.”   96

 The credibility and immediacy of the threat prompted the Great Powers to 

reevaluate their stance on Sukarno’s ambitions. The Soviet Union had long considered 

Indonesia to be “in reactionary hands”  after the suppression of the Madiun revolt, but 97

Sukarno’s  rehabilitation of the PKI led Khrushchev to encourage stronger ties since their 

“common enemy…was colonialism and imperialism on a world scale.”  Sukarno’s 98

campaign for West Irian gave an immediacy to their presumed common interest in 

“national liberation,” which led Khrushchev to offer diplomatic backing, training of 

military personnel, and material support that totaled $1 billion by 1965.    99

 Weinstein, Indonesian Foreign Policy and the Dilemma of Dependence, 136.95
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When backed by Soviet credibility and armaments, Sukarno’s coercive diplomacy 

made the Dutch vulnerability so imminent and unavoidable that the West became more 

interested in muting the crisis quietly than making any more investments in the lost cause 

of Western imperialism.  Despite their lack of affinity for Sukarno, the Americans were 100

loath to see a propaganda coup for the Soviets, and therefore moved to the forefront of 

mediation between Indonesia and the Netherlands in order to deprive the Soviets of a 

cause celebre.  At the instigation of American diplomat Ellsworth Bunker, a ceasefire 101

between Indonesia and the Netherlands was negotiated on August 15, 1962.  The 102

United Nations established a provisional authority that handed West Irian to Indonesia on 

May 1 of the following year in the understanding that Jakarta would prepare it for 

eventual self-determination. This spared the Dutch the ignominy of outright surrender 

while affirming Sukarno’s interpretation of Indonesian nationhood.   103

Sukarno’s increasingly aggressive posture remarkably led to greater symmetry 

between his nationalistic ambitions and the interests of both sides of the Cold War. The 

Americans were pleased with a peaceful resolution that signaled their friendliness toward 

the aspirations of newly independent peoples, and the Soviets renewed their interest in 

Indonesia as a means of narrowing the gap between communist ideology and Third World 
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nationalism. Despite the enormous risk that he took in challenging the Dutch over West 

Irian, Sukarno managed to achieve his stated ambition at minimal cost, raise his stature in 

the Non Aligned movement and win the financial and military support of both 

superpowers.   

 The success of confrontational diplomacy also produced a greater alignment 

between Sukarno’s international reputation and his domestic position. West Irian was a 

major boon to the army as it highlighted the need for conventional forces to achieve 

revolutionary aims, which not only raised the army budget but also validated General 

Nasution’s position that the army could take on an active political role without 

threatening the republic.  The PKI welcomed the nationalization of foreign assets that 104

was a common prerequisite for rousing anti-Dutch sentiment, and taking on “a radical 

nationalist orientation…was a relatively safe and popular focus for agitational 

politics.”     105

 The complicity of the army and the PKI in a confrontational foreign policy 

secured a “double marriage”  between themselves and Sukarno, wherein he needed 106

their support to give substance to his aggressive posturing, while they in turn needed him 

to put a necessary gloss of legitimacy on their own rent-seeking. Sukarno’s call for a 

broad coalition gained additional plausibility in foreign policy, as it permitted the two 
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most powerful forces in the nation to expand their influence abroad without directly 

threatening each other’s vital interest. Pursuing external objectives would satisfy their 

appetite for greater resources and prestige while denying them the opportunity to translate 

that power into a bid for supreme power, given their inability to replicate Sukarno’s 

personal identification with national objectives and ideals. His undisputed mastery over 

the “ideology of unfinished revolution” was uniquely capable of creating a space for 

cooperation between these erstwhile rivals.  107

The result was an extraordinary stroke of political exhibitionism in which 

Sukarno was able to achieve results well out of proportion with his actual powers. His 

limited control over state assets was mirrored by Indonesia’s powerlessness to directly 

challenge its regional rivals.  Nonetheless, just as Sukarno’s bold ideological program 108

carved out a space for domestic power players to burnish his reputation by fulfilling their 

own interest, his threats of unilateral action caused the great powers to scramble to fulfill 

his ambitions by other means. The fact of both his personal dependence on compliant 

factions and Indonesia’s dependence on the active support of the major powers was 

concealed by a system of perpetual motion toward an increasingly forceful, albeit 

illusory, conception of independence. 

Yet the very success of West Irian showed just how fragile this arrangement was: 

Since the army and PKI were needed to generate the external pressure and internal 
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mobilization required for that purpose, their incorporation into the first great 

demonstration of active independence won them a share of the prestige of which Sukarno 

had hitherto been the exclusive proprietor. As the executors of Sukarno’s oracular 

formulations, the army and PKI accrued significant influence in the shape and direction 

of the ideology in which they had been incorporated.  

Sukarno remained the prime mover as the spokesman of national ambition and the 

globally recognized face of Indonesia and its revolutionary aims. The army and PKI 

owed their position to Sukarno’s remarkable powers of syncretism, and could not aim to 

replace him so long as his reputation remained intact.  Even so, the gradual breaking of 109

the ideational monopoly indicated that Sukarno’s successful maintenance of his position 

would rely on his ability to stay one step ahead of a challenge from ambitious factions 

that were beginning to claim an increased share of legitimacy. 

 The Year of Living Dangerously 

Konfrontasi 

Sukarno’s unlikely coalition required an atmosphere of perpetual crisis in order to 

sustain a common interest and keep the fundamental differences between its members out 

of focus. Noticing Sukarno’s surprisingly glum reaction to his triumph over West Irian, 

U.S. Ambassador Howard Jones concluded that success left Sukarno deprived of further 
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opportunities to act on his revolutionary exuberance.  Whatever his emotional state may 110

have been, the aftermath of success in West Irian presented a fresh political dilemma. The 

army and PKI welcomed a confrontational foreign policy, as they sensed the openings for 

resources and prestige which would become increasingly available as Sukarno’s demands 

produced larger rewards.  Without a fresh set of prospective gains, Sukarno would have 111

to tamper down revolutionary fervor and subject his authority to the uncertain test of 

administrative management. 

Sukarno summarized his attitude toward this dilemma with his statement, “let me 

be frank, I am not an economist...I am a revolutionary.”  Dismissing the importance of 112

domestic politics allowed Sukarno to reinforce his self-identification as hovering above 

the tedium of politics while delaying a domestic confrontation that would expose the 

weaknesses of his position. Strengthening his position against such an eventuality 

required recognizing that “only those programs that did not threaten the elite could be 

attempted seriously and these frequently were in the realm of foreign policy.”   113

This constraint prompted Sukarno to place even greater emphasis on his unique 

strengths of propagandizing the Indonesian revolution, especially by increased travel 

abroad and the extravagant speeches that inevitably followed. By highlighting his 

singular talents for fostering ties among Third World leaders and rallying support for anti-

 Jones, 213-4.110
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colonial unity, he “provided the illusion of revolutionary progress, without risking [his] 

own position in a real internal revolution.”  Maximizing his visibility and whipping the 114

public into a perpetual state of enthusiasm would allow him to retain a permanent hold on 

the policymaking initiative. The dynamism and unpredictability built into his “apparatus 

of negotiation, detente, demarche, confrontation, the sudden advance and retreats”   115

would restrict the army and PKI to the reactive role of providing substance to Sukarno’s 

theatrics.  

 Maintaining this preponderant status required that Sukarno consistently push a 

hard line against enemies both real and imagined, so that he remained the acid test of the 

national spirit through which specific policies gained ideological salience. Despite the 

evident need of a respite to treat the rampant inflation and woeful production that belied 

Indonesia’s vast population and natural resources,  Sukarno had triggered a movement 116

that was fiendishly difficult to stop. Sukarno could not afford to curtail the revolutionary 

fervor which had won him his position in the first place. His rhetorical bombast had 

become a signature component of his authority, but this also limited his utility to crisis 

conditions. Despite the promised benefits, any reduction of tensions would leave him 

open to the charges of betraying the revolution, an accusation that he had so successfully 

leveled against others during his consolidation of power.    117
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The formation of Malaysia presented an irresistible opportunity for Sukarno once 

again to convert his precarious domestic position into a diplomatic advantage. The 

planned federation had first been announced in 1961 without any Indonesian objections, 

but the outbreak of the Brunei Revolt in December 1962 raised serious doubts as to its 

popularity in Sarawak and North Borneo.  

This gave Sukarno a suitable pretext to denounce “Malaysia as ‘neo-colonialist’

and a threat to Indonesia,” while “proclaiming themselves as the champions of the 

peoples of the Borneo territories seeking liberation.”  A new foreign adventure would 118

not only compel the continued support of the army and PKI, but would also open the 

possibility of using “the revolt in Brunei and opposition to Malaysia as stepping stones to 

expand Indonesia’s borders”  into northern Borneo. By once again fusing factional 119

rivalry and anti-colonial sentiment into a set of international ambitions, Sukarno would 

repeat the success of his “year of triumph”  and trigger a virtuous cycle between his 120

internal power and international prestige.  

While Sukarno was able to fit Malaysia within his standard narrative of anti-

colonialism, there were forbidding obstacles to a successful challenge. Indonesia’s 

sagging economy could not afford the military buildup that came with a confrontational 

diplomacy. The expropriation of assets and mob violence that had exposed Dutch 
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vulnerability would prove wholly self-destructive against the British, who had a vital 

interest in maintaining their presence on the Strait of Malacca.  Also, in the case of 121

Malaysia Sukarno’s fiery rhetoric was less likely to have the desired impact on 

international audiences. The  “Malaysian ideal,” described by Prime Minister Tunku 

Abdul Rahman as “enabling the Borneo territories to transform their present colonial 

status to self-government for themselves…and block the communist attempt to capture 

these territories”  won Malaysia widespread support in both Western and Third World 122

circles.    

 These increased risks of action gave Sukarno all the more reason to show iron 

resolve in the face of overwhelming odds. Declaring 1964 to be “the year of living 

dangerously,”  he staked Indonesia’s fortunes on the outcome of konfrontasi and 123

thereby forced the army and PKI to further postpone their rivalry and maximize their 

efforts toward fulfilling his dictates, lest they all succumb to humiliation and ruin. 

Sukarno had to hope that his superior resolve would again compel outside powers to 

intervene and offer a compromise which would defuse tensions, allow each of the 

relevant players to save face, and further validate Sukarno’s statesmanship.   

 Easter, 111. 121
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The Fall of Sukarno 

Whereas West Irian allowed Sukarno’s advantages to multiply their effects, the 

forces arrayed against Sukarno over Malaysia triggered a chain reaction that ultimately 

deprived him of all foreign sympathy and domestic support. The West acceded to 

Indonesia’s claims on West Irian in large part because Sukarno’s histrionic speeches were 

made on behalf of a credible vital interest, and selling out the Dutch proved to be a 

tolerable price for stronger ties between the U.S. and Indonesia.  124

 When Sukarno immediately followed up with similar rhetoric directed against 

Malaysia, the CIA reported doubts as to Sukarno’s “rationality and ability to receive and 

deal with basic facts.”  The benefits of cooperation would quickly morph into the perils 125

of appeasement if Sukarno was either bent on expansionism for its own sake or had no 

rhyme or reason at all for his increasingly reckless behavior. Under such circumstances, 

the only way for the West to accede to Sukarno’s demands was to accept the rightness of 

Sukarno’s narrative, with all of its vagaries and moral absolutes, at face value. The 

interests of states would have to give way before the complete realization of Sukarno’s 

apocalyptic vision.  

Any hope of this outcome was stymied by the staunch British commitment to the 

formation of Malaysia, cemented by a formal military alliance, which prevented Cold 

 Robert B. Rakove, Kennedy, Johnson, and the Nonaligned World (New York: Cambridge   124
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War alignments from tipping in Sukarno’s favor.  The Soviet Union, fearful of 126

disturbing its newfound peaceful coexistence with the United States, antagonizing a new 

state in addition to a colonial power, and provided hard evidence that it was “exporting 

revolution.”  The last vestiges of Soviet support for Sukarno vanished when bad 127

harvests, a dearth of foreign currency reserves, and lackluster economic policymaking led 

to Indonesia’s cancellation of interest payments on foreign loans.   128

 This setback left Sukarno with little choice other than to embrace the support of 

China, joining Mao’s “international united front”  to expel the United States and United 129

Kingdom from Southeast Asia. But in accepting much-needed material and moral support 

from Beijing, Sukarno drew the shared enmity of the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. and deprived 

himself of the power to manage the course of the crisis. As a hostage to Chinese largesse, 

Sukarno could not accept a diplomatic settlement that fell short of Chinese demands, 

forcing him to escalate on behalf of a policy that would come to reflect Chinese interests 

more than his own.    130
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This realignment in Sukarno’s foreign policy threw his fragile domestic coalition 

entirely out of balance. The emerging cracks in the foundation of Sukarno’s program, and 

the increasing likelihood of a disastrous climax, presented both the opportunity and the 

immediate necessity for both the PKI and the army to break out of the precarious balance 

between them and seize a decisive advantage over its rival. The PKI was eager to turn the 

confrontation into a “people’s war”  that would restore it to its proper place at the 131

forefront of the revolutionary struggle. By developing a “fifth force”  of Malay Chinese 132

peasants, the PKI would create a branch of the armed forces that was exclusively loyal to 

the party, and with it possess the threat of subverting the army from within and even lay 

the groundwork for an eventual coup with likely Chinese support. 

The army had initially embraced confrontation, as a means of “facilitating a larger 

military budget and an expanded national role,” possibly even “a full resumption of 

martial law.”  But as the objectives of konfrontasi appeared increasingly unrealistic, 133

serving mainly to push Indonesia further into the Chinese orbit, the army became more 

interested in “a strong Malaysia” that “could act as a counter to the communist 

advance.”  The Army Strategic Reserve Command began secret plans to end the 134

confrontation and combat the rise of radical Left elements within their ranks.  
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 By clamoring for a climactic showdown between NEFO and NEKOLIM, Sukarno 

instead set the stage for the internal power struggle that had kept him in power so long as 

it remained subdued, but would cast him aside as soon as it emerged into the open. The 

only remaining restraint on open war between the army and the PKI was the integrity of 

Sukarno’s reputation and his resultant monopoly on revolutionary virtue. Toward this 

end, he desperately tried to mute evidence of his crumbling foreign policy and advancing 

age with increasingly garish displays of personal strength and sexual appetite.  While 135

this phase of the crisis provided remarkable proof of Sukarno’s influence even in the 

midst of disaster, it succeeded only in delaying the inevitable. After Sukarno’s collapse at 

a meeting in August 1965 gave a tangible signal of his declining state, the ideational core 

of his authority was officially open to the highest bidder.  

 On October 1 a group of officers allegedly loyal to the PKI organized the 

assassination of six army commanders, announcing they had forestalled a coup attempt 

by the army and as a result had taken Sukarno into their protective custody. But after it 

failed to rally widespread support, the army under the leadership of Suharto banned the 

PKI in Jakarta and proceeded to organize mass killings of real and alleged communists, 

against which Sukarno offered only helpless protests and pleas for unity.    136

 With their rival obliterated, the army progressively stripped Sukarno of his 

powers and instituted a “New Order” that combined careful regulation of domestic 
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political activity with a “bland, low-key foreign policy”  that was reliably anti-137

communist and accepting of renewed American aid. Panca Sila remained the official 

state ideology, but as a means of justifying the suppression of rival parties rather than a 

means of incorporating them into a coalition.  As would prove to be the case in many 138

new states, especially those born amidst fierce ethnic and political infighting, legitimacy 

would ultimately be asserted and secured not through rhetoric, but cruelty well used. 

Summary 

Among the three cases analyzed in this study, Sukarno is in many respects the 

clearest example of revolutionist dictatorship. His leadership role within the Indonesian 

nationalist movement was that of an ideologist and propagandist, responsible for 

mobilizing public opinion and winning foreign support. When the postcolonial republic 

failed to live up to the idealism of its revolutionary period, Sukarno claimed personal 

power as an unsullied representative of Indonesia’s national aspirations. His broad 

ideological formulations made him an appealing symbol of unity to Indonesia’s diverse 

publics and a unique source of legitimacy to major actors within the regime, especially 

the army and Indonesian Communist Party (PKI).  

Sukarno claimed a broad mandate from his ideological plaudits, but maintaining 

his lofty position required him to stay one step ahead of the agencies responsible for 

translating his oracular formulations into national policy. In order to retain the charisma 
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that was his sole claim to office, Sukarno sustained a perpetual atmosphere of 

revolutionary enthusiasm that required the army and PKI to demonstrate their ideological 

merits in the public imagination. Such a strategy was effective so long as Sukarno’s 

soaring rhetoric aligned with the interests of at least one of the Cold War superpowers, 

but the requirement of channeling his domestic tension abroad prevented Sukarno from 

restraining the scope of his foreign policy, driving him into an unwindable confrontation 

with Great Britain over the formation of Malaysia. When confrontation failed, he was 

helpless to prevent the army and PKI from plotting against one another to seize the 

mantle of “active independence” that Sukarno had so carefully crafted around himself. 

Sukarno owed his position to the factions willing to support him for their own interest, 

but he fell from power only when he was no longer able to conceal this reality within the 

guise of ideological purity.  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CHAPTER SIX 

 Saddam Hussein and Pan-Arab Foreign Policy 

Saddam Hussein has become the archetypical modern dictator in the American 

imagination. His grandiose cult of personality and horrific domestic practices produced 

outrage among the public and policymakers alike. His foreign policy appeared so reckless 

and cruel as to justify the first major use of American military forces after Vietnam, an 

extensive sanctions regime, and then an invasion and decade-long occupation. Even if 

Saddam did not yet constitute a direct threat, “the Bush administration’s determination to 

remove Saddam Hussein had less to do with his regime’s armaments than its character,”  1

which posed a threat to regional stability by its very nature.   

In recent years, the costs and frustrations of occupying Iraq have prompted a 

reexamination of Saddam’s motives, producing an alternative explanation of a generally 

rational statesman who ran afoul of a hostile and superior power. His behavior is difficult 

to excuse, but as a statesman Saddam “was neither mindlessly aggressive nor particularly 

reckless.”  In this understanding, Saddam’s brutality was easily ignored when it 2

corresponded with U.S. interests, and he was branded as a regional threat only when he 

acted contrary to American preferences. In the Second Gulf War it was not Iraq but the 
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United States that indulged its ideological preferences, as it had the superior strength to 

do so without incurring excessive costs. 

 The purpose of this chapter is to evaluate Saddam’s foreign policy through the 

lens of revolutionist dictatorship. Both of the current approaches reduce the question of 

Saddam’s motives to a debate over the policies and purposes of American foreign policy. 

The judgment of Saddam as essentially rational or irrational is a surface appraisal 

designed primarily to advance one’s position on American intervention. By focusing 

entirely on incentives and pressures within the Ba’ath regime, I will develop a more 

sophisticated understanding of Saddam’s calculus from his own perspective rather than 

that of his antagonists.  

 The chapter will proceed in three parts. First, I will review the two principal views 

that have emerged on Saddam Hussein, describe their impact on foreign policymaking, 

and point out the need for an alternative. Second, I will describe the conditions of 

domestic and regional politics facing the Ba'ath regime, particularly the divisions within 

Iraqi society and the competition for leadership of the pan-Arab movement. Third, I will 

examine the foreign policy consequences of this condition, especially with respect to the 

Arab-Israeli wars, the Iran-Iraq war, and the First Gulf War. 

 My central argument is that Saddam was trapped between the strategic and 

ideational requirements of political survival. Strategic calculations may have prompted 

such limited aims as acquiring the Shatt-al-Arab waterway from Iran or punishing Kuwait 

for oil price manipulation, but in each crisis the mitigation of political costs paradoxically 

entailed the risk of escalation. Legitimizing his acquisitions required drawing upon a pan-
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Arab ideology that forced him to trade his original aims for an extravagant claim to 

regional leadership, demanding allegiance from neighbors as they grew less inclined to 

support him. Having staked claims well in excess of necessity as a demonstration of 

resolve, the need to preserve his reputation made it easier to protract or lose wars than 

back off of a declared position or negotiate a compromise settlement. Unless his 

supporters, citizens, allies, and rivals took his propaganda at face value, he had no choice 

but to impose his version of events upon them. He could only succeed if ideology 

operated without interference from power politics.  

Saddam in American Eyes 

The Munich Analogy 

In both Gulf Wars, The United States justified military action based on the 

personality of Saddam Hussein and its effect on regional stability. The Gulf War offered a 

remarkable fusion between universalist ideology, multilateralism, and national interest. 

With Arab governments amenable to a Western military presence, and the Soviet Union 

unable to provide a counterweight as its empire disintegrated, circumstances were ripe for 

the realization of President Bush’s “new world order.”  While the breadth of the coalition 3

infused its purpose with legitimacy, the diverse motives of its participants multiplied 

potential sources of friction. Overstating the scope of its mission or failing to demonstrate 

the necessity of armed force prior to its use would arouse skepticism among less hawkish 
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states, provoke tension between members, or even give credence to fears of “an attempt 

to refashion the world according to Western values.”  4

  President Bush resolved to cut this Gordian knot of coalition management with 

personal conviction in the rightness of the cause. Drawing from his own wartime 

experiences and his recent reading of Martin Gilbert’s The Second World War, Bush 

sought to generate a common purpose through a historical analogy. “There’s a parallel 

between what Hitler did to Poland and what Saddam Hussein has done to Kuwait. Hitler 

rolled his tanks and troops into Poland...and do you know what followed the troops? It 

was the Death’s Head regiment.”  Viewing Saddam as a modern-day Hitler made a 5

military showdown all but inevitable. If an adversary is predisposed toward aggression 

due to an aberrant personality, fanatical ambitions, or both, compromise is tantamount to 

appeasement, and “appeasement never pacifies tyrants.”  When Saddam threatened that 6

“by God, we’ll make fire eat half of Israel,” in April 1990, “Bush wondered why Saddam 

would threaten Israel if he did not plan to attack it.”  7

 Bush was convinced that the “Munich analogy” contained the crucial lesson on 

the proper way to deal with dictators, and he was no less emotional in making that case in 

private conversation as he was in public. As an advisor later noted, “the war experience 
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was alive in him and was a major factor in his mind which he talked about a lot. It made 

the question of appeasement and evil dictators vivid, thus altering how he saw the crisis 

and his approach.”  President Bush’s passionate embrace of a historical analogy was not 8

just a quirk of his personality. The subsequent “liberation of Kuwait, the reduction of 

Iraq’s military capability, and the reestablishment of the balance of power in the Middle 

East” stood as a vindication of “the president’s inclination to hang tough” in the face of 

tyranny and aggression.  9

Consequently, when al-Qaeda emerged as the preeminent security threat during 

the presidency of George W. Bush, the strategy for combating it was an extension of his 

father’s experience with dictators. The causes of terrorism were attributed to the region’s 

“freedom deficit,”  its practitioners “the heirs of all the murderous ideologies of the 20th 10

century.”  The familiar struggle against dictatorship and the new battle against terrorism 11

became practically synonymous. The 2002 National Security Strategy defined “rogue 

states” as “determined to acquire weapons of mass destruction…[in order] to achieve the 

aggressive design of these regimes.” They “reject basic human values and hate the United 

States and all that it stands for.” Dictatorship invariably subjects national and human 
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resources to the personal will of the dictator, so that it is no more subject to persuasion, 

restraint or deterrence than a terrorist group.   12

 As the younger President Bush stated in his memoirs, the familiar problem of 

dictatorial malfeasance was given an added urgency by the new dimensions of terrorist 

threats. Facing the prospect of nuclear, biological, and chemical attacks, “the stakes were 

too high to trust the dictator’s word against the weight of the evidence and the consensus 

of the world.”  The problem of verifying a clear need for preemptive action was resolved 13

by the assumption that in dictatorships, “foreign policy is shaped, if not determined, by 

its domestic political system.”  Since such states are by nature incompatible with 14

international security, the mere prospect of one acquiring weapons of mass destruction 

was sufficient proof of hostile intent and a subsequent cause for going to war against it. 

Saddam as Rational Actor 

 In both decisions to go to war against Iraq, the Bush administrations assumed that 

“Saddam would assess the benefit and costs” of action with a model of rationality 

“similar to their own.”  The course of the Second Gulf War dealt a severe blow to this 15

understanding of dictatorship as the equivalent of state-based terrorism. The immediate 
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problem was the failure to confirm prewar threats of imminent danger based on Saddam’s 

WMD stockpiles and ties to al-Qaeda. Postwar inspections found “no evidence to suggest 

concerted efforts to restart” an Iraqi nuclear program halted after the first Gulf War,  and 16

the Institute for Defense Analysis for the Joint Forces command found “no direct ties 

between al-Qaeda and Saddam’s regime.”   17

While speculation persisted regarding Saddam’s ultimate intentions, the 

remoteness of the threat appeared to problematize the assumption that dictators are 

impervious to deterrence. U.N. monitoring and sanctions, despite many limitations, had 

successfully “left Saddam’s once-vaunted war machine in a state of utter disrepair,”  18

highlighting the success of diplomatic pressure compared to a war that was only 

multiplying the insurgency’s strength and resolve.  This inclined them to view Saddam’s 19

behavior as a pattern of reckless aggression, but this ignores the severe conditions under 

which he operated, still managing to hold power for a quarter century despite wars, 

rebellions, and relentless American pressure. The catastrophe of the Iran-Iraq war was 

followed by an enormous financial crisis, made worse by a massive army in the field that 

could not be demobilized for lack of jobs.  
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 Under these dire circumstances, Kuwait appeared to be low hanging fruit. On one 

hand, seizing the emirate would double Iraq’s gross domestic product overnight, 

eliminate its $10 billion in war debt to the emirate, and overcome OPEC’s Kuwaiti-

backed system of price controls which were hampering Saddam’s plans for postwar 

recovery.  U.S. Ambassador April Glaspie’s remark that “we have no opinion on the 20

Arab-Arab conflicts, like your border disagreement with Kuwait”  did much to reinforce 21

the impression that the U.S. would value a stable oil market over an abstract commitment 

to Kuwaiti sovereignty.  

 This move may have been decisively repulsed by Coalition forces, but Saddam’s 

ability to retain power despite worldwide condemnation, the battering of his forces in the 

field, and a Shi’a uprising turned military defeat into political victory.  In the years 22

following the Gulf War, Saddam believed that a threat of WMD, albeit a fictitious one, 

offered the best chance of affecting a “deterrence by doubt”  to offset his irreparable 23

conventional weaknesses. While Washington interpreted his evasions of weapons 

inspectors as evidence of aggressive intent, revealing the absence of a weapons program 

would “undermine Saddam’s efforts to deter Iran”   and would remove the check that 24
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had presumably halted a march into Baghdad in 1991.Saddam underestimated American 

resolve in both Gulf Wars, but he was removed from power only when a vastly superior 

state sharply reduced its “tolerance of perceived risk” and assumed an image of 

implacable hostility with little basis in reality.    25

In this interpretation, looking beyond Saddam’s fearsome words to his actions 

reveals a discernible calculus, albeit one prone to miscalculation. By surviving so long in 

such a hostile environment, Saddam may have even been more rational than many of his 

fellow Middle Eastern autocrats. Despite his lurid threats, he refrained from attacking 

Israel or coalition troops with chemical weapons even as they marched into Iraqi territory 

with possible designs on Baghdad. Fiery rhetoric may provide an effective propaganda 

tool, but it will never take the place of interest pure and simple.  

The rational-actor argument is a useful alternative to demonological explanations 

of political behavior, but it commits the error of equating calculation with rationality pure 

and simple. The course of the Iraq War may have revealed that Saddam was not bent on 

nuclear adventurism, but the absence of madness does not constitute proof of 

consummate rationality. The case for the rational actor model is also hampered by the 

logic behind its criticism of American errors. If the Iraq War may be explained as the 

product of “liberal imperialists who remain committed to governing the world,”  there is 26

no reason for assuming that the adversary was any more calculating. 
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  Proponents of a rational-actor model are correct that identifying Saddam as an 

imminent threat was impossible without a set of normative assumptions that made 

policymakers predisposed to fear the worst intentions even while also assuming that the 

act of removing him would be “rather like the lancing of a boil.”  This may be the fault 27

of cognitive bias, and the policy results may be deplorable, but this only proves that the 

rational actor model offers an ideal of statesmanship, against which practitioners may be 

tried and found waiting,  rather than an empirical summation of its essential qualities.  

That the U.S. is capable of such distortions on account of its post-9/11 intolerance of 

threats and seemingly limitless capacity to eliminate them suggests that a regime 

predicated on the infallibility of an individual is liable to its own set of distortions. 

     
        The Origins and Consequences of Ba’athism  

 Saddam Hussein’s path from minor Ba’ath Party functionary to absolute dictator 

has frequently drawn comparisons between himself and Stalin.  During his rise to power, 28

Saddam “match[ed] Stalin’s ruthless and manipulative acumen…promoting to positions 

of influence in the party and the security organizations men who were loyal to him 

personally, and eliminating potential rivals by uncovering real and imagined plots against 

the government.”  Once he assumed the presidency, Saddam vowed to “turn this country 29

 David Hastings Dunn, “Myths, Motivations, and ‘Misunderestimations: The Bush                27

Administration and Iraq,” International Affairs, Vol. 79, No. 2 (2003) 293.  
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into a Stalinist state,”  complete with a ubiquitous secret police, a relentless pursuit of 30

real and imaginary enemies, and a personality cult beaming the leader’s image into every 

corner of public and private life.  

Saddam’s adaptation of Stalinist methods is widely viewed as confirmation of 

“the general lesson of history that the struggle between…the theoretician and the 

apparatchik is more often than not decided in favor of the latter.”  However, this 31

interpretation mistakes a necessary condition of Saddam’s political survival for a 

sufficient one. Perfecting the organs of state terror would accomplish little unless Saddam 

demonstrated that his authority was the necessary solution to the intractable divisions of 

Iraqi society, through the promise of resolution under his leadership and the threat that his 

absence would bring only chaos.  

The Stalinist legacy was thus equally apparent in Saddam’s problem of 

legitimation, which hinged on maintaining a credible identification between an individual 

and a grandiose, infinitely mutable public persona. In one particular aspect, Saddam’s 

quest for legitimacy was even more problematic. Whereas Stalin’s acquisition of state 

power rendered him the undisputed high priest of Marxism-Leninism, Saddam’s 

inheritance of a long-established tradition of pan-Arab socialism would force him to 

assert mastery not only over his internal rivals, but also his external counterparts. 
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Iraq and the “Invisible” Arab Republic  

 During his presidency, Saddam frequently boasted that Iraq was both the “revival 

of the enormous civilizational heritage”  of ancient Mesopotamia and the epitome of a 32

modern nation-state. Put somewhat differently, this propaganda aptly summarized the 

immense difficulties facing any prospective ruler of Iraq. As with the other new states 

carved from the Ottoman Empire, its territory reflected neither natural boundaries nor the 

tribal and sectarian composition of the people within it, presenting a daunting set of 

challenges. An inchoate national identity made public backing for any regime uncertain, 

as underrepresented or excluded minorities were likely to find the solution to their 

anxieties in the revanchism of a neighboring state. Imported ideologies such as Arab 

nationalism and socialism promised to trump these divisions, but the likelihood of 

factionalism within these doctrine ideologies risked creating a new set of enemies that 

were significantly more difficult to detect and counter. 

 The many rulers that passed through the revolving door of power leading up to the 

establishment of Saddam’s dictatorship in 1979 all faced a similar dilemma. Tight control 

of state machinery was necessary to guard against threats, but hiding behind lackeys and 

bodyguards would not be enough. Security in a hostile environment required 

modernization, and modernization required an urbanized and politically active middle 

class. Securing their loyalty depended upon turning the potentially “unbridled rage of the 

seething multitude” to one’s advantage by affixing “the prominence of the President in 

 Amatzia Baram, Culture, History and Ideology in the Formation of Ba’athist Iraq, 1968-89 32
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the consciousness of the people.”  A direct link between leader and people would kill 33

two birds with one stone, generating legitimacy for the regime and undermining the 

position of external rivals by gaining admirers among his own people.  

The fall of the monarchy in 1958 revealed both the pathway to power and the 

perils that awaited its claimant. After granting formal independence in 1932, the British 

continued to guide Iraq through the House of Hashim with the promise of liberalization 

and the threat of Prime Minister Nuri al-Said’s Mobile Police Force.  After Nasser seized 34

control of Egypt in 1952, he provided the Iraqi army with both an example to follow and 

an anti-imperialist ideology that “reached across the Arabs’ religious divides to gather 

opposition to the monarchy.”  Consequently, the military plotters against the monarchy 35

named themselves the “Free Officers” after Nasser’s group, and instigated bloody public 

demonstrations against the monarchy and its British backers. 

Widespread acclaim for the 1958 “July Revolution” simultaneously put immense 

pressure on the infant Iraqi Republic to confirm its popular mandate, particularly on the 

issue of Arab unity. The Free Officers’ professed fidelity to Nasser immediately raised 

the question of Iraqi membership in the United Arab Republic, a manifestation of the 

heretofore “invisible” Arab republic, signed between Egypt and Syria less than six 

months before the coup. Membership in the UAR was especially popular among Sunni 
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Arabs, whose minority status in Iraq would be reversed within a wider Arab superstate, 

which then produced countervailing anxieties regarding the UAR among many Shi’a and 

Kurds.   36

 The risk of ethnic tensions set the stage for infighting within the republican 

leadership. Fearful that union with Nasser would eclipse his already fragile position, 

Prime Minister Abd al-Karim Qasim instead sponsored “domestic social reform and the 

building of an Iraqi national community.” Framing the UAR as a scheme of Egyptian 

dominance rather than Arab unity would establish Qasim as the “sole leader”  of an 37

incipient Iraqi nationalism. Meanwhile, Deputy Prime Minister Abdul Salam Arif made a 

series of public appearances with Nasser and Syrian president Shukri al-Quwwatli on 

behalf of tripartite union, expecting that his his avid support would make him its 

preeminent Iraqi delegate.   38

 Qasim handled the immediate problem of Arif by ordering his arrest, but this did 

little to assuage the larger danger of Nasser and his legion of Iraqi Arab supporters. 

Qasim found the proper counterbalance to the Nasserites and Egypt in the Iraqi 

Communist Party, which also offered at the other leading mass movement in Iraqi politics 

along with the promise of Soviet support. An alliance between Qasim and the ICP 
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promised an exchange of elite protection for mass support, but it lasted only long enough 

to destroy them both. After Nasserite army officers staged an uprising in March 1959, 

Qasim allowed communist militias in Mosul and Kirkuk “to take control of the streets 

and subject [their] enemies to a reign of terror.”  In both cases, the communist 39

crackdown on Arab nationalists dissolved into score-settling between rival tribes, leading 

to “a free-for-all which involved every segment of the population”  lasting several days 40

and resulting in thousands of deaths.  

The massacres in Mosul and Kirkuk ruined the ICP’s bid for the leading role in 

Qasim’s “Iraq First” nationalist movement. Forced to abandon his last ally, Qasim gave 

up the pretensions of a pluralist, multiparty system and instead concentrated power in a 

coterie of loyal supporters. While he still hoped to manufacture public support by 

extorting territorial concessions from Kuwait and launching punitive raids against his 

former Kurdish allies, his failure to generate a fixed constituency placed him in a position 

remarkably similar to that of the monarchy he overthrew. Despite monopolizing the key 

positions of power, the loyalty of an inner circle again proved insufficient when the 

regime’s initial bid to foster national unity succeeded only in “focusing all animosity on 

himself.”  41

 Malik Mufti, Sovereign Creations: Pan-Arabism and Political Order in Syria and Iraq (Ithaca: 39
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 After, the army, with the support of the Ba’ath Party, deposed Qasim in February 

1963 and raised Arif to the presidency, rule by Arab nationalists appeared to offer a long-

awaited union of elite objectives and public attitudes. Arif nationalized all banks and 

major industries, issued a constitution declaring Iraq to be “part of the Arab nation” and 

formed the Iraq-United Arab Republic Unified Political Command, which promised 

union with Egypt within two years. However, Arif’s enthusiasm for Nasserism had 

already become an anachronism. The dissolution of the UAR in 1961 gave way to fierce 

competition between Egypt and Syria for the mantle of of Arab nationalism. This rivalry 

split the ranks of Iraqi Arabs, especially after the Ba’ath seized power in Syria a month 

after assisting in the coup against Qasim. Nasser promptly cancelled plans for a tripartite 

union, warning that it would only allow “the present fascist regime in Syria” to pollute 

Arab unity with their “deviation, selfishness, and spite”  and ensnare Iraq into an anti-42

Egyptian alliance. 

 Even after Arif responded to these concerns by purging the Ba’ath from his 

government, Nasser was reluctant to commit himself to a turbulent regime that at best 

represented “the [Nasserite] minority of a [Sunni] minority.”  After Arif died in a 43

helicopter crash in 1966, his brother Abdul Rahman inherited a regime predicated on the 

principles of immediate Arab unity while lacking the power to implement them.  
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The Six Day War in June 1967 found the younger Arif in the worst of both words. 

Israel’s lightning victory dealt a stunning blow to the Arab cause, while “the Ba’ath 

quickly capitalized on the country’s minimal participation in the war in order to 

delegitimize the regime”  through a series of strikes and demonstrations. By the time the 44

Ba’ath again allied with army officers to stage a coup in July 1968, they had witnessed a 

series of leaders who emphasized either personal security or the longings of popular 

opinion, only to expose themselves to the other. The survival of the Ba’ath would be 

contingent on their capacity to contain popular energy within the bureaucracy of terror, 

periodically unleash it to their advantage, and ensure that neither task interfered with their  

freedom to choose either as circumstances dictated.  

Intimidation and Attraction 

Contrary to the impression of Saddam as a purely pragmatic operator, under 

Qasim and Arif the Ba’ath acted as an ideological litmus test, whipping up popular fury 

against the regime whenever it failed the lofty test of pan-Arab orthodoxy. The Ba’ath 

were aided in this role by the patchwork composition of their party platform, which 

equivocated between nearly every social, religious, and political divide in Iraqi society.  

The Ba’ath party was founded in 1940 by Orthodox Christian Michel Aflaq and 

Sunni Muslim Salah-al-din Bitar, and gained its first popular following among Alawite 

Shi’a.  Their platform embraced socialism as a necessary precondition of social justice, 45

 Karsh and Rautsi, 28. 44
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but rejected “materialist communism” and other Western imports that “invade the Arab 

mind and steal his loyalty before they rob him of his land and sky.”  Aflaq preached that 46

Arab nationalism was inseparable from “the spirit of Islam,” but reinterpreted Islam as a 

“humanist ideology” reflecting the pinnacle of Arab genius, making it “a valuable vehicle 

for the promotion of Arab unity.”  Pan-Arabism was at the heart of its mission, but after 47

its initial support for the UAR, Ba’athist officers resentful of Egyptian control turned the 

Syrian army into the leading bastion of Arabism without Nasserism.   48

 The contradictions and qualifications within the Ba’athist program gave it 

“bankruptcy and incoherence,” but its “infatuation with words” and emphasis on “pure 

essence”  over substance proved advantageous for the Iraqi Ba’ath underground. 49

Committed to a vision of “ideal unity” but vague on the particulars, this “undisciplined 

eclecticism”  provided a vast ideological umbrella capable of gathering the various 50

opponents of Qasim and Arif into a temporary coalition.  

 While not a popular movement, its small numbers and tight organization helped 

the Iraqi Ba’ath put a stop to the doctrinal fissures that undermined its bid for power in 
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1963 and cut it off from its Syrian branch in 1966. When the Minister of Defense and 

commander of the Republican Guard moved against Arif in July 1968, it sought help 

from Ba'athist officers as a means of both facilitating the coup and providing a the coup 

with ideological justification. Ba’athist general Ahmed Hassan al-Bakr assumed the 

presidency, with Saddam Hussein entering the government as his deputy.  

Once in power, the Ba’ath had to reinterpret their ideology into a defense of their 

prerogatives, yet their success in exploiting the weaknesses of their predecessors 

aggravated the vulnerabilities of their new regime. The regularity of coups over the 

previous decade guaranteed subsequent attempts against the Ba’ath. Furthermore, 

ordinary Iraqis “had grown accustomed to military officers succeeding one another at the 

Presidential Palace,” and the Ba’ath coup was merely “one of the endless succession of 

others like it.”  While detecting and exposing potential challengers, the fall of Qasim and 51

Arif demonstrated that it was equally necessary to deter plotters in advance by cultivating 

a credible threat of popular backlash. 

Saddam owed his prominence in the Ba’ath regime is generally attributed to his 

formative role in the Jihaz Haneen (“instrument of yearning”) secret police.  Managing 52

the day-to-day operation of surveillance, imprisonment, torture, and executions is 

understood to have made Saddam the “power behind the throne.”  His lack of military 53
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experience, rare among high-ranking Ba’athists, made him uniquely trustworthy for such 

a key position. Since his lofty standing was exclusively based on his record of service to 

the Party, he would vigilantly guard the civilian faction of the Ba’ath against its army 

rivals. As a fellow Tikriti, he would uphold the dense network of tribal and familial 

relations among the mostly Sunni and Tikrit-based leadership that submerged its 

individual members within a collective whole.  54

 The Ba’ath thus proved adept at court politics, but in order to gain a decisive edge 

against their rivals, they had to turn to mass politics. The regime embarked on an 

unprecedented identification of state and society through a policy of al-tarhib wal-targhib 

(intimidation and attraction).  Expanding beyond its Sunni base, it promised land reform 55

and improved social services to the mostly Shi’a peasantry, raised large numbers of Shi’a 

into the Revolutionary Command Council (RCC), and reached a preliminary agreement 

on autonomy for the Kurds. While aggressively backing the Palestinian cause, Saddam 

insisted that “we must not submerge ourselves in the theoretical pan-Arab and neglect the 

direct local patriotic.” An increased emphasis on Iraq’s Mesopotamian heritage would 

both “inspire the various communities with a sense of internal Iraqi unity, and 

[emphasize] Iraq’s uniqueness among the nations of the world at large-and the Arab 

world in particular.”  56

 Ibrahim al-Marashi and Sammy Salama, Iraq’s Armed Forces: An Analytical History (New 54
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This narrative, along with the ever-present threat of coercion lurking behind it, 

replaced Iraq’s traditional divisions with a “parochial world view made up exclusively of 

social myths.” The ubiquity of terror and the endless repetition of slogans created an 

absolute division between an ideal world willed into reality through political action, and 

the “world beyond reach”  that was hostile by its very existence. Saturating the public 57

with the daily experience of “fear, violence, and conformity,” the Ba’ath afforded the 

individual little choice other than active complicity or a visit to Jihaz Haneen’s Baghdad 

headquarters, aptly named “the Palace of the End.” Even collaborative acts motivated by 

opportunism or self-preservation were severe enough to drive individuals “to become 

totally immersed… into the ‘oppressor’ group and its values”  as the only available form 58

of respite. 

This fusion of propaganda and terror was particularly evident in the use of foreign 

threats to expose traitors within the regime and to punish restive segments of the 

population. Three months after seizing power, the Ba’ath announced that a Zionist spy 

ring had been detected in Basra, and then televised Iraqi Jews confessing to espionage on 

behalf of Israel, Lebanon, and Iran. On January 27 1969, the regime declared a national 

holiday, and hundreds of thousands swarmed into Baghdad’s Liberation square to cheer, 
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picnic, and behold the corpses of executed spies, most of whom wore placards with the 

word ‘Jew’ around their neck.   59

 With this gruesome display of public backing, the regime demonstrated its eager 

willingness to defy international opinion, as Western denunciations only gave more 

credibility to the narrative of Iraqi Jews in the service of foreign powers. The Ba’ath 

warned “you foundling Israel” and “you imperialist America” that Liberation Square was 

“only the beginning,”  and the approving roar of the crowd proved the inability of even 60

the Great Powers to interfere with the fury of the mob.  

 When Saddam announced a Syrian-backed military coup or cited Iranian 

collusion in a Kurdish uprising, the regime signaled an imminent crackdown and a 

diplomatic confrontation which would spill over into the streets. By inciting Sunni and 

Shi’a fears of one another and their alleged foreign backers, the risk of violence became 

so extreme as to force general acceptance of the regime as the only alternative to civil 

war.   Periodic uprisings in Kurdistan only served to make this sense of danger more 61

persistent and immediate. Whether the crowds in Liberation Square initially acted out of 

passion, indifference, or fear, they set a precedent of collusion between Party and citizen, 

so that failure to denounce one’s neighbors and cheer on their execution was the surest 

way to be denounced in turn. 
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“Victory is a State Within Me” 

Babylon Arises Anew 

The regional balance of power both permitted and encouraged the saber-rattling 

that accompanied the Ba’ath’s domestic waves of terror. Competition for the mantle of 

Arab leadership “provided incentives for extremism and constraints against 

moderation”  as leaders tapped transnational loyalties, Cold War sponsorships, and anti-62

Zionist fervor to gain advantages over one another. Hostility against one power naturally 

created opportunities for amity elsewhere, and Ba’ath ideology was flexible enough to 

shift accordingly. As the Arabs assembled a coalition to reverse the verdict of 1967, Iraq 

signed a treaty with the USSR which provided the arms to secure its membership in the 

anti-Zionist ranks while putting pressure on the Shah to suspend his aid to Iraqi Kurdish 

rebels.  After the Yom Kippur War buried hopes of defeating Israel by military means, 63

Saddam’s tacit support for Egypt’s peacemaking and detente with Iran rebranded Iraq in 

Western eyes as a guarantor of regional stability, especially for oil markets after the shock 

of OPEC’s wartime embargo.  64

These calculated shifts were dependent upon two consistent themes. First was a 

relentless critique of Syria, whether for its failure to destroy Israel in 1973 or its 
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interference with the Egyptian-Israeli peace process in 1977. Second was Iraq’s steadfast 

defense of the Arab nation against the Persian menace, whether through confrontation 

with Iran over the Shatt-al-Arab waterway or the 1975 Algiers Agreement with the Shah 

that deprived the Kurdish Pesh Merga of Iranian support.  65

 Egypt’s signing of the Camp David Accords in September 1978 left Syria to face 

Israel alone and in dire need of new allies, thereby offering Saddam the chance to both 

seize leadership of the Arab world and cool the long-simmering rivalry with Syria. 

President Hafez al-Assad promptly flew to Baghdad and on October 26 the two states 

ratified a National Action Charter to “seek attainment of the closest kind of unionist ties 

between the two regions.”  A prospective alliance with Syria appeared to fulfill the Iraqi 66

Ba’ath’s most cherished ambitions, as the Shah succumbed to domestic opposition while 

Baghdad played host to the Arab League and reaped the windfall of the second oil 

shock.   67

 The transition from propaganda to policy revealed a painful dilemma. Full union 

between the two Ba’athist states remained unlikely, as Syria’s need for a strategic partner 

would not be pursued at the expense of its sovereignty.  An alliance would permit 68

Baghdad and Damascus to form the axis of a new pan-Arab coalition, but in a division of 
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power and honors between the two, Iraq was unlikely to retain the primacy it initially 

gained from Egypt’s defection and Assad’s deference. For Arab leaders, 

“the most important source of power has been the ability to manipulate one’s own  
image and the image of one’s rivals in the minds of other Arab elites. Regimes  
have gained power and legitimacy if they have been seen as loyal to accepted  
Arab goals, and have lost those assets if they have appeared to stray outside the  
Arab consensus.”   69

An alliance would sharpen the competition between them for primacy in the Arab cause, 

particularly in the struggle against Israel. Iraq would have to escalate its confrontation 

with Israel far beyond its typical practice of periodic denunciations and symbolic military 

deployments in order to validate its claim to Arab leadership. 

For Iraqi troops to challenge the IDF, they would have to cross into either Jordan 

or Syria, placing them at the mercy of their hosts. This geographic distance was symbolic 

of the numerous obstacles to an Iraqi bid for preeminence among the opponents of Camp 

David. Syria’s proximity to the front lines, influence in southern Lebanon, and 

unimpeachable record of opposing the Jewish state made it the “nucleus of the ‘anti-

imperialist’ Arab bloc” and primary recipient of Soviet military aid.  70

 Iraq was loath to be the junior partner in an alliance with Syria, but refusing 

Assad’s offer of partnership would expose Iraq to the same charge of treason that it had 

successfully leveled against Sadat. For Assad, Egypt had not only abandoned the Arab 

cause, but even more dangerously had set the precedent of defining Arabism through a 
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primarily national lens, which if adapted by other states would ruin Syria’s bid for 

regional leadership.  Having roused other Arab states to be on full alert for the heresy of 71

national interest, Assad would label any Iraqi reluctance as tantamount to collaboration 

with traitors. This would turn Iraq’s demand for punishment of Egypt upon itself, and 

give an opening to pro-Syrian elements within the army and RCC.   72

 In order to escape from the perils of accepting or rejecting the Syrian alliance, 

Saddam set about rebranding the Arab cause in a manner that conferred the leading role 

upon Iraq. The first step in this program was his assumption to the presidency on the 

anniversary of the July Revolution in 1979, cementing his personal control over the state 

and establishing himself as the decisive figure around which the new narrative of Arab 

unity would be construed.  

 Saddam inaugurated his dictatorship by reproducing the standard practices of 

Ba’athist terror against the Party itself rather than the public. One week after taking 

office, Saddam convened a special assembly to announce the discovery of a “painful and 

atrocious plot” by certain Party members and their Syrian co-conspirators to overthrow 

the new regime. Saddam then read a list of sixty-six names, each of whom was dragged 

from the room as the remaining members of the audience cheering throughout.  Within 73
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two weeks, many of those same delegates were required to personally participate in the 

execution of their former comrades.  74

The purge confirmed Saddam as the sole object of loyalty for both Party elites and 

the masses. The alleged magnitude of Syrian penetration permanently tarnished the 

reputation of the RCC, many members of which had supported the proposed alliance and 

were thus liable to suspicions. The party leadership was thereby “forced to invest its 

future in Saddam, just as previously it had herded the whole populace into investing their 

future in the Party,”  since the only way to save themselves from a similar fate was to 75

collude in the elimination of their comrades. By confirming the allegiance of the 

Ba’athist elite, Saddam was able to “rally the masses behind his leadership” outside the 

formal institutions of state and Party. In posters, books, radio addresses, and television 

programs, Saddam was hailed as the indispensable guardian of the Iraqi people against 

“the evil forces of imperialism and Zionism,”  whether in the form of conniving foreign 76

powers or treasonous internal elements.  

The stage was set for an absolute fusion of leader, state, and society. The next step 

was to crystallize the new regime by confirming the unique, heroic role of Iraq and 

Saddam in the eyes of the Arab world. The emergence of the Islamic Republic of Iran 

gave Saddam the opportunity to replace the Zionist enemy, against which he could do 
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little, with the Persian enemy, paralyzed by revolution and thus a tempting target for 

Saddam to carry out his saving mission.   77

The Second Qadisiyyah  

 By the summer of 1980, relations between Iraq and Iran had degenerated into a 

brutal “tit for tat” scenario characterized by heated rhetoric, border skirmishes, and 

attempts to rile up potential fifth columnists within the opponent’s population.   78

Khomeini’s call for the overthrow of the “Saddamite regime” incited both Iraqi Shi’a and 

Islamists who saw the Ayatollah as a “model for all true believers in other Muslims 

countries” whose toppling of the Shah “projected the demise”  of other secular regimes. 79

Under Iranian sponsorship, the al-Dawa movement of Iraqi Shi’a conducted a series of 

raids and assassinations against Ba’athist targets, including an attempt on Saddam’s 

deputy Tariq Aziz. In response, Saddam expelled thousands of Shi’a from Iraq, executed 

dozens of al-Dawa leaders, massed troops on the Iranian border, exchanged artillery fire 

with Iranian units, and issued its own calls for revolution to Iran’s Arab, Baluchi, and 

Kurdish minorities.  80
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Saddam had ample pretext for war against Iran, but military action was just as 

likely to intensify the “transnational struggle between Islamists and secularists”  as to 81

resolve the conflict in Iraq’s favor. To shore up his own regime without allowing 

Khomeini to do the same, Saddam needed a short-term demonstration of military 

superiority that would secure long-term political and psychological advantages.  

The post-revolutionary decline of Iranian capabilities and the tacit support of the 

Gulf Arab states for containment of Khomeini encouraged Saddam that the rewards 

outweighed the risks. Iraq “was able to gain military superiority over Iran by 1980,”

especially in terms of “actualized capability development and expansion,”  having 82

successfully integrated T-62 tanks and MiG-23 fighters into existing units. These superior 

forces would occupy the Shatt-al-Arab,the Strait of Hormuz, and Khuzestan, resolving a 

long-standing territorial dispute and giving Iraq a much-needed maritime route for oil 

exports.  

Saddam was confident that the conquest of these territories would win regional 

acclaim and thereby deter the Iranians from further action. The narrative of reclaiming 

“extorted land…takes you to another level of ability and to another psychological effect 

on the Arab people and [pan-Arab] public opinion.”  This outpouring of support would 83

send a terrifying signal of Iraqi resolve to its foes, whether in Tehran or Damascus. 
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 War with Iran promised a “historical chance” to improve Iraq’s strategic position 

while “the international circumstances and Arab circumstances are the best they have 

ever been” to bolster Saddam’s regional standing. But once the idea of a war that would 

“move Iraq into a big and dangerously effective position”  turned into operational 84

planning, a severe disconnect emerged between the precise requirements of military 

action and the uncertainties of the political calculus. 

  Iran had to be punished enough to “twist their hands until they accept [Iraqi 

possession of the Shatt-al-Arab], without driving them into desperation and total war, 

which risked the destruction of oil fields and missile attacks on Iraqi cities. An Iraqi 

triumph might have won Saddam support among the Arab people, but Arab rulers were 

more likely to fear his success as a threat to their own position, and would hope for a long 

and bloody war while “rejoicing over the misfortune.”  A strong performance by the 85

Iraqi army would confirm the value of Soviet sponsorship, but the U.S.S.R. was also  

concerned with preserving Khomeini as a reliable bastion of anti-Americanism or even an 

Islamic ally to recoup its regional prestige after the invasion of Afghanistan.  86

 In spite of these daunting challenges, Saddam was bound by his public 

commitment to revive “the spirit of al-Qadisiyyah,”  the 636 A.D. battle in which Arab 87
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Muslims conquered Mesopotamia from the Persian Empire. At a prewar speech in 

Ninevah, a major symbol of Iraq’s Mesopotamian heritage, Saddam insisted that the 

Iranian threat forced Iraq “once again to assume its leading Arab role…to serve the Arab 

nation and defend its honor, dignity, and sovereignty….against the concerted 

machinations of the forces of darkness.”  A week before the war’s commencement, 88

Saddam addressed fears of escalation by telling his advisors that “if we could get our land 

back, but we do not do anything, then what could we say historically? We can't accept 

this.”   89

Once the war was deemed necessary on primarily ideological grounds, this 

precluded a sober calculation of military success and prevented its planners from 

achieving any meaningful correlation between its political objectives and the actual 

fighting. Once the initial offensive was underway on September 22 1980, Iraqi troops 

were as uncertain as to their battlefield objectives as the leadership was to the substance 

of the settlement that would follow the triumph of arms.  

This lack of coordination served to make that triumph of arms even less likely. 

The army was expected to achieve a quick and decisive victory, but Saddam suspected 

that troops lacked the discipline and morale to sustain heavy casualties.  In order to 90

preserve the strategy and offset the tactical dangers, Saddam opted for “surrounding their 
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armies and imprisoning them”  inside their cities, pounding them into submission with 91

artillery and air power. This compromise strategy proved disastrous in the field, as Iraqi 

forces squandered their technological advantages by using their tanks as artillery instead 

of punching holes in Iranian defenses or using their mobility to strike deep into 

Khuzestan. By using siege warfare to retain the advantages of a quick victory without 

entailing the risks of a pitched battle, “a seven to fourteen day blitzkrieg turned into an 

endless “sitzkrieg.”  92

 The resulting war of attrition left the army stranded in uncharted waters. 

Expecting an immediate Iranian collapse, they were left with few operational reserves 

and poor intelligence, compounded by orders not to give up an inch of territory “or from 

retreating in combat even when their positions became untenable.”  When Iran began its 93

counteroffensive, “the Iraqis did not know what to do and usually either continued trying 

to overcome the Iranians stratagem with even greater doses of firepower or would panic 

and run.”  By May 1982, Iraqi forces were expelled from Khuzestan, and Saddam’s plan 94

to liberate the Arab portions of Iran had instead provided Khomeini with the opportunity 

to seize the Shi’a portions of Iraq.  
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The deteriorating military situation unraveled Saddam’s hopes for “a victory that 

generations will be talking about a hundred years from now,”  but the imminent risk of 95

disaster actually enhanced the political salience of his propaganda. The narrative of the 

Qadissiyah Saddam gained urgency “once Iraq was no longer operating on foreign soil 

but rather defending its own homeland.”  The horrifying experience of Iran’s human 96

wave attacks validated the regime’s depiction of the savage and un-Islamic Persian majus 

(‘fire-worshipper’), so that the war “took on the dimensions of…a campaign in the name 

of Islam,”  helping to secure the overwhelming loyalty of Iraqi Shi’a. The resurgent 97

Iranian threat also bolstered Saddam’s warning that “if Iraq falls, then the entire Arab 

nation will fall.”  While “historically more suspicious of Iraq than Iran,” the Gulf 98

monarchies regarded Saddam as a “lesser evil”  than Khomeini. By 1982, they had 99

provided $40 billion in aid to Iraq and were acting as intermediaries for arranging the 

sales and delivery of weapons provided by France, China, and the Soviet Union.  

Fear of Iran and generous foreign support encouraged Saddam “to prove to his 

people that he could wage war and maintain a business-as-usual atmosphere at the same 
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time.”  The families of veterans were rewarded with cars, homes, and other luxurious. 100

In 1982, imports rose by $5 billion while the budget for domestic development projects 

increased by 12 percent.  Even as the war reached horrific costs, the regime “prevented 101

food riots, kept the soldiers in the trenches, and secured the loyalty of the army’s officer 

corps.”  102

   Saddam’s effort to minimize the impact of the fighting on civilians mitigated the 

political effects of war, but at the cost of imposing tremendous restraints on military 

strategy. His public commitment to guns and butter led him to fear that “panic will set 

in”  if the effects of war were felt too closely on the home front. This prevented the 103

military from any course of action might entail domestic repercussions. For example, Iraq 

repeatedly launched missiles against cities to compel Iran to halt their offensives, but 

promptly stopped in each instance when Iranian retaliations threatened Baghdad. Saddam 

conceded a major tactical advantage to Iran in order to “maintain the fiction that Iraqi 

society was insulated”  from the battlefield.  104

 This left Saddam trapped between the lofty promises of the second Qadisiyyah 

and his limited means of conducting it. As the war dragged on, Saddam’s strategy was 
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reduced to “bleeding Iran at the front” while seeking “decisive results” by hitting 

“refineries, crude oil, zones of export…and electricity” so as to inhibit the Iranian 

economy and force them to a “peace solution.”   105

Ultimately, foreign assistance and improved tactical use of chemical weapons was 

enough to recapture lost Iraqi territory and compel Iran to accept a UN-sponsored 

ceasefire, but this in turn forced Saddam to match the extravagant rhetoric of victory with 

the sober reality of a bitter stalemate finally grinding to a halt. Saddam demanded that 

“the appropriate image for our army is to end the war with the Iranians broken and our 

army strengthened by God, able to end this war with each of us retaining our permanent 

rights.”  Meanwhile, Iraq had amassed $80 billion in foreign debt, and its creditors “no 106

longer needed to take into account the extent to which their demands on Iraq to repay its 

debts would weaken it,”  as they had during the war. The gap between propaganda and 107

reality threatened to make the postwar period “more dangerous than the war itself,”  108

since the reality of weakness made it all the more necessary for Saddam to affirm the 

illusion of triumph.  
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The Poisoned Dagger  

 Saddam’s showdown with Kuwait in 1990 was in many respects the opposite of 

his march to war with Iran in 1980. With Iran, Saddam used the pretext of a territorial 

dispute to seize an ideological advantage, humbling a weakened rival and thereby 

validating Iraq’s claim to leadership of the pan-Arab movement.  With respect to 109

Kuwait, Saddam drew on the ideological pretext of pan-Arabism to solve the immediate 

problem of an economic crisis that threatened to unravel Iraq’s regional standing. 

Whereas Iraq received widespread international support as the war with Iran progressed, 

tensions with Kuwait left Iraq increasingly isolated, which made the need for action more 

immediate as the consequences of action grew increasingly severe. 

 After the Iran-Iraq war, Saddam’s triumphant rhetoric fueled an increasing 

disconnect between his own vital interests and those of his Arab neighbors. Facing the 

“daunting task of reconstructing Iraq so as to prove to his subjects that the eight-year war 

had been won,”  Saddam demanded an immediate moratorium on wartime loans, 110

billions in additional aid, and a quota on oil production to keep prices high. The support 

of the Gulf states would facilitate Iraq’s transition to a peacetime economy without 

entailing the risks of liberalization, and would signify their gratitude to Iraq for having 

“successfully defended the Arab eastern flank against Iran.”   111
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The more Iraq pressed this demand, the less likely it was to persuade its target 

audience. For the Gulf states, Saddam’s demands only confirmed their fear of Iraq 

replacing Iran as the aspiring regional hegemon. Concession to Iraqi demands would 

likely lead to more demands, since it would confirm Iraq’s self-designation as the 

guarantor of security for the entire region, and thereby deserving of tribute. As a result, 

“Kuwait resumed its traditional Gulf policy of the balance of power” and reestablished 

friendly relations with Iran while Saudi Arabia “played the role of big brother,”  112

sponsoring negotiations over Iraqi demands without taking sides. 

Kuwait’s recalcitrance and Saudi Arabia’s stubborn neutrality would only prolong 

Iraq’s economic paralysis, as low oil prices deprived it of the foreign currency needed to 

pay off its debts and revitalize consumer markets. As an advisor noted, 

“how were we going to maintain the loyalty of the open and their support for the  
leader if they saw the inability of the leadership to provide a minimal standard of  
living in this rich country? In this situation, could lead the army and the people in  
any battle, nom after what its level and under any banner? I think not.”   113

This led Saddam to use the Arab summit meetings as a platform to publicly blame his 

problems on Kuwaiti malfeasance and bend the narrative of Arab unity to compel support 

for Iraqi claims. The Ba’ath leadership was confident that after exposing Kuwait’s 

misdeeds, “Iraq will be excused and favorably looked upon for any actions it takes by the 

Arab nation, by the Arab regimes, by the whole world, and by the Arab masses.”  In a 114

 Majid Khadduri and Edmund Ghareeb, War in the Gulf, 1990-91: The Iraq-Kuwait Conflict 112
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July 16 memorandum to the Arab League, Tariq Aziz alleged that Kuwait  “deliberately 

pursued a policy that hurt Iraq…at a time when it was facing an imperialist Zionist 

campaign for its stand in defense of Arab rights.” Aziz also attributed the Kuwaiti surplus 

to oil “stolen from the Iraqi al-Rumaylah oil field,” giving Iraq immediate cause to 

“retrieve the funds stolen from it…and rectify the harm done to it.”  115

 The following day, Saddam announced in his Revolution Day speech that 

“imperialism and Zionism,” operating “through the Arabs themselves, both individuals 

and even states,” have “stripped the Arab nation of its vital resources and allowed the 

covetous enemies to control them.” While he refrained from naming Kuwait, there was 

no mistaking the “evildoers” who “should have rewarded Iraq which for their sake 

sacrificed the cream of its youth” but instead thrust a “poisoned dagger into our back.” 

Under threat of subjection to the U.S., Israel, and its Arab clients, Iraq would undertake 

“effective action to put things right and ensure the restitution of our rights.”   116

 Iraq’s belligerent rhetoric pushed the Gulf states to broker a compromise. At a 

July 27 meeting of OPEC in Geneva, Kuwait agreed to a moderate price increase and a 

quota on its daily production, hoping to set a precedent for cooperation before the Iraqi-

Kuwaiti summit in Jeddah scheduled for July 31. However, Saddam’s threats against 

Kuwait succeeded only in trading the initial economic dispute for a fresh set of domestic 

and regional complications. By characterizing Kuwaiti actions as a “declaration of war,” 
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he “had effectively crossed the Rubicon,” committing himself “to certain objectives in 

such a way that compromise on his part would have been seen as a humiliating 

capitulation.”  Iraq portrayed Kuwait’s willingness to negotiate as vindication of the 117

charges leveled against it and an opening to resolve the full slate of issues between the 

two states. The Iraqi media attributed the OPEC compromise to the buildup of Iraqi 

troops across the border, and the government vowed to use the Jeddah summit to make 

territorial demands on Kuwait as just payment for its crimes.  118

The uncertain limits of Iraqi demands gave Kuwait little reason to trust the 

durability of any diplomatic solution, but their rejection of Iraqi demands would then give 

further evidence, that “Kuwait was intentionally and deliberately following an Israeli-

American plan to impair Iraqi national security, to starve, humiliate, and deprive its 

people of their rights.”  Unless Kuwait unconditionally surrendered to Iraq’s present 119

and future demands, Saddam was caught in a loop wherein his demands became more 

urgent as their fulfillment short of war became less likely. At Jeddah, the Iraqi delegation 

insisted that its memorandum to the Arab League provided the only viable basis for 

negotiation, which Kuwait refused. This final act of Kuwaiti defiance forced Saddam’s 

hand, and within hours of the breakdown in negotiations, Iraq had seized control of 
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Kuwait and proclaimed a permanent end to the  “Zionist and foreign schemes”  of the 120

ruling al-Sabah dynasty. 

 Saddam argued that the invasion “placed Iraq in a much stronger economic and 

geopolitical position vis-a-vis the United States and Israel”  by depriving them of their 121

favored client. By occupying the entire country, he prevented the British and Americans 

from using Kuwait as a base of operations, and “traditionally Saudi Arabia would not 

allow the landing of foreign troops on its land.”  Over time, the West was more likely to 122

feel the pain of losing five million barrels of oil per day than to persist in the memory of a 

state that vanished in a four-hour military campaign.  With Kuwait’s wealth at Iraqi 123

disposal, Saddam promised to redistribute the wealth of the “Croesus of Kuwait and his 

clique ” across the Arab nation, making it even less likely that an Arab state would go 124

to war on behalf of the exiled rulers.  

 Saddam sought to legitimize his actions and neutralize opposition by dispelling 

the very notion of an Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. As an advisor argued, “we need to have a 

psychological and practical impact on the Kuwaiti people first, and then on the Arab and 

international milieu. It was necessary to convince their audience that the “Kuwaiti people 
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voluntarily decided to change their traitor authority”  and solicited Iraqi assistance in 125

their heroic efforts. On August 8, Saddam Hussein completed this narrative by 

announcing that the Provisional Government of Kuwait had requested to become the 

nineteenth province of Iraq, restoring Kuwait to its historic role as a part of Iraq and 

reversing “the crime perpetuated by colonialism"  that had unjustly kept them apart. 126

Saddam’s attempt to bolster his pan-Arab credentials through the annexation  of 

Kuwait “was regarded almost universally as so unacceptable that it was likely that most 

states would agree”  to U.N.-sponsored sanctions and even the threat of force. 127

This led Saddam to cite “ideas of Arab and Islamic unity…the need for the Arab world to 

control its resources, and to escape foreign influence”  so that the prospect of Western 128

exploitation of inter-Arab division outweighed Iraqi actions in Kuwait.  

Saddam heralded the invasion as the commencement of the “real struggle and 

holy war to place the wealth of the nation in the service of its noble objectives.”  129

Saddam declared to the Arab League that any discussion of Kuwait hinged on a final 

resolution of the Palestinian question, as the the return of Kuwait to the “Iraqi 

motherland” was “the first step towards the liberation of Jerusalem.”  Any Western attack 
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on Iraq would prompt a retaliation on Israel, so that “aggression against Iraq would be 

seen as an American-Zionist plot,”  and thereby ensuring Arab solidarity in a military 130

showdown with the United States.  

 Saddam’s effort to ‘Zionize’ the Gulf crisis was only salvageable if his fellow 

Arab states ignored the repercussions of Iraqi actions on their own interests, and accepted 

Saddam’s claim to Arab leadership at face value. While Palestinians were largely 

sympathetic to his cause, many within the PLO worried that a public show of support for 

the occupation would allow Israel to validate its own occupation of Palestinian territories, 

and would cost them precious Western support for the sake of an increasingly isolated 

ally.  An imminent military threat and Iraq’s blistering propaganda was more than 131

enough to change Saudi Arabia’s attitudes, and they became the staging point for 

Operation Desert Shield.   132

 Hafez al-Assad, eager to capitalize on the humiliation of his rival, put aside its 

anti-Americanism and committed 15,000 troops and 300 tanks to the coalition. With the 

Soviet Union crumbling, Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak was easily won over with 

the promise of sustained Western military support and the immediate cancellation of $3 

billion in foreign debt.  He denounced the Iraqi president as “worse than the most 133
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notorious tyrants in history-Genghis Khan, Hulegu, Nero, and Hitler” and deployed 

20,000 troops by early September.    134

The invasion of Kuwait began as a textbook example of cold-blooded realpolitik, 

but Saddam’s domestic requirement of spinning every every potential criticism of his 

regime into a propaganda victory pushed his venture further into abstraction. As the 

Coalition’s deadline for withdrawing from Kuwait approached, Saddam’s attempts to 

insulate himself from international censure only exacerbated the ramifications of his 

actions. By drawing upon pan-Arab ideology to sustain an otherwise failing effort, he 

broadened the conflict into dimensions that gave his poorly trained and under-equipped 

forces little chance of success.  At each step, Saddam’s alignment of interests with 135

ideology grew increasingly untenable to the point where he fell upon the fantasy of pan-

Arab unity as only remaining solution to the Coalition’s overwhelming military 

superiority. In these dire circumstances, Saddam, the ruthless Machiavellian, had turned 

into Saddam the romantic idealist. 

Summary 

This chapter has demonstrated how ideology shaped Saddam’s decision-making 

and drove him into an expansionist foreign policy well beyond the capacity of the Iraqi 

state to sustain it. Given the profound ethnic and religious differences within Iraq, 

Saddam needed to develop an ideological hybrid of pan-Arab nationalism and Islamic 
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fervor in order for his regime to lay claim on the public as a whole. This task was 

rendered even more difficult by the fact that Iraq’s neighbors, especially Iran and Syria, 

were each engaged in the same task of winning over certain segments of the Iraqi public 

to its own ideological program.  

 Saddam was thus placed in the position of having to challenge his external rivals 

without entailing the risk of internal disruption. This compelled him to construe foreign 

policy in grandiose ideological terms acceptable to his own people and those of 

neighboring states, thereby stifling the possibility of dissent and minimizing the 

likelihood of foreign opposition.  Such an outcome was only possible so long as regional 

states understood their own security in terms consistent with Saddam’s boast to Arab 

leadership. Such a convergence proved increasingly untenable as Saddam’s rhetoric 

outpaced his capabilities, forcing even more drastic measures to realign the ideal and the 

real. Saddam’s dreaded secret police could enforce his narrative within the borders of 

Iraq, but his foreign policy could only succeed so long as foreign statesmen were willing 

to take his garish propaganda at face value.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

      Conclusions and Implications 

This chapter will proceed in two parts. First, I will offer theoretical conclusions 

on the nature of revolutionist dictatorship based on findings from the three case studies 

which were reviewed in this study. Second, I will examine the implications of these 

findings for American foreign policy, and describe how the methods employed in this 

study can be used to provide policymakers and the general public with a better 

understanding of the relationship between the United States and modern dictatorships, 

and the overall relationship between democratic ideology and national interest.   

    The Revolutionist Dictatorship on the World Stage 

Summary of the Cases 

The three cases analyzed in this project each fit the definition of revolutionist 

dictatorship by claiming legitimacy directly on behalf of a governing ideology to which 

the leadership maintains exclusive rights of interpretation and implementation. In each of 

these cases, ideology was necessary to generate public support for a regime that faced 

severe internal divisions and enjoyed its claim to power more to organizational discipline 

and opportunism than a popular mandate. Their rejection of institutional restraints on 

power may also have been necessary to guard against enemies, but this also deprived 

them of any intermediary between the regime and the public. While they enjoyed 
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immense power to shape public opinion through any variety of inducements and threats, 

the security of the regime was ultimately dependent upon sustaining the loyalty of its 

various publics. Unless supporters were continuously gratified and opponents constantly 

suppressed, the slightest hint of organized dissent could subject the regime to the same 

grisly fate as their predecessors.  

 Ideology performed a valuable service in this respect by providing a broad 

rationale of political action that could flexibly accommodate the shifting demands of 

national interest. Friends could be incorporated and enemies expelled, even a prompt 

reversal of such roles, based on circumstances.Within the state, the police power of the 

regime may be employed to expedite the necessary realignments that came with an 

ideological shift, but foreign policy presented the regime with a set of distinct and 

autonomous interests that it could not eliminate if they proved unfavorable. Depending 

upon the extent to which the regime could align its propaganda with the interests of 

foreign audiences, foreign policy consisted of either rallying the support of foreign 

publics to its cause or alternately rallying one’s own public against an intrinsically hostile 

world.  

 The difference between the three cases hinges mainly on the relationship between 

their domestic and foreign audiences. Stalin achieved complete personal mastery over the 

Soviet state, but the severe internal dislocations that resulted from his rise to power 

forced him to rely on external agents, whether leftist sympathizers or Western 

governments, to assist in his foreign policy ambitions, especially the containment of 

Hitler. Yet Stalin failed to achieve their sustained cooperation by attempting to subject 
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both fifth columnists and foreign statesmen to his internal narrative, which he could 

compromise only at the cost of alienating his foreign supporters and rendering him 

vulnerable to the rivals within the army and Party that he had weakened but not entirely 

destroyed. In many respects, Stalin’s program became increasingly severe as the Soviet 

empire accommodated more and more foreign audiences under its thumb. While it had 

the power to direct the communization of its Eastern European satellites, the image of 

total harmony on which his newfound empire rested grew increasingly untenable unless 

justified within the perpetual struggles of the Cold War. 

Sukarno’s case is even more remarkable for his having almost no independent 

constituency other than that carried by the power of his oratory. Key domestic actors 

found their niche within his vast ideological umbrella, but without the power to coerce 

them directly, Sukarno was forced to make his ideology the centerpiece of Indonesian 

national identity so as to delegitimize any attempt to unseat him. This could endure only 

so long as Sukarno had the power to issue fresh challenges to Indonesia’s enemies, but 

his success in doing so over a period of twenty years proves that ideology need not 

simply be the product of power. 

Finally, Saddam Hussein was in the unenviable position of facing a hostile 

neighborhood and an ideology he could never completely call his own. While his tribal 

and sectarian ties formed the initial basis of power, a more lasting security was found in 

the vast ideological reservoir of pan-Arabism, with the potential to win over a massive 

foreign audience. However, the universality of pan-Arabism was a double-edged sword, 

calling into question the loyalty of his own people even as it suggested the hope of 
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winning converts abroad. With the Iran-Iraq war and invasion of Kuwait, Saddam sought 

out a conclusive triumph that would seal his reputation as the leader of Arabs and provide 

him with the resources to prove it. But as soon as action fell short of the ideal, both in 

terms of their practical results and the reception of foreign audiences, Saddam was 

compelled to take increasingly extreme measures to pursue a goal as it slipped further 

away from reach.  

 These cases indicate that for revolutionist dictatorships as a whole, the key 

variable in the foreign policy decision-making process is its standing among domestic 

and foreign ‘publics’ and need to sway them through either promises or threats. A reliable 

coercive mechanism within may give the regime significant freedom of action abroad, 

but this can be circumscribed by the demands of a foreign actor whose cooperation may 

be desirable but whose demands would imperil the regime’s complete freedom of self-

representation. It may incorporate a wide variety of domestic interests, but the need to 

gratify some interests and suppress others will narrow its range of ideological flexibility 

and force it into increasingly vague formulations of policy aims. In short, the 

revolutionist dictatorship is safe only among those it can reliably expect to echo its every 

word. If circumstances prevent it from sealing itself off from the outside world, it is 

advised to approximate that condition as much as possible, as it will only find friends 

among those who know and understand it the least. 
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Theoretical Overview 

Revolutionist dictatorship repudiate the procedural and substantive norms of 

international society while claiming to represent a superior alternative. This is neither an 

atavistic rejection of democracy, nor a return to power politics that confounds the naive 

optimism of liberal cosmopolitans. The struggle to secure domestic legitimacy fosters a 

radical strain of democratic ideology that paradoxically justifies the employment of 

despotic means.  

In a liberal democracy, the normative order is represented in offices with specified 

functions, limits, and terms of service, maintaining a clear delineation between the 

provisional power of individuals and the permanent authority of a legal order. A 

revolutionist dictatorship rises to power from the ashes of l’ancien regime, and cannot 

afford to subject its authority to an electoral test, since failure to maintain power will 

likely lead its leadership to the same grisly fate as those whom it replaced. It rejects any 

fixed institutional medium between the exercise of power and its legitimizing source, so 

that everything the regime does is a pure distillation of the governing principle. 

 Paradoxically, this claim on absolute power limits the regime to a temporary 

claim on authority. An assertion of moral perfection means that political action is 

necessary only for bringing about an end state in which all proselytes have been 

convinced and all heretics have been silenced. No matter how much the regime succeeds 

on those counts, the basis of its power is caught between the immediate requirements of 

its use and the ultimate transience of its validity.  
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 The absence of limits is not merely the unchecked will of the dictator or party, but 

the logical result of its inability to define authority between the poles of short-term 

emergency and eventual transcendence.  It can only conduct politics in the shadow of an 

expectation that politics as such will cease to exist. On such insecure foundations, 

maintaining legitimacy requires that it be repeatedly and extravagantly asserted. 

Propaganda and repression can create the appearance of a utopia within the state, aided 

by lofty claims of universal popular support and 99% election returns. Such obviously 

fraudulent practices are often dismissed as the tribute that the vice of personal rule pays 

to the virtue of popular sovereignty, but their objective is not to appease democratic 

norms but to claim superior fidelity to them. 

 Although the means employed to acquire and maintain power forbid recourse to 

the typical mechanisms of democratic politics, the prevalence of popular sovereignty as a 

legitimating source necessitates its appropriation in order to sustain the underlying moral 

claim. Insisting on a more authentic adherence to prevailing norms seizes the political 

vocabulary that could otherwise provide a basis of internal dissent and external criticism. 

The empirical weakness of the claim is not a deterrent to its propagation; its very 

absurdity and the monotony of its repetition construct an alternate reality in which its 

ideational monopoly reigns supreme and unquestionable.   

  International politics is the one form of politics that the prophetic state cannot 

suppress. In diplomatic interactions between liberal states, the provisional nature of 

domestic authority allows the give and take of “low politics” to be carried on internally 

while a non-ideological conception of the common good makes room for the assumption 
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that “politics stops at the water’s edge.” In this vein, the conspicuous absence of war 

between democratic states is not simply a byproduct of their internal characteristics, but 

also the relationship of those characteristics to a common diplomatic environment.  

Revolutionist dictatorships invert this model. Unable to tolerate any kind of 

political discourse within, but forced to conduct relations within the external realm of 

sovereign equality, dictatorial politics starts at the water’s edge. The leadership cannot 

afford popular input into the conduct of foreign policy, but it does require that its actions 

signal the perfect unity of state and society. So long as the leadership is the sole 

interpreter of the national interest, their stated relationship to popular will is not just a 

convenient abstraction, but a reality that is impervious to doubt and yet in need of 

constant verification. Consequently, it tends to veer between the secrecy and insularity of 

a traditional autocracy and the crude mass politics of a democracy. It may carve up a 

nation at the stroke of a pen, and then respond to a foreign diplomat’s criticism of the 

move by unleashing a mob upon his state’s embassy. Revolutionist dictatorships do not 

phase out public opinion; they convert it into an instrument, an endless barrage of white 

noise affirming the leadership’s wisdom with each move.  

The regime’s exclusive claim to ideological superiority, which entails castigating 

other nations for their failure to reach such an advanced stage of moral evolution, allows 

it to participate in international society while superseding the norms of juridical sovereign 

equality. Reinforcing this unlikely claim requires that the regime seek out diplomatic 

coups in which fresh propaganda is achieved at an acceptable cost. However, the costs of 

failure vastly exceed the rewards of success. Success offers only one more example of 
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what the leadership already claims to have mastered, which only feeds the requirement 

for further demonstrations of prowess.  

 If the regime’s objectives are met with unexpected resistance, this can be 

rationalized only as the work of evil forces bent on thwarting the regime’s sacred 

mission. Having established a standard of unblemished orthodoxy as the basis of 

legitimacy, any admission of fallibility would expose its claim on rulership to a 

challenger claiming even greater authenticity. The escalation of limited aims and the risk 

of severe defeat is preferable to an admission of failure, since the former may be blamed 

on saboteurs while blame for the latter cannot be displaced.  

 None of this necessitates peace, war, or crisis between this state and others, but it 

does mean that the difference between them is at least delicate, if not nonexistent. The 

state feeds on continual demonstrations of its prowess and virtue, which can alternately 

come from bloodless diplomatic coups or a dire crisis in which the need for strong 

leadership is greatest.  Every single aspect of its foreign relations must reinforce its 

underlying narrative, even at the cost of making wildly contradictory claims from one day 

or policy issue to the next. Such a regime is not a “rogue state” outside the parameters of 

civilization. The claim on moral superiority forces it to alternate between a grandiose 

idealism that would convert the unbaptized, and a ruthless expediency that permits any 

and all means necessary to triumph over opponents.  

 Nor does the revolutionist dictatorship choose between its ideological 

predilections and the practical realities of realpolitik.  Machiavelli’s prince can only hope 

to reduce the power of Fortune by half, but revolutionists claim full alignment with 
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Virtue. Its penchant for abruptly shifting between moralism and cynicism betrays a 

slavish devotion to a narrative that replaces the complex interplay and exchange of 

interests with the stage-management of an ongoing morality play. There is no clear 

separation between the objective conditions of security and the preferences of ideology, 

as the need to preserve the illusion of ideological purity renders the unalloyed pursuit of 

interests impossible.  

The state may ease the fundamental problem of its legitimacy by lodging supreme 

power in an individual that can organize a following within, win friends abroad, and 

convert ideological fervor into diplomatic success, but at the price of making that success 

unrepeatable.  Dictatorship gives form and substance to a power base that is otherwise 

hopelessly vague, but among the many downsides of absolute power is the inability to 

divest it, even to a successor.  If the leader’s death or removal does not terminate the 

regime, all it can do is artificially extend the leader’s success beyond his tenure.  Without 

a permanent basis of sovereignty other than a promise of apocalyptic fulfillment, there is 

only a king with no hope of a dynasty.  

             Implications for American Foreign Policy 

The Terms of Connection 

Dealing with dictators is a central problem in American foreign policy. 

Throughout its history, the United States has struggled to balance its liberal convictions 

with its diplomatic relations toward states hostile to such ideas. Since the American 

commitment to liberalism turns on both its ideational appeal and its favorability for 
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political and economic relations, there are potential causes of conflict on the grounds of 

both ideological distaste and conflicting material interests. This tendency has recurred in 

American relations with all varieties of illiberal states, from traditional monarchies to 

modern authoritarian regimes. At the same time, the multiplicity of interests and 

viewpoints that are characteristic of a liberal society have prohibited consensus on the 

appropriate response to illiberal states, so that the variety of potential answers have 

perpetuated the relevance of the question. 

  Even Washington’s Farewell Address, which is tantamount to a doctrinal 

statement in the American foreign policy tradition, offers a framework for debate rather 

than an authoritative conclusion. To a lone republican bastion surrounded by imperial 

monarchies, George Washington famously counseled “a very remote relation” from the 

“frequent controversies”  endemic to European power politics. This has bolstered the 1

argument for isolationism as the original and therefore orthodox American grand 

strategy.   2

 Alternately, Alexander Hamilton’s assistance in penning the Farewell Address 

suggests that abstention from interventionism may have been informed by temporary 

weakness rather than principled refusal. As Hamilton had noted in the Federalist, the 

ultimate object of  American foreign policy should be to assert itself as “superior to the 

control of all trans-atlantic force or influence, and able to dictate the terms of connection 

 George Washington, “Farewell Address to the People of the United States of America” (1796)1

 Eugene Gholz, Daryl G. Press, and Harvey M. Sapolsky, “Come Home, America: The Strategy 2

of Restraint in the Face of Temptation,” International Security, Vol. 21, No. 4 (Spring 1997) 5-48. 
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between the old and the new world.”  Americans should refrain from the European 3

system only until they are strong enough to replace it with their own predominance. The 

contradictory implications of Washington’s message have emerged in the often observed 

tension between a contemptuous dismissal of a corrupt world and an ardent desire to 

improve it by spreading the American gospel.  4

 America’s current role as the global superpower has updated this dilemma, so that 

its material supremacy makes direct attacks from hostile states unthinkable, while at the 

same time rendering uncertain the dictatorial regime’s legitimacy in a predominantly 

liberal world order.  Rising to global leadership through the defeat of the Nazi and 5

Japanese empires turned “opposition at least to totalitarian and expansionist dictatorship a 

cornerstone of American policy.”  At the same time, critics warn that a crusade to spread 6

republican institutions will only “divert attention and resources from real problems at 

home and might under some circumstances…diminish national ideals and well being.”   7

Determining the appropriate grand strategy depends upon one’s assessment of the 

means by which American power was attained in the first place, especially in terms of the 

balance between liberal ideology and material interests. If liberalism makes American 

 Alexander Hamilton, “Federalist No. 11,” in Jacob E. Cooke, ed., The Federalist (Hanover:   3

Wesleyan University Press, 1961) 73.

 Aron, The Imperial Republic, xx. 4

 Michael McFaul, “Democracy Promotion as a World Value,” The Washington Quarterly (Vol. 5

28, No. 1, 2004) 147-163.  

 William P. Bundy, “Dictatorship and American Foreign Policy,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 54, No.1  6

(Oct. 1975) 54.  

 Michael Hogan, A Cross of Iron: Harry S Truman and the Origins of the National Security State, 7

1945-1954 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998) 15. 
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hegemony not only tolerable but in fact welcome, then “in dealing with aggressive 

terrorist groups or rogue states, the better part of valor is not discretion but rather 

boldness.”  If the U.S. instead owes its preponderance to its pursuit of “one overriding 8

aim: enhancing American influence, wealth, and power,” so that it did not play a unique 

role but instead “adhered to the iron laws of international politics”  all too well, then 9

interests should be evaluated in a strictly material fashion and ideological rivalry 

eschewed. 

 The problem with both of these positions is that they tend to collapse into one 

another. The separation of democratic ideology from national interest, either to infuse 

foreign policy with a moral purpose trumping the cynicism of realpolitik or to  

rescue the statesman’s craft from the distorting effects of popular opinion, the results of 

one approach are difficult to distinguish from the other. This is best demonstrated in the 

writings of George Kennan, the founding Cold Warrior who “crystallized the need for a 

coherent foreign policy with respect to the USSR”  and remains an authoritative 10

advocate for the “sterner requirements of political realism” over the platitudes of 

legalistic moralism that, “however impressive to the domestic political audience, [tend] to 

 Michael Mandelbaum, The Case for Goliath: How America Acts as the World’s Government in 8

the Twenty-First Century (New York: PublicAffairs Press, 2005) #

 Andrew J. Bacevich, The Limits of Power: The End of American Exceptionalism (New York: 9

Henry Holt & Co., 2009) 21.

 Elizabeth Spalding, The First Cold Warrior: Harry Truman, Containment, and the Remaking of 10

Liberal Internationalism (Lexington: The University Press of Kentucky, 2006) 33. 
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lose effectiveness in the international arena.”  Highlighting the limitations in Kennan’s 11

approach to American relations with the U.S.S.R. and Indonesia will demonstrate how 

my alternative understanding of the relationship between ideology and interest may be 

applied to contemporary relations between the United States and modern dictatorships. 

Kennan, Power, and Idealism 

As head of the State Department’s Policy Planning Staff and the principal theorist 

of containment, George F. Kennan insisted that among American policymakers, “our 

opposition to communism is not an absolute factor.” Viewing the Cold War as a 

predominantly ideological struggle would expand American commitments beyond the 

ability to protect them, and encourage “everybody in the world [to start] coming to you 

with his palm out,” begging assistance under the guise of fighting local communists.  12

Since Marxism-Leninism constituted a threat only insofar as it was an appendage of 

political power, excessive fretting over communism without regard for the circumstances 

would distract from the main objective of blocking Soviet expansionism.  

Kennan understood that the Soviets would use communism as a source of soft 

power, but interpreted it as much more of a liability than a potential source of appeal. An 

ideology is only as good as its agent, and the Soviets under Stalin “were just not that 

good”  at making themselves an appealing partner. Toleration of Soviet influence, 13

 George Kennan, “Morality and Foreign Policy,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 64, No. 2 (Winter, 1985) 11

205. 

 George Kennan, “Talk Given to the Secretary of the Navy’s Council,” December 3rd, 1947.12

 George Kennan, Memoirs: 1925-1950 (Boston: Little, Brown & Co., 1967) 317.13
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especially in areas not critical to American security, would only highlight their inability to 

maintain control in the absence of the Red Army and security services, and would trigger 

a fierce nationalist backlash against their ideological pretensions.   14

 The success of the Marshall Plan in rebuilding Western Europe appeared to 

confirm Kennan’s analysis that economic and political viability was the best inoculation 

against communist subversion. If ideas stand or fall on practical success, not their 

intellectual plaudits, then the outcome of the struggle between capitalism and 

communism would be largely determined by the quality of life on either side of the Iron 

Curtain. Accordingly, once the Berlin Wall proved Moscow’s inability to secure an 

empire by anything short of ruthless coercion, their Eastern European domains suddenly 

went from being a badge of superpower prestige to an immense drain on resources and 

perpetual source of embarrassment.   15

 This materialist distribution was nonetheless predicated on the ideological 

dimensions of bipolar competition. The division of Europe between the superpowers 

would be resolved not by war and conquest, but the successful adoption of one or the 

other’s social system. As a result, the strength of one’s client states directly credited the 

patron and undermined the adversary’s reputation, thereby integrating balance of power 

logic with a battle over ideas. As a tug-of-war for hearts and minds as well as a contest 

for supremacy, containment “sought to achieve its objectives ultimately through 

 George Kennan, “Lecture to the Naval War College,” October 11th, 1948.14

 Halle, 163.15
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psychological means-by instilling self-confidence, not just in nations directly threatened 

by Soviet expansion, but in the United States itself.”   16

This correlation between power and ideas took on a different shape when the 

superpowers turned from direct confrontation in Europe and East Asia to competing for 

the favor of unaligned states. The struggle for influence in the Third World would 

similarly play out as a contest of social systems rather than armies, and so it was 

incumbent upon the United States to win favor by sponsoring nationalist movements in 

those emerging states “which more than anything else can oppose communism.”  17

Kennan saw nationalism as the golden mean between interventionism and inaction, both 

of which could destabilize postcolonial society, ripen the conditions for communization, 

and critically damage American standing abroad.  

This search for a middle ground informed by “straight power concepts” as 

opposed to “rotarian idealism” led Kennan into a paradox. The U.S. would support states 

and leaders with the intent of making them more independent, oppose colonialism while 

maintaining alliances with colonial powers, and above all prevent the spread of messianic 

communism without resorting to messianic anti-communism.  Given this high standard 18

 John Lewis Gaddis, Strategies of Containment: A Critical Appraisal of American National    16

Security Policy During the Cold War (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005) 86. 

 Dean Acheson, testimony to U.S. Congress, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, October 12th, 17

1949, Historical Series: Reviews of the World Situation, 1949-1950 (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1974) 87.

 “We should apply ourselves to the elaboration of of techniques for coercive measures which can 18

impress other governments with the danger of antagonizing us through excessive toleration of anti-
American activities and would yet not be susceptible to exploitation by our enemies as constituting 
intervention or imperialism by illicit means of pressure.” The standard by which this rubric would be 
maintained was “clinical coldness.” Quoted in Anders Stephenson, Kennan and the Art of Foreign Policy 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1989) 164. 
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of prudence, identifying the appropriate balance between vital interests and local politics 

would prove difficult, especially when nationalism and communism became increasingly 

intertwined in Vietnam and the Middle East.   19

 Kennan found a solution to this paradox in the example of Sukarno and the 

struggle for Indonesian independence. Kennan’s Policy Planning Staff advised that 

supporting an expeditious end to Dutch colonial rule “was the first essential requirement 

for resistance to Stalinism.” After the termination of the Berlin Blockade confirmed a 20

stalemate in Europe, Kennan designated Indonesia as “the most crucial issue of the 

moment in our struggle with the Kremlin.” If Indonesia succumbed to communism, “it 

would only be a matter of time before the infection would sweep westward through the 

continent to Burma, India, and Pakistan.” Additionally, a friendly nationalist regime 

would provide an “anchor in that chain of islands stretching from Hokkaido to Sumatra 

which we should develop as a politico-economic counter-force to communism on the 

Asiatic land mass.”   21

 As the Soviet Union shifted from challenging the containment line to bypassing it 

through revolutionary agitation, the prospect of Soviet gains became synonymous with 

American losses. Once Marxism-Leninism in the Third World proved capable of 

burnishing Soviet prestige outside the direct scope of Soviet power, thereby turning 

 Mostafa Rejai, Political Ideologies: A Comparative Approach (New York: M.E. Sharpe, 1995) 19

131.

 PPS/51, “United States Policy Toward Southeast Asia,” March 29th, 1949, in Anna Kasten   20

Nelson, ed., The State Department Policy Planning Staff Papers, Vol. III, 32-58. 

 George Kennan, letter to George C. Marshall and Robert Lovett, December 17th, 1948, Box 33, 21

Records of the Policy Planning Staff.
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ideology into an independent source of advantage, even the foremost architect of 

containment argued that containment was no longer enough.  

Kennan is best known as a leading proponent of realpolitik, but his analysis of 

superpower competition in the Third World arrived at conclusions similar to the strain of 

democratic idealism which he so famously criticized.  Communization would instantly 22

turn a state into a Soviet satellite, while incorporation into a Western-sponsored program 

of industrialization and free trade could overlap neatly with nationalism and anti-

imperialism.  Domestic politics in postcolonial states would ultimately be defined in 23

terms of superpower rivalry: the choice was submission to the Kremlin or providing a 

link in the chain of American perimeter defense. While Kennan was deeply skeptical of 

American meddling in the internal affairs of states, he was also confident that the U.S. 

could learn the art of distinguishing vital from peripheral interests, and engage in power 

politics with “scrupulous respect”  for national sovereignty. 24

Kennan’s analysis of Soviet motives and the requisite American response was 

assuredly more sophisticated than a mere assumption of madness or doctrinal fidelity, but 

the conclusions were often quite similar to those of the followers of “McCarthy and the 

China Lobby.”  No less than his opponents, the Soviet departure from Kennan’s 25

 John W. Coffey, Political Realism in American Thought (London: Associated University   22

Presses, 1977) 77.

 Wilson D. Miscamble, George F. Kennan and the Making of American Foreign Policy, 23

1947-1950 (Princeton: Princeton Unversity Press, 1992) 275-6.

 Quoted in Stephanson, 164.24

 Quoted in Walter L. Hixson, George F. Kennan: Cold War Iconoclast (New York: Columbia 25

University Press, 1989) 170. 
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preferred methods of statesmanship could only be explained by their lack of rationality. 

The Kremlin was merely “a little self-perpetuating clique of men at the top”  entirely at 26

odds with popular will and the basic nature of reality.  

 While the overwhelming majority of Russians yearned for a higher standard of 

living and a break from the trials of war, the Kremlin’s interest in maintaining power 

drove it to “make sure that it has filled every nook and cranny available to it in the basin 

of world power.”  The Soviet system would eventually succumb to the very “internal 27

contradictions” that Marxists had long assumed would spell the inevitable decline of 

capitalism. The exhaustion of Marxist-Leninist fanaticism would bring to power a 

reasonable regime that would acknowledge the “basic political changes”  of the postwar 28

world. Such a regime was more likely to recognize that American power in no way posed 

a threat to Russian vital interests, and that mutual tolerance of global diversity would in 

fact be in the best interest of the Russian people. Of course, such an outcome would not 

occur on its own. Undermining the propaganda claims of the Soviet leadership and 

infusing the West with the confidence necessary to await this development required 

periodic action in helping history to take its natural course.   29

 Kennan, “The Sources of Soviet Conduct,” 579. 26

 Ibid, 575. 27

 Ibid, 579. 28

 Gaddis, Strategies of Containment, 41-3. 29
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Conclusion 

Kennan’s attempt to place the national interest over democratic ideology 

resembles the opposite argument because both sides ultimately render the two variables 

into ideal types of good and bad statesmanship. In either case, the ideal statesman is 

understood as advancing the best interests of the state in a manner consistent with its 

ethical and political traditions, and so prioritizing either principal naturally invites a claim 

on the other. Whether starting from the pole of ideology or national interest, achieving the 

ideal of statesmanship requires both.  

The relationship between national interest and democratic ideology extends to the 

application of theory to practice. Judging political conduct against an ideal of 

statesmanship, whether one characterized by its democratic bona fides or prudential 

wisdom, renders a state more or less reasonable based on its proximity to the ideal. Even 

from an ostensible standpoint of reason, measuring states as more or less ‘reasonable’

doubles as a moral standard, and invariably gives a degree of moral preference to the 

interests of the more reasonable state.  

Foreign policy cannot be evaluated solely in terms of its ability to either adopt its 

domestic ethos or operate by a purely external standard, since the separation between the 

two is false even in the realm of the ideal. In both theory and practice, regimes can be 

better evaluated by their capacity to translate publicly held norms into policy. In almost 

all cases, these norms will reflect some variation of the democratic principle because it is 

both widespread enough to be a near-universal standard of conduct and too abstract to be 

directly operationalized. Even within a consistent institutional setting, the rapid evolution 
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of circumstances necessitates a dynamic interpretation of what constitutes a properly 

democratic foreign policy. Consequently, the ubiquity of the democratic principle makes 

it a unifying feature of international politics, while varying interpretations mean that the 

new set of normative rules has not replaced the traditional game of interstate rivalry, but 

only revised it.  

 For example, the bipolar competition of the Cold War ultimately depended on the 

question of “who is authentically democratic?”  Such a question could not be answered 30

on purely ideological grounds, as the appeal of American or Soviet propaganda to their 

domestic and international audience depended upon the effectiveness of their forces and 

productive capacities. In addition to its material strength, however, the United States held 

a marked advantage in its ability to wrestle with the paradox of being a democratic great 

power in its domestic politics and foreign relations.  

 Such a dual standard of conduct means that neither will ever be satisfied, but this 

allows policymakers to address particular issues in terms of a unique balance of 

conflicting ideals rather than the perfection of a singular standard that weighs equally in 

all circumstances. The Soviet Union was capable of acting as a great power and as an 

ideological crusader, but could only highlight one of those aspects at any particular time, 

forcing it into abrupt and obviously tactical shifts between these identities and thereby 

diminishing the integrity of both.  

 The overlap between reason and morality within the broad umbrella of the 

democratic principle makes it impossible for any society, liberal or dictatorial, to separate 

 Aron, Peace and War, 540.30
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its foreign policy from its domestic politics. When circumstances require a state to pursue 

an active foreign policy on behalf of its security, “the conundrum of domestic liberty or 

foreign advocacy of freedom [is] a false choice; the habits of mind that would alone be 

compatible with the former needed the inspiration of the latter.”  Necessity does not 31

force the state to abandon its ideological principles, only to make a decisive choice on the 

manner of their adaptation.  

 This project contributes to the question of democracy and foreign policy by 

reinterpreting dictatorships as a radicalization of the democratic principle rather than a 

misbegotten relic or expositor of classic realpolitik. The study of dictatorships offered in 

this project corrects these limitations by revealing these regimes as a distortion of the 

democratic principle. This does not necessarily make diplomacy with such regimes 

easier, but it does allow liberal states to ask a better set of questions on the motives of 

dictatorial states and more effectively compare dictatorial practices with their own norms 

and ambitions. Even if superior understanding does not solve underlying conflicts of 

interest, it is more likely to clarify the competing roles of ideology and interest in that 

dispute.  This validates the role of democratic ideology in international politics, and 

affirms the basic normative ambitions of the liberal great powers and international 

institutions even in the face of their challengers.  There is no better way to nurture the 

democratic principle than to educate citizens and statesmen in its fragility. 

 David Clinton, “The Surprising M. de Tocqueville: Necessity, Foreign Policy, and Civic 31

Virtue,” in Ewa Atanassow and Richard Boyd, eds., Tocqueville and the Frontiers of Democracy (New 
York: Cambridge University Press, 2013) 231.
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